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the following:

Resolve in favor of the University of
Maine for maintenance.
An act additional to chapter 136 of the
Private and Special Laws of 1916, entitled, “An act to incorporate the Northport Village Corporation.”
The following appropriations have been

made for the years 1919-20:
Children’s Aid Society, Belfast, one
thousand seven hundred dollars for the
to
the question
year 1919 and one thousand seven hundred dollars for the year 1920; $3,400.
Smith’s personal
Waldo County General Hospital, Belarch has been open- j fast., seven hundred fifty dollars for the
year 1919, and seven hundred fifty dollars
weeks ago he came 1
for the year 1920; $1,500.
» and remained sev- j
The Belfast Home for Aged Women,
imong its members, two hundred dollars for the year 1919,
and two hundred dollars for the year
'-aty of a personal
1920; $400.
-:ne he is requested to
a a bled to
give $500, if
G. G. Lower has returned from St.
'ish would raise $1,200
where he spent the winter.
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and many plans are

meeting for the organization of
the Belfast City Government was held
Monday morning, March 17th, at 10
o’clock.
The

The meeting was culled to order by
City Clerk Chas. S. Bickford, who ad-

j

ministered the oath of office to Aiderj
men V. A.
Simmons, D. T. Clements, W. i
G. Hatch and T. S. Thompson; Councilmen R. H. Howes, J. C.
Durham, V. L.

Hall, L. B. Thompson, H.
Davis, L. A. Pay son, G.

Perry and N. M. Staples.
Prayer was offered by
W. Martin.
The oath of office

J.
W.

Kimball,
Lane, I.

Rev.

B.
L.

Charles

Mr. Lower made the trip in his car and
reports a delightful trip, but sold his auto
before returning home

to pursue, much as we would dislike to ask the removal of the present
tanks and much as we would regret not
to grant the petition at hand.
The matter of reduction of insurance
rates on residential property referred to
in my address last year has not been
accomplished. This must have immediate
attention. Belfast should be advanced to
Class C in the rate classification.
The most troublesome and unsatisfactory problem with which we have to deal
the present year is the water situation.
Most of you are familial with it. It has
been a knitting work for several years.
It is constantly with us, gnawing at the
vitals of the city’s growth and prosperity.
As such the only remedy is to cut it out,
and this must be done by purchase, if at
all.
To this end, an examination of the
Water Company’s books is already started or about to be started by the firm of
Metcalf and Eddy, Consulting Engineers
of Boston, people recommended by Stone
& Webster.
This is bemg done with the
consent of the Water Co. and we anticipate will be a comparatively short and
inexpensive job. We should soon be in a
position to make an offer of purchase,
either for Belfast people individually or a
water district, in case that is organized.
We hope and expect to succed in the.
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to-individual- measure
will want to have their spring
suits ready for

“National Dress-Up
Week”
April 5th

to

12th, inclusive

W e cordially invite you to come
in and see our handsome line
ot
spring woolens from our
celebrated Chicago tailors

ED. V. PRICE & CO.
We always guarantee complete
clothes satisfaction—in service,
fit, style and value. Clothes
that invite the question

“Who’s Your Tailor?”
May we show you these smart
wool suitings today?

Ralph

D. Southworth

12 Main

Street, Belfast,

Co.,

Me.
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City Electrician, C. G. Dickey.
Assistant Engineers, Francis X. Pendleton, Walter J Clifford.
Assessor for 3 years, J. F. Sheldon.
Overseers of the Poor: W. L. West, G

Red Cross Notes.
Knitters

G.

Abbott, E. S. Pitcher.
Library Trustees: Ben Hazeltine, A. E,
Wilson, Selwyn Thompson, Sam’l Adams,

Chas. S. Bickford.
|
Park Superintendent: T. S. Thompson.
Police: P. S. Edgecomb, E. S. Whitehead, F. T. Nason, Henry H. Wentworth,

Percy

C.

Harriman,

Harrison A.

Shaw,

Everett A. Nickerson, Henry Staples,
Jas. D. hill, Bert E. Annis, Wm. B. Bart-

lett,

Thos. J. Brown, Edward D. White,
R. L. Rolerson.
Surveyors of Lumber: J. C. Durham,
H. L. Stevens, W. K. Keene, B. B. Greenlaw, V. A. Simmons, F. A. Holmes, R. L.
Cooper, J. E. Thombs, A. E. Brackett, H.
Fair Holmes, C. B. Holmes, L. B. Roberts,
A. L. Howard, T. L. Decrow, E. E. Babcock, A. M. Partridge, C. E. Hopkins, E.
R. Colson, W. H. Mitchell.
Weighers of Coal and Hay: H. L. Stevens, R. L. Cooper, R. H. Mosher, R. H.
Patterson, Jesse L. Staples, G. B. Salter,
V. A. Simmons, C. B. Holmes, K. B.
Craig, E. A. Wadsworth, J. E. Thombs,
L. R. Allen.
Measurers of Grain and Salt: H. L.
Stevens. R. H. Mosher, W. B. Dutch, V.
E. Hall, B. R. Allen.
Measurers of Wood and Bark: H. L.
Stevens, r. A. Holmes, C. B. Holmes, R.
H. Mosher, L. B. Roberts, M R. Whitcomb, V. A. Simmons, K. B. Craig. E. A.
Wadsworth, E. R. Colson, R. L. Cooper,
W. H. Mitchell, J. E. Thombs.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves; F. A.
Holmes, W. G. Hatch, R. H. Mosher.
fence Viewers: E. O.
Pendleton, G. F.
Mayhew, Richard Merriam.
Sealer of Weights and Measures: Percy
S. Edgecomb.
Constable: Edmund Wilson.
The following orders were passed in

PERSONAL.

still urgently needed for
shawls, sweaters and stockings. Do your
bit! The room in Memorial Hall will be
open to receive completed articles and to
give out yarn, on Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.30.
The drive for old clothing begins on
Monday next, March 24th, and continues
for three days.
Everything is needed,
and needed
desperately—bedding, clothing for men, women and children, and
shoes. The chief requirement is that
things shall be servicable, and garments
that are, or can be mended, may have in
them much wear. If the bottoms of high
boots are badly worn, cut off the
tops,
and send the leather for mending purposes.
Don’t let this opportunity for
helpfulness escape you.
Please send
contributions to the City Council room,
next Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday.
are

The Red Cross Banquet. The banquet, marking the end of the two years’
splendid work of the sewing department
of the Red Cross, was served last
Friday
evening in Memorial hall. The tables,
arranged in the form of a cross and over-

Morris L. Slugg left recently on
trip to boston.

Mrs. Edgar M. Hall left last week to
visit her parents in

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and Miss Grace A.
A. Lord are in Portland for a few days'
visit.
Mrs. A. C. Tuttle and son Hugh left
recently for visits in Bucksport and Bangor.
Rev.

Arthur

home today,
in Boston.

E.

Wilson

Thursday,

will

from

a

return

short visit

Mrs. Wm. E. Rreger of Fairfield was
the guest several days the past week of
Mrs. O. E. Frost.

most attrac-

arrived recently to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. McMahan.

Miss

red,

were

menu was

Mrs. Frank Selden of

Hazeltine,

chairman of the Red
at the close of the banquet, gracefully introduced the speakers, calling
first upon Mrs. James C. Durham, the
secretary, who spoke of her duties and
emphasized the need of continuing the
work.
Miss Isabel Ginn, the treasurer,
told of the large amount of money that
had passed through her hands, $25,000.
All of which, barring money for postage,
had been used by the Red Cross.
Miss
Maud E. Mathews, chairman of the
Home Service department, compared her
work to that of the Social Service and
related an interesting and pathetic story
that her department had been able to
bring to a happy and comfortable ending,
as an example of the kind of work they
are trying to do.
Mrs. James H. Howes
responded with earnestness and charm to
the toast, “The Salvation Army” and
Mrs. Herbert S. Morey spoke enthusiastically for the Y. M. C. A. Mrs. A. E.
Wilson read a Red Cross alphabet, in
which all the bright and funny people
and things of the past two years were
exploited, even the “Movies” over the
way coming in for its share of attention.
Miss Hazeltine made a strong plea for
willingness to get to work again when
the much needed vacation is over.
Mrs.
Fred RacklifT, with a uiief foreword and
small Emily Rackliffe reciting the real
Maud Muller, gave the history of the organization of the Waldo County Chapter
of the Red Cross, patterned on the lines
of the original Maud. A pleasing vocal
program, arranged by Mrs. E. P. Frost,
completed the entertainment.

Cross,

THE

Miss Florence Parsons of Dixfield

Capt. Ernest Gray of Castine and Orrin
L.

Mrs. Maitland B. Smith and

Mrs.

Waterman of West

Corp. Fred Copp of this city visited
Prospect the past week,
walking both to and from the town.
relatives in

Dr. and Mrs. O. S.
John A.

spend

a

Vickery and son,
left last Saturday to
week in Boston and
vracuse,

Vickery,

v

N. Y.
Private

I.loy 1 Dyer of Company F.,

Third Infantry, has returned from a leave
of absence which was spent with friends
in Boston and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. William H

Smalley of

Monday,

called by the
death of the former’s mother, Mrs. ThomBoston

as

arrived

H. Smalley of East Northport.
Miss Ida E. Walker has returned home

from Lakeview, where she

called by

was

Private Clyde u. Moody
from overseas at Newport

Mrs. Carroll A. Varney and the Misses
Ina and Alice Ray left Monday for Bar
Harbor to attend the funeral of their sis-

be held next Sunday at

ter, Mrs. Mildred Ray Rich, who died in.

Portsmouth,

The interment will

N. H.

be in Bar Harbor.
Dr. John C. Ham, who was in the sersome time at the Southern camps

and evening service

vice for

Prayer meeting this, Thursday

with rank of Captain, has secured his release and opened an ofiice over the Bel-

evening.
at

arrived

News, Va.

since he sailed for foreign lands.

the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m. Prof.
Calvin M. Clark will supply the pulpit.
Sunday school at noon; Christian En-

the

Universalist church next Sunday morning and evening with preaching by Rev.

nas

Among those awaiting him at home is
his baby daughter, Helen Margaret, born

Sunday The church school at noon. All
cordially invited to these services.

Regular services will be held

Charles H.

Belfast is gaining after a recent operation in the Waldo County Hospital.

Rev. A. E. Wilson in the First Parish
at 10.45 a. m. will preach next

7.30.

few weeks in

a

! church

at

nephew,
Roberts, are spending
Hartford, Conn.

Master Alfred M.

preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan.

m.

Green of Brooklin were among the

visitors in town last Monday.

Services will be held next Sunday at
10.45 a. m. with

deavor at 6.30 p.

ar-

the illness of her niece, Mrs. Lillian Jones
Sweetser, who is now convalescent.

CHURCHES

Services will

Haverhill, Mass.,

rived recently to visit her aunt, Mrs. L.
C. Putnam and other relatives.

the North Church at

j

Farmington.

Miss Frances A. Sargent is spending
the week with relatives in Portland.

enjoyed by 96 of
the members. It was heartening to see
several who have worked long and loyally in neighborhood groups out of town.

laid with bands of

1

busi-

a

ness

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury plan to
leave next Saturday to spend the spring
months in New York.

tive; and the

concurrence.

Ordered: That the regular meetings of
the City Council for the current municipal year shall be held on the lirst Monday
of each month at 7.30.
Ordered: That all barns and yards of
ail persons qualified as pcund keepers for
the ensuing year are established as legal
for the city without charge for
I pounds
the same, except the usual fees allowed
by law.
Ordered: Ihatsomuchof the Mayor’s
address as relates to finances, roads,
purchase.
schools and bridges, be referred to the
uic \jiuy piticc
uciicau uuwcvu, 10 nui
committees respectively and that said
suffering from water troubles. The trouble committees
prepare and submit to the
of all places takes its origin largely from
City Council at the regular May meeting,
an unwise statute.
As administered, this !
the amount of the appropriations required
law sanctions, encourages and directs
for the several departments for the ensut evasion in the
interpretation and dis- ing year.
charge of obligations regarded both sacred
Ordered: That a special committee of
and binding before the law was conceived.
one on the part of the Aldermen and two
Its workings are not on the broad prin- |
on the part of the Common Council be
ciples of justice, right and respect for appointed to ascertain the cost
of doing
pre-existing contracts, which should gov- the
City’s advertising for the ensuing
ern all legal decisions.
It tends to render
municipal year, and report at the regular
impotent the necessity for increased in- meeting in
May-.
itiative, efficiency and economy of operaOrdered: That the joint rules of the
tion.
Why should a Water Co. worry? City Council
be, and they hereby are
Its application works a greater hardship
established, as published in the book of
on water consumers throughout the State
“Ordinances and Rules” of the edition of
than on any other class of public utility
1908.
patrons. For instance, should an Electric
Ordered: That the Assessors for the
Light Co. demand unreasonable rates, the current municipal
year gives due notice
I Standard Oil product would at once come
to the inhabitants of the city to make
Should a street car line
to the rescue.
them true and perfect lists of their esdo likewise, our legs could be.brought
not exempt by law, which they are
The city also has reason to congratu- into service
But it is not pdfesible to tates,
late itself that you gentlemen are willing shift at once from the use of water in- possessed of on the first day of April
this year, said notice to be by publicato assume these duties at the expense of stalled in our homes without
conriderable tion in
the Republican Journal, at least
your own private interests, but it is inconvenience.
that inconNevertheless,
three weeks successively and by posting
nevertheless an obligation which you venience should be
temporarily borne if in each ward in some
public place.
owe.
Unless sucn men as you are will- the case is
sufficiently aggravating.
Ordered: That the Chairman of the
ing to do this work, what right have
No city or town in Maine today could
on Highways and Bridges
Committee
to
be,
complain of what the other fel- possibly take the risk of permitting an
they
and he hereby is, authorized and instructlow does? I hope and expect the good outside
corporation to install a water ed to employ some suitable
person to tend
results from the- continuance of your
system. Such an action would be sui- the draw of noth upper and lower
labors the present year will cause other cidal in the extreme.
bridges,
The law also enfor the ensuing year.
men equally competent and
responsible tirely eliminates tiie opportunity hereto- so-called,
Ordered: That all bills against the city
to be willing to take on the work where
fore afforded individuals who have been be
itemized and shall be approved by the
we leave it, that the spirit of
unity and accustomed to install and own water sysproper committee, before being placed in
co-operation in Belfast may t-e further tems at a profit to themselves.
the
Auditor’s hands; also that all such
fostered and improved.
I have recently been through a long debills shall be in the Auditor’s hands on or
The past year has been a hard one in cision in
of
the
Act
to
application
Utility
which to obtain results
Labor has been a water situation existing in the town of before six o’clock in the afternoon of the
Tuesday preceding the first Monday in
scarce and wages al normally
high. The Lincoln, Me.
each month or they will lie over until the
present year will be more favorable in
The Lincoln Water Co. was organized
succeeding month.
both respects, and with a return toward in
1911, and entered into a 20 year conOrdered: That the Mayor and Citynormal, the standard of efficiency will be tract with the town of Lincoln, to furClerk are hereby authorized to employincreased.
It is disappointing, but a nish water for 30
hydrants at $15 per some suitable person as
janitor of the
fact, that extremely high wages and year, and for private families at a rate
shortage of labor produce a decrease of not to exceed $8 per year for each first City Council, Fire Department, Superinof
tendent
Schools
and
Police Court
individual efficiency.
It should be the faucet. The water company was authorrooms for the ensuing year.
opposite.
ized to make contracts with the towns
Ordered:
That
the
members
of the
We have held down well to our appro- and inhabitants
thereof, as contemplated
priations and have cleared the past year in the Act; and the municipal officers or City Council and School Committee be
allowed such sum as they may pay out
with a reduction in the city’s net liabilithe assessors of the towns were authorties. This is a start in the right direction ized to enter into contracts for a term of for stabling their horses during the year,
while in attendance on city business.
and we hope a permanent turn in the
years with the company, for municipal
Ordered: That all records of the meetcity’s financial affairs. T he tax rate was purposes.
ings of the Board of Aldermen, Municipa
high, but abnormal expenditures had to
This contract w as very similar to ours,
Officers, and other meetings in joint conbe met as well as high prices contended
excepting that the rate to private indi- vention be typewritten
by the City Clerk
with.
We can hope for little if any re- viduals was limited to a
stipulated sum. and it is further ordered that
he use £
duction this year, if anything is to be ac- As in our
case, the contract was made black record ribbon for
writing said recAn increase of $5,000 per before the Public Utilities Act was
; complished.
pass- ords.
year for the next year and a half is ad- ed, and the people of Lincoln had reason
Ordered: That the City Clerk be, anc
ded to our bonded interest.
We certain- to suppose, as with us. that the Company
he hereby is authorized and instructed tc
ly cannot afford to see the city go back- would carry out its obligations.
This advertise for bids for
the annua
ward in its schools, roads,
sidewalks, | condition is always fully implied in the report of the City of printingand that al
Belfast,
sewers, drainage and other necessaries.
formation of every contract by responsi\
bids shall be returned to him before sever
The thing of first importance of course ble
parties. But for these original con- o’clock p. m., April
j
1, 1919.
is our schools. They appear to be in ;
tracts, foreign owned water companies
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be
capable hands. Every interest, encour- would never have been permitted in our
and
he
authorized
hereby is,
to negotiati
agement and co-operation should be ex- < cities and gowos; certainly not in Bela loan of ten thousand dollars
tended for their further improvement.
(110,000.00.
fast, and probably not elsewhere.
from
to
be
the
taxes
to
paid
be assesset
The growth of our city primarily rests
Notwithstanding the specilic terms of for the fiscal year
the notes to b<
1919;
with our schools. They should be second the
the Lincoln Water Company
contract,
countersigned by the Mayor and Financi
to none in the State. Our superintend- is authorize a to increase its rates for
the Committee.
I
ent said to me in a recent communica- first 30
hydrants from $1500 to $2500 per
The Mayor and City Marshal were aution: ‘‘A good school system will help
year and to individual families from $8 thorized to elect two
members from th<
more than any one thing
to make this a
to $12 per year for each first faucet, with
bigger, better and busier Belfast. A good corresponding increases for secondary police to serve as night watchmen.
The
following standing committee:
system will act as a magnet drawing peo- service.
were appointed:
ple to us. More people means more inI submit to you, gentlemen, and to the
Finance, Aid. Cooper; Councilmen Hal
dustries and more business."
citizens of our State, whether such a law and
Thompson.
vvc uccu inusL ui
au
a
new schoolis right and just, and whether there is
Public Schools, Aid. Hatch; CouncilI want you, geutlemen, to conhouse.
any necessity or excuse for such per- men
Payson and Davis.
sider, and if you regard it advisable, version of moral and legal obligations.
Highways, Aid. Simmons; Counciladvocate the starting of a drive to raise' Is
it not a blight on our State? Are the
by subscription, a substantial amount for inhabitants of the various towns affected men Durham and Perry.
if we undertake it in the
this purpose,
Fire Department, Aid. Thompson ;Coungoing to stand for this in silence? Is
cilmen Howes and Kimball.
right spirit and with the proper zeal, there there not bound to come such an
uprising
is no telling what we may accomplish. of
By-Laws, Aid. Hatch; Councilmei
public opinion as will bring this whole
There are people who should give at least
situation before a future legislature for Kimball and Staples.
for
this
Enrolled Ordinances, Aid. Hatch; Coun$1,000
purposeand J believe every re-consideration and correction? Cerone would wish to help to the most of his
cilmen Howes and Payson.
tainly something should be done. When
ability. For one, I am willing to triple the time
Sidewalks. Aid. Simmons; Ccuncilmer
comes, the inhabitants of Bel- Durham
and Perry.
my subscription to the United War Drive fast can be
relied upon to do their part.
and I have no doubt everyone of you
Cemeteries, Aid. Clements; CouncilWere I a resident of Lincoln, I would
gentlemen would gladly do the same. If advocate cutting loose from the whole men Payson and Lane.
all in Belfast should do this even we
Sewers, Aid. Clements; Councihner
water situation until such a time as the
would raise *39,000. This undertaking
to come to just Payson and Lane.
was
Company
ready
is not so big as it looks. Think it over, terms.
Lights, Aid. Thompson; Councilmei
gentlemen.
In our own case if our efforts to pur- Davis and Staples.
The next of importance is our streets
State Pensions, Aids. Cooper, Simmon:
chase prove futile, this city government
We are agreed that gravel is
and roads.
and Clements.
can be relied upon to employ every honthe thing most adaptable to their imAdjourned.
orable means at our command to obtain
provement. Money expended in grading a just and fair consideration for the inis wasted unless immediately followed by
habitants of the city
If we do not obNORTH MONTVILLE.
gravel. The long haul from our known tain
that, it will not be our fault.
gravel pits and cost of team hire make
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor.
Stewart Bros, are sawing the wooc
the use of teams impracticable.
The
purchase of a suitable gravel truck has
hrough this section.
been spoken of, which I submit for your
The following officers were elected:
Miss Roberta Wiggin visited at J. W,
immediate consideration.
City Clerk, Chas. S. Bickford.
Nutter’s a few days last week.
The general condition of our sidewalks
City Treasurer, Chas. S. Bickford.
is both bad and dangerous. A substantial
Mr. and Mrs W. M. Vose visited al
City Solicitor, Hodgdon C. Buzzell.
appropriation should be made for them
City Physician, Dr. Adelbert Millett
Bert Vose’s in Knox one day last week
this year. Gravel should be substituted
Street Supervisor, T. S. Thompson.
at once in place of worn out plank walks,
Miss Edith Lawrence has been dressChief Engineer, Stephen S. L. Shute.
and a reasonable amount of concrete surCity Engineer, H. P. Farrow.
for Mrs. Mert Clement in Hallmaking
done.
facing
City Marshal, M. R. Knowlton.
dale.
Our sewers should be extended, outTax Collector, Edmund Wilson.
lets for our surface drainage must also
Mr. Harry Armstrong from Portland i:
Auditor, H. H. Coombs.
have our consideration, and the beginning
stopping at Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Banton’i
Hui jor Master, N. S. Lord.
of a well planned system established.
a while.
for
Port W ardgn, N. S. Lord.
Water stands in places on the surface
Truant Officer, 'M. R. Knowlton.
Mr.
and Mrs. Wayland Hall from Belthroughout the season to the danger of
Inspector of Buildings, J. G. Aborn.
fast visited at Charles Colby’s Saturday
health in those localities.
Inspector of Milk, E.C- Dow.
and Sunday.

j

prefer their clothes made-

1919;

""

Clur railroad question is still- before us
But little of the appropriation of last
year for investigation was used, the balance being still available.
War conditions made it inadvisable to push the effort then, but if those conditions become
sufficiently corrected, no endeavor should
be spared to permanently dispose of this
question.
A petition is before the city government
to locate another large gasoline tank near
the water front at the foot of Main street.
On investigation it has been found that
such an occurrence would increase insurance within range of 100 yards, 10 per
cent; that if the tanks now there should
be removed, rates would likewise be reduced 10 per cent from the present level.
It has also been found that at least $600,000 of insurance is in force within the
radius mentioned, at an annual insurance
expense of probably at least $10,000. This

course

20,

--

administered to
matter is still in the hands of a
Mayor-elect, C. W. Wescott, who later tee for further consideration and commitinvestiread his address as follows:
gation and will come before you for final
conclusion.
If our investigations thus
Gentlemen of the City Council:
far are correct, it would seem as though
The city’s affairs are again placed in
the public demand would leave but one
was

some

r(
■

12th,

I

election. Notwithstanding the small numgown of white satin trimmed with ! ber of votes cast, the election is as unanii’rincess lace and pearls.
Her sisters, mous as though every voter had gone to
Mrs. Oscar Tweedie and Miss Iva Hogan, I the Dolls.
It is indeed remarkable that a comparawere bridesmaids.
1 be tormer wore pink
tively full city government should be reTiffany silk and the latter blue Tiffany, elected in Belfast without a dissenting
both trimmed with Georgette crepe and vote. This testifies to the public’s appreirridescent garnitures. They carried car- ciation of the honesty and sincerity of
purpose with which you have conducted
nations. Little Miss Marie Hogan, gownyour work.
ed in white Tiffany silk, was the ring
I believe I can truthfully say that there
The groom was attended by has not been the slightest friction the
bearer.
in the decisions of the city
Joseph Libby of Bangor. The home was past year
government, and I have no doubt this
handsomely decorated by I. P. Griffith spirit of co-operation will continue.
of Freedom.
The color scheme was
I assure you it is a pleasure to be assoIn the parlor ciated with such a body of men, men who
green, pink and white.
have the interest, ability and willingness
pink roses were used in abundance, the
to care for all matters referred to them
front hall in green and white, the dining better than I would attend
to them myroom in
white principally.
Immediately self. It is a great relief to me, and othercould
wise
I
not
afford
to
have
taken on
following the ceremony a reception was
of the work.
held and a collation of sandwiches, coffee, my part
The results of the past year are likeice cream and cake served. Their many wise
especially gratifying. Your unaniuseful and .valuable presents indicated mous re-election proves the correctness
their popularity and the best wishes of a of the principle for which we stood then
and for which we stand today, namely, a
host of friends.
They left for a short coalition
government, or non-partisanship
wedding trip to Boston, the bride wear- in city affairs.
The
general good feeling which exists
ing a tailored suit of gray with hat and
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds today is a powerful asset to the city in
waist to match.
its forward march, and a help to us in
have been Bangor residents for some the further
performance of the city’s
time.
Mr. Reynolds is a Maine Central business.
It matters not to us whether
train desoatcher and the nride a gradu- a man is a Democrat or a Republican, but
whether he can deliver the service.
ate nurse from the Eastern Maine Gen- only
We sincerely regret that all of the men
eral Hospital. Since last July she has associated with us last
year are not able,
been employed in Belfast, where she through ineligibility in their respective
made many friends.
Among the out-of- wards, to be here again, but we are
to be associated with the honortown guests were the groom’s parents pleased
able and capable gentlemen who fill their
and sister from Madawaska, Miss Gabri- 1 places.

their churches
ne future.
e
voice we would
n throughout the
•oi l solemn vow.
w ords of our mouths
ns of our hearts be
rate

c

Bells.

REYNOLDS-Hogan. Don C. Reynolds
of Bangor and Miss Gertrude M. Hogan
were married at high noon Wednesday*
March

-of devotion,

'government.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan of
Thorndike, in the presence of a large
party of relatives and friends. Rev. your hands.
Nearly all of you ffentlemen have been
Ashley A. Smith of the Bangor Univeron the job for the past
year; your work
salist church officiated, using the
double't has been ratified and approved by the
ring service. The bride was given away recent election, and the public is fully
She wore a handsome well informed of your plans. It is now
by her father.
j for you to go forward with those
plans
gown of white silk with lace overand realize for the city tne benefits to be
dress, a bridal veil and carried a shower i derived from their continuance or combouquet of bride roses. Mrs. Erma Bar- j pletion.
It is with pleasure and satisfaction that
ker Blodgett of Searsport, her cousin,
I congratulate you on your unanimous rewas maid of honor
She wore a hand-

men

and consecrated
■er* monies to the
the service of

\

j
f

a

service:
immemorial

: ',t

i~~

L.

and

Belfast

in

r

tee will consist of the various chairmen
and the men’s committee.

ex-

'-icy

They hope

pastor, in the
| meantime Mr. Smith will preach evenings when it is possible for him to auto
.,
for the past two
here after his own Sunday services.
,i church was opened
At a recent meeting of the general
most auspicious and ;
committee Mrs. Samuel N. RackliiT was
A former pastor,
.ns
made chairman of the visiting committee
of Bangor, who
and Mrs. F. G. Spinney of the decorating
this
with
church,
committee.
The entertainment commitand evening to

Sermons
t.mvs, I loquent
.-‘lent Music.

soon

Maine, Thursday, march

—

fast Drug Store

on

Main street, next to

the Odd Fellows block.
Belfast

friends have

received

word

Dwight A. Ball, Stale Supt. There will from Dr Eftie M. Wailing of her arrival
be special music at both services. The
with her mother at their home in NorSunday school will be organized at 12 walk, Ohio. She writes that they made
o’clock with Mrs. Florence L. Keene,
the trip easily, that her mother seemed
chairman. All children will be welcome.
Their home
to enjoy it and was gaining.
People’s Methodist church, Rev.Charles was being made ready and they expected
W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court to move in April 1st.
Spring has already
street, telephone 213-11. Sunday morning, j arrived there.
preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12.00;
C. Chipman Pineo has resigned his poSunday evening, preaching, 7 30; prayer sition with the National City Bank of
meeting this, Thursday, evening, .30
The public is cordially invited to worship New York and accepted one with the
with us at all our services. Strangers in Royal Bank of Canada. He left Monday
town are especially welcome. We aim to on a short business trip to New York
make everybody feel at home with a corMrs. Pineo will join him m Boston today,
dial w lcome and a hearty invitation to
Thursday. lie will leave Belfast April
come again.
12th for South America, where he exCHESTER LEE HOWARD.
pects to spend a year or more. Mrs.
Pineo will

The funeral of Chester

Lee, son of Elijah C. and Mary E. (Clements) Howard
was held at the home of his grandparents,

remain

in

Belfast

for

the

present.

Frank Whitney, who served in Com-

Machine Gun Battalion, arSanford Howard, No. 41 pany D., 5th
to visit relatives.
He is
rived
recently
| High street, last Friday at 2 p. m.., with
to return to Camp Devens and hopes
Rev.
Arthur
E.
Wilson
of
the
First
ParI
Whit! ish church officiating. Chester died in ! soon to receive his discharge. Mr.
ney has been severely wounded in the
Derby, where his parents recently moved, j
stomach with shrapnel, but is recovering
Tuesday, March 11th, after a week’s illHe say; be would not
from its effects.
ness with bronchial pneumonia.
He had
i take a million dollars for his experiences
j been an invalid all his life and this was | at the front, but would sell his chances
the third time he had suffered with pneu- of going through it again for two bits.
; Mr. and

Mrs.

Always thoughtful and considerMr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine of this city
he had never caused his parents an received word last Thursday that their
;
anxious thought and his going is a severe
Charles B. Hazeltine, who is

monia.
ate

!

blow to his family.

He

; son,

was a

member of

stationed at Fort Bliss, El Paso,
Tex., in charge of a signal corps bata!lion, had been injured by being thrown

the Belfast Boy Scouts and spoke often of
He is survived
the order in his illness.

I from his horse. The letter from Mrs.
parents and ! Hazeltine containing this .nformotion
brother Merle. The sympathy of all is stated that he had gone out on his usual
extended to the bereaved in the loss of I practice trip, and his horse came back
without him. li is supposed that the
this bright young lad of only 13 years, 5
horse’s hoof struck Maj. Hazeltine’s head,
months and 22 days.
His is the first for his cap showed the marks, and he was
death among the Scouts. They sent a unconscious for two days, but his attendfloral trib ute, attended the funeral and ing physician expressed the opinion that
his recovery would be complete.
acted as an escort to ihe Grove Cemetery
tomb. The abundant and beautiful floral
by his grandparents,

|

j

Maj.

now

his

FREEDOM.

tributes expressed love for the child and
sympathy to those called to mourn. The
bearers were Kenneth Colcord, Orland

Fred Thurston
i n town Sunday.

Orchard, Herbert Snow and Forest Woods.
—Milo and Bangor papers please copy.

calling

on

friends

Charles Smith of Augusta visited his
sister, Mrs. Bangs, March 8th and yth.
Mrs. Annie Murch spent March 7th

SEARSMONT.
I

Mrs. Emma Berry is seriously sick with
rheumatism and neuralgia.

was

and 8th with her
field.

son

Edmund in Pitts-

Miss Lena Plummer was called home
from Boston to care for her mother, who
is quite ill.

Mr. James Googins, who has been conMrs. Annie Uornforth of Thorndike is
fined to the house for some time with 1 caring for Susan J. Flye, who has been
for the past few weeks.
ill
rheumatism, is able to be out.
Miss
Hope Bryant returned to her
Mrs. Abbie Ordway and Miss Maud
home in Vassalboro last Saturday, after
Bryant, who have been teaching in Sears- spending a week with her aunt, Bertha
port this winter, are spending a week’s Bryant.
vacation at their home.

Milbury F.

The

many

of Rev. Wesley
saddened to learn
of their only son, Storer
friends

Wiggin and wife

were

Hunt recently received a
letter from Webster Wentworth, saying

of the death
R. Wiggin.

he is to have charge of the Farmers’ Exchange in Waterville. Mr. Wentworth
was a teacher in the High school here
two years ago and is very pleasantly remembered by the people.

The Sunday school gave a social Saturday afternoon at the K. of P. hall for
the younger classes. They enjoyed a
good time and the nice treat furnished
by the committee.
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You don’t have to rub it in
to get quick, comfort-

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

For

ADVER1ISING Terms.

one

the findings of a jury in which
had such

months,
A WARNING.
That the I. W. W., the anarchists, the
extreme fanatical wing of the Socialists
and the rag-tag-and-bobtail of our popu-

house and the land on which it stands

perfecting an organization by persistent and somewhat effective methods. There are today in the
United States thousands of men as laware

less,

as

vicious and

sire

as

are

murderous

as

de-

in

the followers of Lenine and

Trotzky in Russia, and, as were the Germans, they are eager for “Der Tag” (the
day.' Fur this present state of affairs
Witn
ourselves, are responsible.
we,
serene

Beale,

ratification of this covenant.
have

sands of

proven

The absorption

rid of them over there.

land will be able to dedicate to her

of

men

!

more

joined these opposing forces.
All Europe now knows this, and Mr.
Wilson must tie

1

son a

fitting memorial. The Blaine home
has long been historic, henceforth its porta) is holy. A grateful State will guard
its treasure faithfully.

affairs stand with these Senators, and millions of our conservative citizens have

that his influence

aware

Undesirable

in European diplomacy and affairs has
been measurably weakened. Immediately

been

interest

concerning
events which will occur during the next
few years in this country. The omens,

many

hazard

forecast

a

however, have led many to believe that
before live years are passed the test for
the Bolsheviki
power will come between
and law and order, as here established,
and thus far maintained by those who
have made this glorious country what it
If this test comes there will be much
bloodshed, many homes and many factories will be destroyed and nameless
is.

horrible scenes will be enacted.
If our people are forced to meet this

crisis, the result is certain. Anarchy can
never permanently inflict its madness
because there

are

so

many

men

in the United States who have acquired
comfortable and happy homes by honest
toil and years of frugal living, and these
the Bolmen, when roused, will sweep
shevists from this country till the threshing floor is clean. The slums in the cities

purged

as

they have

never

the

from

yet

been purged, and even
along the highway, the devils will be
cast out. This republic will never lapse

men

democracy of yeggs, gangsters and
gunmen who woultl make their will the
a

only law of the land and who would
with

law

force. that

and

murdei

en-

the

In preparing to meet this menace
to our instituted government there should
be no period of watchful waiting. Every
alien I. W W. should be deported to

torch.

dwell with 1 is brethren in the country
from which he came. Every anarchistic,
turbuevery socialistic, and every other
lent alien should be sent to join his fellows in his native land. Those of our

naturalized citizens who have allied
themselves with the clans arrayed
against law auf order should be shown
that these two guardians of human lives
and human homes must be respected and
obeyed. These preventive measures, if
adopted before :t is too late, will do much
to avert the dangers, which, to many of
us, seem to threaten the safety of this
country.

in the league.

a

Americans.

England, while

powerless

and Italy

as a

w'ar

factor.

France

the proposed league. What these nations I
desired and urgently’ needed was, as a |

distinguished Frenchman stated to tha

conference,

an

international force of suf- I

ficient proportions to prevent Germany I
or any other country from breaking peace,
!
and, if peace were brok e, to restore it by
collective force.

Ihus

we

have before

us

league covena t in w dch the four great
Eastern powers have 1 ttie faith or interest and which a ver\ large part of our
own people does not approve. Mr. Wilson
a

has returned to Europe and is facing very
We have said that

serious difficulties.
Mr.

Wilson

made

mistake

a

when he

challenged the sentiment and said he hail
fighting blood in him, but this was nol
his initial mistake.

His initial and most :

unfortunate mistake

was

Europe

as

that he went to

the autocrat instead of

as

the

partner of the United States Senate. We
regret that he did this, for his own sake

j
!

and for the honor and fame of this Re-

public.

As matters stand

conceive
t

wo

of but

mistakes

one

can

way

now

we

can

Mr. Wil-

should ship William Allen White,
George D. Herron and Co). House back

ship

j

DEATH OF GEORGE HASTY

son

The death of George Hasty of Brooks
to America, and the band of
14 college occurred in Thorndike, March 10th, after
a lingering illness, at the home of Charles
professors, George Creel and the numer- White of
Thorndike, where he was spendous other unfledged and erratic states| ing the winter. Mr. Hasty suffered from
a shock about 12 years ago and since that
men whom he has taken over there should
go on the same ship.
Next he should or- j time had been in impaired health. Mr.
Hasty was born in Brooks about 58 years
der Secretary Baker and Secretary Dan- !
ago and has lived there during the whole
iels to remain in Washington and attend of his lifetime. He
was, up to the time
strictly to their business. At the same of being stricken with the shock, an
time he should summon to Europe about active farmer and one who was deeply
interested in the affairs of his town, and
a dozen of the ablest of our Democratic
has many friends in Brooks, who will
and Republican Senators to assist him regret to learn of his death.
He is surand Secretary of State Lansing in settling I vived by two daughters, Mrs. Roy Burr
of
and
Mrs.
Eva
Eastport,
Bartlett of
his and our existing difficulties, in the in- j
Cleveland, Ohio, and one son, Captain
terest of the United States and in the inPercy A. Hasty, who returned to this
terests of world peace. This would give country recently from active service with
the United States the prestige and dignity the 26th Division. Funeral services were
held from the residence of Charles White.

[

I

j

1

Senate Committee

House

There’s economy as well as reliability h
“Protected” rubber boots. Reinforced where
wear is greatest, they stand the gaff of hard
M1I,

Longer

money

Your dealer has
you want,

or can

exactly the kind of
get it quickly. Rem

bears the ‘U. S.
Seal”
trade mark of the
largest rubber manufacturer in
the world. Look for this seal.

every

pair

—

L

tor your

United States Rubber Company
New York

:

ESTATE.

UNITED MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY

Supplies
for the

BOS I ON. M ASS.
FORMERLY

(United Druggists Mutual Fire ins. Co.)

Chicks

STATEMENT

—un—iw

December 31, 1918.
Mortgages.$
Loans.
Stocks and

bonds, book
value.331,827

Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Interest accrued

$412,199

—

10

Feed All Chicks with K & W Chick Feed
The finest grain mixture possible.

Sound, sweet ingreWe also recommend and sell PRAT! S Haby
Feed, GREEN'S First Food and BARWELL'5
Milk Mash. Our line of

dients.
Chick

62

8,449 17

Brooders and Hovers
ia so

$403,750 15

LIABILITIES
Reserved
for losses in
process of adjustment,
Premium reserve
Reserved for unpaid bills,
Reserved for taxes

Raise More!

mother hen’s only rival —the CYPHERS INCUBATOR and get results. Ask us for full information.

Use the

40,65140
28,483 10
4,738 02

Less unadmitted assets

Charles H. Lindsay, Searsport; land and
buildings in Searsport.
Fred A. Heald, Lincolnville, to Ernest
M. Clark, Camden; land in Lincolnville.
Fred Ireland, Stockton Springs, to Anlie J. Nickerson, do; land and buildings
n Stockton Springs.

More!

4,500 00
2,000 00

$ 18,465 96
126,195 15
876 30
1,000 00

Kendall

complete
&

we can

Whitney

suppiy

every need that’#

Est. 1858

Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance

$146,537 41
100,000 00

....

$246,537 41
157,213 04

Net surplus.

$403,750
Surplus to policy
j

holders,

45

$257,213 04

E. C. CARLL, Agent, Augusta, Me.

Company,

THE

PHOENIX
OF

INSURANCE

HARTFORD,

CO.

Real estat

1

Real estate,.$
Mortgage loans,
....

I

Collateral loans.
i Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

0 00

Gross assets.$19,947,609 19
Deduct items not admitted,
241,411 34

league,

Net unpaid losses,

419,706,197

85

Dec. 31, 1918.

5 1,083,744 99
7,601,014 04
All other liabilities,
515,026 50
Cash capital.
3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
7,506,412 32
...

Unearned premiums,

Copyright 1919
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

years,

160,221 39
93,466 42

....

Liabilities

not

sentiments of the

nation,”

this defiant declaration:

and also made

“1 have fighting

blood in me” (with possibly

phasis

on

the word ‘me.’)

a

little

This

was

em-

not

tactful because there are many red blooded
Americans who do not like to be bullied.
The Journal believes this
and it

was

a

was

a

mistake,

mistake which cannot now

The President’s challenge
has been accepted. Whatever merits his
be rectified.

original plan for a league of nations may
have had, and we admit it had many, we
do not think that in its present form it
can ever be ratified by the Congress of
the United States.

Many leading Demo-

cratic Senators and many leading

Repub-

right-handed-twofisted smokejoy as you puff out of a
jimmy pipe packed with Prince Albert I

NEVER

That’s because P. A. has the

quality!

x ou can t tool

your taste apparatus any more than you
can get five aces out of a
family deck! So, when you hit
Prince Albert, coming and going, and get up half an hour
earlier just to start stoking your pipe or rolling cigarettes,
you know you’ve got the big prize on the end of your line!
Prince Albert’s quality alone puts it in a class of its own,
but when you figure that P. A. is made by our exclusive
patented process that cuts out bite and parch—well—you
feel like getting a flock of dictionaries to find enough words
to express your happy days sentiments!
Toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and half-pound tin
humidors—and—that classy, practical pound crystal glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

surplus,519,706,197 85
Albert M. Ames, Agent,
3wll
Stockton Springs, Maine

E. H.

Deduct items

717,184 95

:

not

ad

Liabilities Decent;

less than 20

;

unpaid losses
Unearned premiui
! All other liabilities
Net

6,540
360.244
134.013
216.386

95
33
13
54

per cent has been

re-

Assets December 31, 1918.
estate....$ 36,500
Mortgage loans.
338,150
Stocks and bonds. 525,7( 0
Cash in office and bank. 23,429
Agents’ balances. 26,465
Interest and rents.
11.039

00
00
((0
98
40
27

Gross assets...
$961,284 65
Deduct items not admitted.
6,908 44

j

(’ash

capital.

Surplus

over

!

ail liaio

Total liabilities

I

an

3

W!'

;

EYE SIGHT SPECIALIST
Experience.

44 South Main Street, W interport, Maine.

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

NOTICE
I still pay the highest possible prices
for all junk, iron, rags, metals, rubbers,
papers, bagging, bags, etc. Let me help
you in your spring house-cleaning.
Be- :
fore selling call me up or drop me a line I
and get my prices. By selling to Massachusetts peddlers you are not trading in
Belfast. Drop a line or call 229-4.
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast, Me.

Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office and b.n
Agents’ balances
Hills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

j

am

j

Admitted assets.
Admitted assets.$954,376
Liabilities December 31. 1918.
Net unpaid losses. $ 20,458
Unearned urerniums
318 256
All other liabilities.
18,245
over
all
liabilities.
Surplus
597,416

21
00
79
51
91

Total liabilities and surplus.$954,376 21
3wI0

jpBvery Womaa V/ ants'-

Boyington

30 Years'

)

Admitted assets

Real

Total liabilities and

such

)

Gross assets...

,408 23
54,223 28

77

was

was

|

Orient Insur e
637,734 42 turned on one-year policies, 40 per cent on
Hartford
106,50000 three-year policies and 60 per cent on five- j
200,000 00 year policies.
3wl0
Assets L »e%
15,501,847 00
Real estate.
1,366,260 30 Indiana Lumbei men's Mut. Insurance Co.,
Mortgage loans.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
1,881,579 66
Collateral loans

....

Admitted assets,

j

■.

December 31, 1918.
Real estate.$
25,724 35
loans
Mortgage
17,425 00
Stocks and bonds.
601,614 84
Cash in office and bank.
18,11117
Agents’ balances.
39.257 10 I Interest and rents
Interest and rents accrued
7.197 90 j All other asset a.
All other assets.
62.077 87

Total liabilities and surplus. $ 717,184 95 !
The unused part of the premium is returned
j
to tho policyholder at expiration.
For ever 40 j

CONN.

1

Assets I'

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
StocKs and bom s
Cash in office ami ban
Agents’ balances..
Bills receivable.

as. ets.$
Liabilities December 31, 1S18
Net unpaid losses.. $
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Surplus over a>l liabilities.

Assets Dec. 31, 1918.

induced

speech in Boston he challenged those of
the people of the United States who did
not accept his dictum, to enter the lists
against him. He said I desire “to test the

Fitchburg Mutt

Concord, Massachusetts, .Incorporated
March 3, 1826.

Admitted

STATEMENT OF

needed

Portland. Maine

Assets

Capital stock

mil

:h

^--P-.
Hatch

ASSETS

Lincolnville.
Zodie May Weymouth, Morrill, to Lewis
A. Whitcomb, Belfast; land and buildings
in Waldo.
Ida J. Gray, Belfast, to Jessie Grant,
Stockton Springs; land and buildings in
Prospect.
Edgar L. Rhodes, Brookline, Mass, to

|

protection

feet, health and pocketbook.

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending March 17,
1919:
Charles B. Eaton, Belfast, to Gladys B.
Robbins, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Fannie E. Shute, Belfast, to David P.
Flanders, do; land in Belfast.
Edwin Davis, Lincolnville, to Richard
W. Crooner, do; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
Sarah F. Knight, Belfast, to John C.
Johnson, Eagle Island, land in Lincolnville and Searsmont.
Howard F. and Donald R. Heald, Lincolnville, to Fred A Heald, do; land in

thought and purpose of this country had
surrendered. He had compelled England,
France and Italy to postpone considera-

when Mr. WTlson lauded in Boston he
was aware that his battle was but half
Still conlident in himself, in his
won.

saved.

were

himself and the superb dictum with which
he presented his views, enabled him to
return to Boston an apparent victor. Euthe
rope believing that he represented

country the text of the league covenant
read here with some amazement, and

wear means

Reports

TRANSFERS IN REAL

and also was not without effect upon the
minds of the foreign diplomats who were
about to assemble. Mr. Wilson’s evident
sincerity of purpose, his absolute faith in

a

war t

Dutton of Bingham—Act to prevent the
illegal assessment of taxes or the abatement thereof, providing tha< when the
State assessors shall find that the local
assessors have failed, neglected or omitted to assess any property according to
its fair value, or shall have improperly
abated any property so assessed they
shall levy an assessment upon said property, any tax so assessed to be payable to
the State treasurer for the use of the
State.

portance and power of the United States,

covenant of

|

all other makes combined.

it means

His entry into foreign diplomatic circles was well staged. This added not a little to the impression which the
masses of Europe already had of the im-

a

dock.

“Protected” rubber boots during the

Reports

The committee on appropriations and
financial affairs reported “ought to pass
in new draft” on resolve for indexing the
documents filed hy the Legislature of
Maine since 1820, now in the office of the
secretary of the Senate.
The committee on banks and banking
reported “ought to pass” on act amending
Sec. 33, Chap. 52, Revised Statutes, relating to deposits by savings banks in institutions outside the State of Maine.

gathering.

which was, in the main, of his own making. W hile he was on his return to this

or on

Fishermen need these rugged, double
rubber boots, just like the boys did in the
The Government probably used more

the world had hitherto seen, as one of the
preliminaries to the occasion of a peace

tion of peace
them to endorse

i

condit10^

accepted.

When President. Wilson made his first
trip to Europe ns the champion of the
league of nations, his entry into the harbor at Brest was more imposing than any

He had

iM,

They’re specially designed for heavy service u|

ONLY AN APPARENT VICTORY

terms.

t

on

out.—Portland Oregonian.

by which these

be corrected.

provide

that. They keep your feet and legs warm
and comfortable under the hardest

Lanpher of Sebec spoke in favor of the
act providing that the compensation of
all clerks in county offices shall be fixed
by the county commissioners, on which
the committee on salaries and fees had
reported "ought, not to pass.” He said
the present system was awkward and
cumbersome, long distance handling of
local business; that it was absurd for the
legislature to manage the affairs of people
where the county commissioners were
familiar with the situation. It would also
be a step toward home rule permitting
the people to manage their own affairs.
Few appeared at the hearing, two for and
two against, but he favored the bill and
hoped if any one agreed with him, they
would speak for and vote for the bill; if
not, then he would say good bye to it.
He moved the substitution of the bill for
the report.
Buzzell of Belfast took the
gentleman at his word and hoped the good
bye would be said now. A committee
qualified to pass upon the merits or de- 1
merits of the bill had considered it. The
Waldo delegation had unanimously agreed
on the Waldo clerical
salaries and he
thought wisely. We know our own con- j
ditions there and other county delegations ]
know theirs. He hoped the motion would
not prevail. The motion to substitute was
lost and the report of the committee was j

\

intensely dissatisfied with

are

has it become j

the workingmen of Seattle, if :
t hey have any pride in their country and
its ability to manage its own affairs, to !
send these foreigners packing and to put
none but Americans on guard over their
affairs.
There has been much discussion about I
immigration, but there is need for emigration of these alien meddlers in American affairs,
if the law does not cover !
their case, Congress can change it. There
is need also of more rigid precaution j
against the entrance of such men. The
world is full of men who roam around in I
t he secret pay of hostile nations to create
disturbance on such pretenses as were !
made for the Seattle strike.
Other na- !
fions protect themselves by requiring
toreigners to obtain passports, showing ,
who tiiey are, whence they come and on
whai business they come. That system
is needed in this country during these I
troublous times.
Under it an adminis- !
trative officer could refuse admission to
roving propagandists without risk of
their being pulled through the net by
court procedure.
The refuge-for-the-oppressed theory
about admission of aliens has been overworked. The present emergency proves
that tiiere is now danger of the American people being oppressed by these reful'ne tramp whom the kind-hearted
gees.
housewife invited into her house for a 1
meal gives orders and lias undertaken to i
1
run the house.
He ought to be kicked
bent

in favor, first of all, of a punia peace which will make Ger-

now

tive peace,

Since when

necessary for Americans to ask Russians
to show them how to obtain redress for ;
actual or supposed wrongs? It is incum- !

polite

not opposed to any sort of a league which
would not thwart her ambitious, has been
and is

to

had more than

never

U. S. “Protected” rubber boots

j

Foreigners.
1

We say this because

sidetracked.

Japan has

of these people into our system lias not
It is
been good for our political health.

into

of the war bereaved mothers in this broad

men, live of whom are foreigners. They
could not have succeeded without the |
active or passive aid of thousands of

that the passage, money of many of these
people was pa > a through some government or municipal agency in order to be

will be

ablest and foremost

our

men

Thou-

powers took up the consideration of actual peace terms.
It is now reasonably
sorts
of
and
all
thieves
exiles,
including loafers and pau- probable that the league of nations has

have allowed all Eu-

undesirables,
The charge is fairly well
pers.

upon us,

These

constituency behind them.

a

mea.

Mrs. Beale gave to her country all that a
mother’s heart can give and few, if any, !

openly opposed to the

are

Infantry,

Seattle newspapers say that the strike !
in that city was engineered by seven

we

rope and a part of Asia to make the United States a dumping ground for agitators,

folly

First Lieutenant 310th

“Laetus sorte
lican Senators

protection possible.

In the House.

75th Division, who was born here March
22, 1896, and who fell in France in the
St. Michiel Drive, September 18, 1918.”

30c., 60c. and $1.00.

When you’re afloat in all sorts of
weathesound sense to give your feet and legs tin

Blaine and

given to the State of Maine in the
of his grandson, Walter Blaine
name

after the departure of Mr. Wilson from
Europe, the representatives of the Allied

optimism

political

the home of James G.

was
was

their leaders openly threaten and boast
of their ability to do this. They have an

fact that they

but

bronze tablet with this inscription: "This

In fact some of

active propaganda which in some of our
large cities is only semi-secret in its opWe may as well accept the
erations.

Governor,

She asks
does not insist upon even this.
in return only the privilege of placing at
her own expense, in the front hall, a

lation, hope to overthrow this governevident.

our

Protect Your Feet and Legs fya
Sturdy Comfortable Rubber

Senate.

other property contiguous or adjacent
thereto and to fit up and furnish the same
for a home for the governor of the State
while in office, to be known as the executive mansion, and that the same be paid
for out of any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
The Senate Friday morning concurred
with the House in accepting the majority
report, ought not to pass, on the acts relating to the election of secretary of State,
attorney general and State treasurer by
direct vote of the people, upon motion of
Senator Deering of York.

desires that her old home be used as the
official residence of

matters.

The special committee on the Blaine
mansion has reported in the Senate a
resolve authorizing and empowering the
Governor and Council to acquire and
Purchase the residence of the late James
G. Blaine, provided the same can be purchased at a reasonable price, and such

owner, Mrs.Harriet Blaine Beale, a daughter of that distinguished citizen of our
State, Hon. James G. Blaine. Mrs. Beale

Once you’ve tried it on that stiff
joint, sore muscle, sciatic pain, rheumatic twinge, lame back, you’ll find
a
warm, soothing relief you never
thought a liniment could produce.
Won’t stain the skin, leaves no muss,
wastes no time in applying, sure to
A large bottle
give quick results.
means economy.
Vour own or any
other druggist has it. Get it today.

SuBSCRimiN Terms. In advance. $2 00 a
for three
year; $1.00 frraix months; 50 cents

now

In the

The Blaine home at the corner of State

one

Inch length in column, BO cents for one week
and 35 cents for each subsequent insertion.

ment is

they had

representation.

a

and Capital streets, Augusta, Maine, has
been given to the State of Maine by its

ing relief

square,

legislative

A SACRED GIF 1'.

Pub. Co.

Republican journal

The

in the conference to which her greatness
entitles her, and our people would accept

GET SLOAN’S FOR
YOUR PAIN RELIEF

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over all *i.d m
Total liabilities am! a
3w 10

London Guarantee N
U. S. branch,

!

Decen

I

Asset8

j
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
I
Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulcerotion and inflam-

mation. Recommended hy Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
|
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical I
Ha« extraordinary cleansing and germicidal pow^r. |
Sample Free. 50c. all dn•mitts, or lostpaid
X^mau. The Paxton Toilet Comp *ny. Boston, Klaaa. ^

DON’T WORRY!
BROOKS’
Little Green Pills
WILL SETTLE THAT COLD.

At all

Druggists

25 Cts.

j

Liabilities Dee mb

Real estate.
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans...
Stocks and bonds
(.'ash in office and

!

bank
Agents’ balances.

Hills receivable.
Interest and rents
All other assets.

i

Gross assets.
Deduct items not adnu

Admitted assets
Liabilities
Net

unpaid

Decemb

•o
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Unearned premiums
Voluntary additional
contingencies

f
rem
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All other liabilities.

Statutory deposit.
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and surp
3wl0
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S
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f

j

|

Retirement An-

or

Supplies

and

.ted.
L -CARRY ON.”

|j(f r.

actually increased since the armistice.
“As for work among the French
peonow that hostilities have ceased,
the French themselves
naturally prefer as tar as possible to
provide for
their own. It has
accordingly been determined that the guiding
principle of
Red Cross policy in France henceforth
shall be to have
punctilious regard to
its every responsibility, but to direct
its
efforts
primarily to assisting
French relief societies. The liberated
and devastated regions of France
have
been divided by the government into
small districts, each
to

International

Cross

Commission,

•rand

Permanent

some

iif of tlie War
Ited Cross:

;

Easily the richest

j

staff.

[
E

Heals

—

SEARSMONT.

j

Edward Richards has moved his family
over Cobb & Paine’s store.

into the rent

their gratitude.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

manner

by the

Mr. Howard Hamm of Fairfield is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Asa H. Jones and
family.
About 125 people from here were in
Belfast Wednesday, the 5th, to witness
the

officers.

Waldron in behalf of the town.
In reMr. Alfred Rand of Bangor was the j plying Capt. Hasty briefly but eloquently
expressed his appreciation of the wel- |
guest of F. H. Brown and family a few come accorded him
by the citizens of the
town which he left nearly two years
(lavs recently.
ago.
He paid a high tribute to the
boys of
Mrs. Mabel Roberts spent the week- Co.
A, who went under his command to
end recently with her son-in-law, Gus- France, declaring that no better
and
braver company of soldiers faced the
tave Ward and family.
Huns on the fields of France.
He exAlbert E. Jenkins, who had employ- pressed his
regret that wounds necessiment in Skowhegan, is visiting his moth- tated his withdrawal as
company commander and assignment to the S. O. S.
er, Mrs. Hattie Jenkins.
In bringing his remarks to a close he
Peter F. Dumphey, who has recently- feelingly thanked the
people of Dexter
arrived from over seas, is the guest of his for their loyal interest in Co. A, and their
wonderful
work
at
home
in helping to
uncle, Henry H. Webb and family.
win the war.
At its close he was given
Garfield C. Goddard has been confined cheer after cheer as he entered the autoto the house for several days with a mobile and was driven to his home on
Maple street.
severe cold, but has resumed his duties
The welcome to Capt. Hasty though
as station agent.
hastily arranged was a

ten

ships standing above
Rotterdam is an interesting

water.

city about

one

old

hour’s ride to where the

activity dur-

■

■

i

orally has to have
package worthy
of its contents,
a

j

the

Ihis winter In the various Balkan counKaiser is.
tries. In order to co-ordinate their ac"Ugh it has been
I he funeral services of Mrs. Lucretia
tivities, a Balkan commission has been
■m!»I1c all expendiPaul were held at the home
with
established,
Wednesday
at
headquarters
'.■.I and to give de- |
Rome, Italy, from which point alone afternoon, March 5th, at 1 o’clock, Rev.
latlve to all work
all
the
Balkan centers can he reached
;
Arthur E. VVilsonof the Unitarian
h;
Council In tumchurch,
promptly.
Belfast, ofliciating. Mrs. Paul was born
llities to Dr. Far“A commission has Just reached Poin
Montville 63 years ago and was the
,;tes desire to give
land with doctors and nurses, medical
1 Cross war time j
daughter of Albert and Mary (Sylvester)
nnd food for sick children
supplies,
mfrican people, to j
Whitten. Her parents moved to Searsand Invalids. An American Red Cross
iclong, and whose Commission
mont when she was a young girl, where
has
also been appointed
I
Hamilton Jenkins, who has had emm- have made
posshe has lived the greater part, of her life.
ro aid in relieving the
suffering of Rusployment as fireman on the New York
n accomplished,
In
sian prisoners still confined in German I
October of 1918 she and Burton C.
line, has opened his house here in the
•arly twenty-one
Paui were married and bought the V. A.
prison camps.
people have
village and they will live here for a few
"An Important commission is still
Simmons
house, where they were living months.
supplies to the
in Palestine.
working
the
Through
at the time of her death.
Mrs. Paul was
more titan $400,war
The friends in Brooks of George Hasty,
special co-operation has been a member of the M. E.
in lie pi need upon
church, in which
I given to the Armenian nnd Syrian Re- :
of Jackson, were grieved to
formerly
f
she
service which
was
an enthusiastic worker, also a
iief Commission, which was the only 1
learn of his death which occurred in
hout stint and ofmember
of
Rosewood
Order
of
Chapter,
agency able tn carry relief in the in- i
Ihorndike March 10th. He was a friend
rifice by millions ;1
the Eastern Star.
Mrs. Paul leaves beterior of Turkish dominions.
to ali and respected by all who knew him.
sides her husband, one daughter, Mrs.
Red Cross Will Continue.
American Red
“Red Cross effort is thus far flung. Mary Boyington of New Haven, Conn
Mr, and Mrs. M. S. Stiles, Mr and
fts constituted by
It will continue to be so.
one nephew, Harry Whitten of Portland
But the
Mrs. W. S. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. E, L.
untary gifts of
movement represented by this work
and two grandsons, Chester and Percy Toner and Peter F.
Dumphey were made
heart, ever con- has
likewise assumed an intimate place
fiie relief of huBoyington, also a large circle of friends. honorable members of the Veterans’ Asm the daily life of our
at home.
people
j
Mrs. Paul will be greatly missed by all sociation at the
all the Red Cross
meeting here March 6th.
The army of workers which has been
.rlt of tlte whole
for she was a kind hearted woman, a good
recruited and trained during the war
The
Pansy class of tfie Congregational
o been mobilized
neighbor, always ready to help in time of
must not be demobilized.
All our exSunday school, Mrs. F. A. Merritt teach«n, to relieve the
sickness
or need.
in
the
war
shows clearly that
perience
the war, and also
er, held a penny social in the vestry
there is an unlimited field for service
irld the supreme
March 7th.
A large crowd attended and
l
of the kind which can he performed
LISTER.
ml life.
a
good social time was enjoyed by ail.
with peculiar effectiveness by the Red
1
iiad any part in
About $4 75 was cleared
Mr. Ellis expects to get his mill ready
Cross.
What its future tasks may be
Rod Cross is on- ,
it Is yet impossible to forecast.
We
to saw this week,
The Veterans’ Association met at Union
ce
himself.
No
1
know that so long as there is an AmerPembroke Tozier has moved to the Hall March 6th and a fine pastry dinner
■■mild he equal in
ican army in the field the Red Cross
"fi 11sfjiration
was served by the
Jerry Clark farm in Monroe.
everygrange, after which a
will have a special function to perform.
th e part taken.
The friends of Mrs. Rose Waiker are line program was given, consisting of
“Nothing could be of greater Imporlean women have
tance to the American Red Cross than
sorry to learn of her serious illness and music by fife and drum corps, songs, reciRed Cross servthe plans just set in motion by the five hope for a speedy
tations and driils by Mrs. E L. Toner’s
recovery.
great Red Cross societies of the world
scholars.
Mrs.
Wm.
Whitcomb
and
of
daughters
Adult Members.
to develop a program of extended acCitypoint, Belfast, were guests recently
d the war the
tivities in the Interest of humanity.
CENTER
The conception involves not alone ef- of Mrs. Garrie Cunningham.
hud about 500.000
h the result of the '■ forts to relieve human suffering, but
Miss Nellie Robertson and Mr. George
YissMargene Foy was home recently
to prevent it; not alone a movement
membership Roll
Merrill of Detroit were recent week-end
fron Belfast i'or the week-end.
rtls of 17,000,000 i by the people of an individual nation,
guests of Mrs. Martin Robertson and
hut an attempt to arouse all people to
tshle of the memW ilie Maloney of South Thomaston is
Mrs. Walter Evans.
>1 Cross, rtumher- l a sense of their responsibility for the
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Howes.
On March 4th, the 71st birthday of;
100 school children
welfare of their fellow’ beings throughMiss Doris Choate is the guest of her
] out the world. It Is a program both Mrs.Garrie Cunningham, she was thereci- ;
Mrs. Eldcn Phiwell, in Freedom.
sister,
of the Red Cross : ideal and practical.
Ideal In that its pient of a large shower of post cards,
1
Mrs. Ava Gray is in poor health.
been to care for j supreme aim is nothing less than verMrs.
booklets, letters, fruit, candy, and money
v
and to aid our
Itable “Peace on earth good will to
from New York, Pennsylvania, Massa- l John Wellman of Searsmont is assisting
herever the Red
men,” and practical in that it seeks to
her.
Vermont, New Hampshiie and
on to assist.
take means and measures which are chusetts,
As
Miss Mary Wentworth attended the
Monroe
from
and
Belfast, Searsport,
ork Surgeon Oenactually available and make them ef!
It was a complete surprise Grange Lecturers’ Conference in Auburn
S. Army recentfective in meeting without delay the Swanville.
and greatly enjoyed by her, as she is still recently.
ross has been an ; crisis which is daily recurrent in the
ns the war Itself,
lives of all peoples.
helpless from her broken arms. She ex- j
Misses Hazel Arno and Clara Bean were
it has done those I
“For accomplishing Its mission in tends many thanks to her friends for ad- recent
guests of friends in Freedom and
Army Medical Corps I the years of peace which must lie ding some sunshine to her
weary w’aiting
Watervillc.
iild not do Itself.’
ahead of us the Red Cross will require
of so many weeks of helplessness.
'■*
Mrs. Acasa Lawry and sons, George
ndeavor in France
the ablest possible leadership, and
and Lewis, have moved to the Martin
upon an exceptionmust enjoy the continued support, symJACKSON.
where service has
Hannan farm.
pathy, and participation In its work
’be American Army
of the whole American people.
It is
Misses Giadys Young and Annie McMrs. H. E. Chase has returned home
h
Army and the
particularly fortunate that such a man
Curdy of Liberty were recent week-end
from Belfast.
"mil, the latter paras Dr. Livingston Farrand should have
guests of Miss Nella Jackson.
the trying period
been selected as the permanent head
L. R. Stevens was a recent business
Acrid was waiting
J. W. Tibbetts was the guest of his son
of the organization.
The unstinted
visitor in Belfast,
Army to arise In
fashion in which all our people gave
Gardner in Orono recently, and was an
was
in
D. M. Kimball of Frankfort
Hospital emergency of themselves throughout the war is
attendant at the Farmers’ Week exernay in France has
the best assurance that our Red Cross 1 town March 4th and attended town meet- cises.
but the Red Cross
will continue to receive that co-opera- ing.
Union superintendent, Mrs. Olive A.
d upon for service
tion which will make its work a source
Miss Pearl Chase was the guest recentin the great base
Berry of Knox, has assigned teachers in
of pride and inspiration to every AnterWill
Mrs.
ly of her sister,
Kelsey of
usauds of Ameritais town as follows: White’s
lean.”
Corner,
Knox.
1 are still receiv
Miss Bertha Jackson;
Mr. Davison, as chairman of the InKingdom, Mrs.
Mrs. George Batchelder spent several
these hospitals the
ternational Commission of the AmeriOliver Newell;
McFarland’s, Miss Alta
buls anil facilities
days recently with her daughter, Mrs. li
can Red Cross, has undertaken to repHawkes; Vose, Miss Margene Foy; Halland recreation of
S. Morton.
resent the American Red Cross In the
dale, Miss Hattie Clark; Carter, Miss
une convalescent.
preparation of the program for extendMrs. Harold Morton and two daugh- Hazel
Arno; Center, Mrs. Lizzie S. Moore.
'Hon in Germany
ed Red Cross activities, and will spend
ters and Miss Ora Morton were callers in Schools are to commence
'dedical units preApril 14th.
the next several months in Europe In
Dixmont March 5th.
sume emergency
consultation witli other Red Cross socii<e which was the
Miss Ima Roberts recently spent the
DODGE’S
eties for that purpose.
of riie Red (’ross
THE WAR COUNCIL OF THE AMERW'eek-end in Knox with her classmate,
i'he Army Canteen
ICAN RED CROSS.
Miss Arline Wentworth.
Mrs. Fred E. Stinson is very much betlines of travel has
Henry P. Davison, Chairman.
Mr and Mrs. John Uarrabee have re- ter.
'ross

The
Greatest Name
in Goody-Land

officially welcomed by Chairman

was

days recently.

in Rotterdam, Holland,
saying that
the English torpedo boats are
taking up
the mines in the channel.
While he was
crossing the North Sea he saw the masts
of six sunken

launching.

Miss Thelma B. Spauldiug of Pittsfield
was the guest of friends in town a few

Mr. J. W. Skinner recently received a
letter from his son George Skinner writ-

distress.

Mr. John Trask of Winterport was the
guest of James Crockett and wife re-

cently.

Fred A.

new

BROOKS.

Mr. Wm. Files of Clinton was the guest
of W. S. Jones and family a few days re-

Marriner and
Miss Angelia Miilett of Rosewood
Chapter O. E. S. had the pleasure of
attending the celebration of the 10th anniversary and inspection of Primrose
Chapter,
Belfast, Friday evening March 7th, when
the work was done in a very impressive

Near East.

Stops Suffering;

cently.

Mrs. Mary Bryant has received news
of tbe safe arrival of her
nephew, Dana
Herrick, in Camden. Mr. Herrick was
in a hospital in France.

Department. I
"An extensive group of American
Congress and n
j workers has been dispatched to carry
;s accounts hy the
II constitute the j vitally needed supplies, and to work
War

;

)

—

,

people, through their Red Cross, sent
practical message of sympathy and
relief, for which the government and
people of Italy .have never ceased to

more acute

)

elements

Soothes

a

to

as
use

Costs more

"The occasion for such concentraPurls when the
tlon of effort In Italy. England. Belsummoned a
gium and even In France having natur:1m- heads of all
ssions in Europe j alb’ and normally diminished, it has
ition.
After con- i been possible to divert supplies and
tors it was conpersonnel In large measure to the aid
of those people In the Nenr East who
he
transition on
have hitherto been Inaccessible to outfortunate choice
side assistance, but whose
rrand as the new
sufferings
have been upon an appalling scale.
mitral Committee,
The
needs of these peoples are so vast
-mnnent chief ex
ross. makes possi- ; that government alone can meet them,
i: of this plan un- I but the American Red Cross is
making
nn effort to relieve
•••ihle conditions.
immediately the

|

in

internal

for external

than any ether to
produce
yet the price to you is the same as you must pay
for inferior preparations.

behalf of the civilian populatlon of that country. Tn the critical
hours of Italy's struggle the American

express

as

on

Supplies and Personnel

Henry

recovered from wounds received in action at Belleau Wood in
July. It was a
reception that would have warmed the
heart of any citizen and
Capt. Hasty was
certainly made to feel that Dexter is
proud of him; proud of the record of Co
A, and certainly glad to welcome him
back to his home town.
When the evening train arrived the
station yard and vicinity was
packed
Wlt“ a throng of humanity until it
seemed that every
woman
and
man,
child in
town was present.
Cheers greeted the
returned officer as he descended from
the
train and was escorted by
Major Frank
Z. Brown of the Third Maine
infantry to
l a waiting automobile in which were seated Chairman Lafayette B. Waldron of
the
hoard of selectmen, Mrs.
Hasty and Mrs.
r. Z. Brown
The parade arranged by
Major Brown
consisted of Daniel Chamberlain and
Peter Mountair carrying large American
Hags, the Fay-Scott band, several squads
of returned soldiers of the late
war, Co.
M, Third Maine Infantry and Boy Scouts
under command of Scoutmaster
George
C. Sauer. The returned
veterans, many
of whom have seen overseas
service, were
in command of Lieutenants E. Clifford
Call of the 103d Infantry and Paul M
Carver of the 16th Infantry.
They
marched with a snap and precision that
denotes the trained soldier. The
boys of
Co. M, Third
Maine, in command of
Lieut. Charles S.
Brewster, also made a
line appearance in the parade.
Hundreds of citizens joined in behind
the automobile in which Capt.
Hasty was
seated and the line of march was down
Church street to Main and
through the
business section of Main street to a
point
opposite the postoffice, where it turned
and marched back to the Abbott Memorial library building.
Escorted to the
steps of the library building, Capt. Hasty

that speedily conquer Coughs,
expensive
Golds, bore 1 hroat, Grippe, Cramps, Strains,
Chills, Sprains. Muscular
Kneumatism and many other common troubles.
A “friend in need"
that has been splendidly successful for more than a
century.

France,

Expeditionary

t’S.
armistice
was
•iiiicil instituted
alien tlie strictrmiiiization would
matured to enafTairs to lie re- i

•*»£*

none

Boy

in Dex er, His Present Home.
The people of Dexter turned out en
masse Saturday
evening, March 8th, to
welcome Capt. Percy A.
Hasty, former
commander of Co. A, of the 103d Inof
the
fantry
Yankee Division, who recently returned to this country from
t rance where he has
been in the Service
ot Supply Since last
autumn after he had

/Cdr5, I here are none just like
that
the remarkable record of the
wonderful old

••

as

( well

having largely evacuated England, the
acth ities of the Red Cross Commisthe American
sion there are
naturally upon a diminj President Wilj ishing scale period. Active operations
10 carry on the
j are still in progress in Archangel and
ited Cross dur- I Siberia.
I lie work in
request and by
Italy has been almost

nt

■

just

5 Prepared for

13, 1917.
Since then
9,000 persons have been upon the

entirely

Duty!

ANODYNELiniment

i1•* *:

iiumittee, ceased

On

Former Brooks

Welcomed

Johnson’s

of whom 7,000 were
actively engaged when the armistice
was signed.
An indication of the present scale of the work will be obtained
from the fact that the services of
6,000
persons are still required.
“Our American
Force

aU- Ilcnry
P.
the follnw-

••

**

none

June

rolls in

.mies

Sentry
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I' ranee was initiated
by a commission
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rousing success
and, as was stated Saturday night by a
prominent citizen, is simply a fair sample
of what Dexter people will do when the
boys in the 26th Division arrive and a
real welcoming celebration for all of the
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Owens Brothers

He is

Percy has
now

Capt. George E. Chapin is in very

ar-

station-

number from this town attended the launching of the Jennie Flood
Kreger in Belfast. Olive Hatch and
Eunice Chase of this town were on board
when she went from the ways.

Quite

Hats of

son

health.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stone have openwas closed while he
was in the service.
ed their home which

a

j

Mr. and Mrs. Elden Smart have moved
to Winterport.
Their neighbors and

friends

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

poor

sorry to have them go
and to see the hospitable old home closed.
are

very

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Stevens returned
from Boston March 8tb, where they have

been been spending the winter. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Jerrott, who have been occupying their house, have moved into their
new home,
formerly the Mary Plummer
house.

I have single and double

Your patronage is solicited.

hitches, buckboards,
Telephone-stable.

20.

MATE OF MAINE.

Fevers, Congestions Inflammations
Worms. Worm Fever
Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants

Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak

IN
JOSEPH

Stomach

THE SPRAGUE AND PENDLETON C

HORSES

,

Locations

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
those

desiring
a new

>

Stocks and
Cash in office and

bonds.2,834,229

bank
Agents’ balances.

Bills receivable.
interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross

There

are no

existing assets of said

corporation to be distributed and no liabilities.
Therefore the plaintiff prays:
1, That said defendant corporation may

[

44
289 456 98

Admitted assets. $3 976,134 46
Liabilities December 31. 1918.
Net

unpaid losses.$ 265.781 00
Unearned premiums. 2,332.829 55

|
I

(.lash capital.
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

P po

111.66800
1,265.855 91

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,976,134 46
3wll

Kfbe dissolved

and terminated.
2.
That the plaintiff may have such
other and further relief as the nature of
the case m y require.
3
And that such notice of this bill
may be given io the defendant corporation
as the court
may see fit to issue.
JOSEPH A. PENDLETON.

assets.$4,265,591

Deduct items not admitted.

corporation,
3.

0 00
0 00
0 00
36
840.872 11
499,263 48
340 64
p QO
90.895 95

j

LJ, S. Branch North British and Mercantile,
76 William Street, New York, iN. Y.

j

Slocks

Assets December 31, I9l8,
and

bonds.$ 9,432.676

Cash ip office in

bank.
Agents’ balances.

20

619.163 29
1,271.503 15
361 71

..,

Interest and rents
STATE OF MAINE.
104,463 24
All other assets.
62,387 48
Waldo,
Feb. 28, 1919,
—A
Tnen personally appeared Joseph !
<
Gross
assets.$11,490.555 07
L- 8A. Pendleton and made oath that he
[ has
read the above bill and knows Deduct items not admitted. 1,117.084 94
the contents thereof and that the same is true
Admitted assets..$10,373,470 13
of his own Knowledge except the matter stated to be on information and belief; that as to
Liabilities December 31, 1918,
those matters he believes them to b^ true.
Net unpaid losses.
J
937,743 85
Before me,
LINCOLN N. GILKEY,
Unearned premiums.
5,557.966 66
Notary Public.
All other liabilities.
267,465 00
Cash capital..
400 000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,920,294 62
STATE OF MAINE.
Total liabilities and surplus... $10,373,470 13
Waldo, ss,

j

—

...

Factory

to

:

j Billsjreceivable.

Quarries

location for

Insurance Company, Ltd.,

ss.

Spring Street.

give opportunity
make a change in

'MPANY,

week.

W. L. WEST

and

Palatine

Assets December 31, 1918.
Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.
J Collateral loans...

1. The plaintiff is a stockholder and
treasurer of the saiu The Sprague & Pendleton Company.
2.
At a meeting of the stockholders of
said corporation, legally called therefor
and held at said Islesboro on the
twentyseventh day of February, A D, 1919, the
said stockholders voted to dissolve said

FOR SALE

Mill

18-3.

ty of Waldo, and says:

CO.
Corner William and Ann Streets. New York.

BjMlIivu

PENDLETON

Joseph A. Pendleton of Islesboro, in the
County of Waldo and Prate of Maine, complains against The .-prague & Pendleton Company, a corporation* duly xisting .by law and
located at the town of Islesboro, in said Coun-

by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMRO. MEDICINE

———■-

A

EQUITY.

vs

Tor sale

m:mm\

house,

ot London, England.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,

Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
Eczema. Eruptions.
Rheumatism, Lumbago
Fever and Ague, Malaria
Piles, Blind. Bleeding, Internal. External
Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
Whooping Cough
Asthma, Oppr< -sed.DifficultBreathing
Disorders of the kidneys
Urinary lucontineuce
Sore Throat, Quinsy
Grip, Grippe, La Grippe

each

I he

WALDO. So.

Diarrhea of Children and adults
Coughs, CoJds. Bronchitis
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia
Headache, Sick Headache Vertigo

New lot

Careful drivers if desired

W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor,

FOR

21.
27.
30,
34.
"77.

etc.

18 2;

PARTIAL LIST

to

start

in life.

Undeveloped Water’ Power
Unlimited Raw Material

JAMES PATTEE & SON. Agents. BelfastORDER OF NOTICE,
Upon the foregoing Bill in Equity it is or- ALBERT M, AMES, Agent, Stockton Springs.
dered that a hearing therton be had on
3wl 1
Tuesday, the fifteenth day of April, 1919. at 10
a, m.. at the Court House in Belfast, Maine,
The
Mercanlile Insurance to, of America,
and that notice thereof be given by serving
the President of said corporation with an at76 W illiam Street, New York, N. \
of
this oill together with this order
tested copy
thereon at least thirty days before said date !
Assets, December 31, 1918.
and that an attested copy of said bill and or I
der be published in 'I he Republican Journal, a
Stocks and bonds. $3 433,059 86
Cash in office and bank.
newspaper printed and published in said Belt>5 87l 18
fast. for wo successive weeks, the last publi- ! Agents’ balances.
236,670 49
cation being at least fourteen days before the Interest and rents.
85 540 60
date of said hearing, in order that all persons
All other assets.
4,601 17
interested therein may then and there appear
and show cause if any thev have why the
prayer of said bill should not be grauted.
Dated March, 4 19l9.

LESLIE C. CORNIC
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of said bill and order.
Attest-JAMES H. GILLEY, Clerk.

Gross assets.$3,775,743 30
Deduct items not admitted.
289 039 73

Admitted assets. $3,486 703 57
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.. jf 20'.545 81
Unearned premiums.
1,287.737 07
All other liabilities.
71.610 00
Ca h capital...
1,000.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities_ 921,810 69
...

AND

CORNER Searsport.

i,

and Transient Stable.

mailed free.

1.
2.
3.
4.
7,
3.
9.
TO.
13,
14.
1 S.
13.
17.
19.

c

IS SITUATED ON W ASHINGTON
STREET, JUST OFF MAIN, STREET.

The full list of Dr Humphreys Remedies for
Internal and external use. meets the needs of
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old ago—described in Dr. Humphreys' Manual

|

:

The Flavor Lasts!

PRESTONS

returned soldiers is held.

So.

1'

So look for

In the sealed package that
keeps all of its goodness in.

-■>

1

i

i

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited and will
receive attentions
wien addressed to
any agent of the
iV1 AINE
CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

McKeen’s Orchestra
Having recently received my honorable
discharge from the army, I have reorganized my original orchestra and am
prepared to furnish music for any occasion—dances, suppers, shows, etc.

Will direct and arrange song music for
school plays, shows and entertainments.
Phone or write
LLOYD D. MCK.EEN, Mgr.,
172 High St., Belfast, Maine.
Phone 126-4
lOtf

PORTLAND. MAINE.

For

Sale

FORSALE~
Two houses on Alto street, 10 minutes’
walk from the postoflice. One 7 room
house with large garage and garden spot
with cultivated blackberries. The other
has eight rooms and bath, with electric

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves.
lights.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.
lOtf

Inquire of

(MRS.

L.

A.

BROWN, Alto

St.

Tota 1

liabilities and surplus_$3,486,703 57

FRANK I. WILSON, Agent, Belfast,

11

FOR SALE
ONE PAIR OF DARK BAY HORSES,
10 years old, sound and good workers,
weight 2800. Reasons for selling, owner
is a cripple and has no further use for
them.
J. W. CHASE,
lltf
Waldo Station, Me.

For Sale
THE MARSH RESIDENCE

on

Church

street, opposite the Court House. For
particulars apply to
MRS. WARREN E. MARSH,
No. 6 Market Street

Fuller C. Wentworth, assistant treas|
of the Belfast Savings Bank, now
with the American Expeditionary Forces
A crew has arrived from the Portland
at Saint-Nazaire, France, writes that he
Electric Welding Co. and are at work on
has no idea when he can return to his
the boiler of the steam tug Phillip Eaton,
duties in Belfast. The souvenir post
owned by the Sagadahoc Towing Co.,
cards sent by him show that it is a very
now repairing at the Pejepscot Company’s
attractive place to be detained in with a
plant.
combination of city and shore resort life.

The News

PEPTIRON IS GOOD
t This Real Iron Tonic Combines Merit
Economy and “Pep.”
Made from a formula that uses iron
in most digestible form, pepsin and
gentian, great stomach tonics, nux and
celery, the best vegetable remedies for
the nerves, and also manganese and
other valuable nutrients—there's no
question of the value of Peptiron as
a blood builder and strengthener
The larger size of Peptiron contains
enough for a full month's treatment,
while other so-called iron preparations contain only one-half or less.
The ‘'pep” or promptness with
which Peptiron does its work is noted
by everyone who takes it.
From’the first dose the system responds to the treatment, and you
realize you are at last using a medicine that begins right, continues and
Better get a bottle of
ends right.
Peptiron today. Take two Peptiron
comes
meal—then
each
good
after
blood, good appetite, and—pep.

Private Elmer Keene has

I

Private William M. Estes
at

Co. F Third

Infantry

urer

o’clock

noon

1

Batallion,

Infantry, will be
Third Infantry,

Third

of Company F.

|

a

guest

Sunday. Major
come here for the government inspection
of the Company. He is a popular man
in this Batallion and has many friends in
city

!

this city, who will be glad to welcome him
Belfast.

to

I

Major C. L. J. Frohwitter of the In! spector General’s Department will be in
in
j Belfast next Saturday at the Armory
J the evening and will conduct an inspection of the men and equipment of Co. F
All men of the Company will be in attendance on Saturday insteau of Friday,
as usual, for this inspection, which includes al! articles of clothing and equipment.
Major Frohwitter is covering the

I wish to announce to my regular
customers and to the public that
I will have on hand at all times a
large assortment of

coming here from Augusta. With the
new lockers and other equipment Co. F,

A

Brilliant

Their Latest Successes to be
Matinee

trimmed, ready

be under the direction of

MAKCH 29t\

Band leader

Frank J. Rigby of Portland, formerly

a

resident and leader of the Belfast Band.

I will display ail the new ideas,
both for spring and summer, in
hand made straw and the popular
crepe and fabric hats.j

The first rehearsal of the

new

band

was

! held at the Armory in Portland last Sunday. Belfast will have another representative in the band in the person of Seldon
Hammons of this city, now located in

!

Portland and

|

Ferguson

Belfast

former member of the

a

It is

Band.

Shown,

Evening, the

expected that the

CENTERPIECES,
LACES,

them,

or

telephone

AMY L. WILSON.

CARD OF THANKS

and

Family.

1859.

I

Under the direction of F. G. Spinney the Ivers Brothers of Waterviile will
bowl Harrington and Pinnette in a ten-

string game this, Thursday, evening.

A MAN TO DO CHORES and general
work.
A good job for tbe right party
A. B. STANTIAL,'
Belfast, Maine.

FOR RENT
A cor.veniem,
sunny, up-stair rent, water
toilet.
I. rge shed—all on one floor.
To small family rent reasonable. Good
and

ne.ghborhooc.

Enquire
till

Co., Ilartland,

I hlG SIC KE

Maine.

LIBERTY.
Ludwick, J. P. Sanford and
3ert hradstreet were business visitors in
Belfast Saturday.
Walter

Harry Wyman, who has been working in
Portland the past winter, has returned
home with his

ing

The

score

of last Monday

even-

was:
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£
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S
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94
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83
87
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442
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451

2277
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family.

Miss Ella Greeley spent four days in
Auburn recently attending the conference of Grange lecturers.

George Sprague and son Arthur left
Saturday for Saco, where they will pass
several days on matters of business.
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382
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387

374
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A. C. Hopkins, the local superintendent of the Penobscot Bay Electric Company, has resigned and will leave next

Monday evening

Mr. Hopkins will de-

vote his entire time to his

own

interests,

the store recently bought of Mrs. Frank
G. Mixer and his foundry, machine shop
and garage business.
He has been a valuable man for his company as he has
given service as if it was his own capital invested and he has enjoyed the confidence of Belfast and its

surrounding
towns, where the company has interests.
Miss Ruth Leeman, a student at the It is probable that a man from Augusta
Belfast High school, is passing a week’s will succeed him. Mr. Hopkins has been
in a like business since May, 1889, when
vacation at her home in West Liberty.
he was employed by the Bar Harbor IlluMiss Iz.ora Duncan uf Islesboro who minating Company.
From there he went
to Bangor, where he was employed by
came here to iinish the winter term of
High school has made for herself a repu- the Bangor Electric Light Co. and later
the Public Works Co.
From Decemtation as a teacher and has been engaged by
ber 1891, to the summer of 1908 he was
as principal for the spring term.
with the Brunswick Electric Light and
In September, 1908, he enBy invitation, South Montville Grange Power Co.
gaged with the Penobscot Bay Electric
visited Georges River Grange, Liberty,
For about a year he was at BucksCo.
Wednesday evening and furnished a fine port, but came to Belfast in August,
program, which was much enjoyed by 1909, where he has since remained. In
the host Grange. Supper was served to all of these positions it has meant calls
day and night, or in fact, business interover one hundred people.
ests in 24-hour days, if emergency called.
The annual town meeting was held He still has varied business interests
which will require his entire attention.
March 3rd, when the following officers
were elected:
Hon. L. C. Morse was
chosen moderator; J. P. Sanford, clerk;
selectmen, W. J. Greeley, Willard Whitaker, O. B. Fuller; treasurer, J. P. Sanford; collector of taxes and constable,
Walter Young; school committee, C. L.
Stickney, Willard Whitaker, P. L. Boynton.

Kidney troubles don’t disappear of
They grow slowly but
with
health
steadily,
undermining
deadly certainty, until you fall a victhemselves.

incurable disease.
Stop your troubles while there is time.
Don’t wait until little pains become big
To
Don’t trifle with disease.
aches.
avoid future suffering begin treatment
MEDAL,
Haarlem
Oil
with GOLD
Capmil es now.
Take three or four every
day until you are entirely free from

Palestine

Commandery,
plar, worked the Temple degree at their
meeting last Wednesday evening.
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., at
their meeting this, Thursday, evening
Knights Tem-

will work the Third Degree under the in-

spection of District Deputy Allen L. Curtis.

pain.

This well-known preparation has been
one of the national remedies of Hoiland for centuries. In 1696 the government of the Netherlands granted a
special charter authorizing its prepara-

tion and sale.

comer

guests at Dr. F. C.
the first of last week.

He will tell you,

sure y, ;1

we

believe,

to use an

We sell heating pads at all our stores ;r
each. We guarantee them, we recommeno
They have been used for years in our t.
with absolute safety and satisfaction.

Penobscot

of Cedar

v
■

Bay Electric Comp

Mrs. Sarah Clark of Goshen returned

Chas. C. Clements of White’s Corner
and Elmer H. Clements were in Belfast
Saturday to attend an agricultural meet-

ing.

Young, Monday.
Young, star of stars,

Mr. and Mrs. Elden Smait of North
Clara Kimball
in a ! Searsport have leased the Ira G. White
They have moved
select picture—all that the name implies I house on Dean street.
—taken from the novel “The Reason I! and are nicely settled.
Why,’’ by Elinor Glyn, intimate portrayer
Mrs. Dora Kneeland and Mrs. W. Tainof the smart set, with a superlative cast
ter were the matrons at the M. E. Circle
directed by a screen craftsman is the big
Tuesday night. One new member, Mrs.
attraction for Monday, one day only.
D. M. Spencer, joined.
“The Reason Why” is a romance of
Maurice Clark of Goshen was operated
high society superbly acted and marked
by a gorgeousness of scenic and sartorial on for appendicitis at his home last week
investiture, with Miss Young creating by Dr. Tapley of Belfast, and is as comthe role of Zara, who passes through the. fortable as could be expected.
storms of danger and distrust and wins
The district meeting of the I. O. O. F.
the love of a true scion of British nobility.
will be held here with Garlield Lodge on
Monday afternoon and evening, April 14.
Bert Lytell, Tuesday.
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge will cater and a
The popular young actor Bert Lytell
large attendance is expected.
will appear on Tuesday in a Metro play
The basket ball game Saturday7 evening
“Unexpected Places.”
The story was written by Lieut, Frank between the Winterport A. A. and the
R. Adams and deals with a red-blooded Castine A. A. resulted in a score of 28 to
young American who helps one of our 24 in favor of the locals. The game next
allies’ representatives, Lord Varden, to Saturday night will be with the E. M.C. S.
save some valuable documents for
the
It is rumored that Winterport is to have
Government. In an unusual and unique
There has been but one
a new doctor.
mauner a
beautiful girl comes into his
physician in town since the death of Dr.
life with whom he falls in love—and she
In former
Clias. J. Nason on Oct. 12th.
with him. Their romance and the adyears there have always been two and
ventures which the two share makes the
three doctors in town, and there is a wide
play both appealing and exciting.
tield in which an active, willing and enterprising physician can build up an exDouglas Fairbanks in Arizona, Wednesday. tensive
and lucrative practice.
With Arizona only forty-eight hours
from Los Angeles Douglas Fairbanks and
Mr. and Mrs. Ira G. Young have rehis producing staff went to that pictures- sumed housekeeping in their home on
que country to film the exterior scenes of
Washington street. Mrs. Young will asthe famous Augustus Thomas play “Ari- sume the care of her two grandchildren,
:zona,” which is on view Wednesday.
Vera and Irene Young, whose mother,
A special train carried the Fairbanks Mrs. May Ford Young, died on Christmas
Mr. Fairbanks day.
Their maternal grandmother, Mrs.
company to this location.
used his famous screen horse in the cav- C. A. Ford, was obliged to give up the
alry scenes. He has some thrilling rides, care of them last week on account of ill
and these afforded him another oppor- health.
tunity to prove his ability as a crack horseAt the regular meeting of Cushing
man.
O. E. S-, on Wednesday evenAlso, Wednesday, Houdini in the 13th Chapter,
ing two petitions for membership were
episode of “The Master Mystery.”
received, resolutions read and adopted on
the death of the late Ziba Williams, adMr. and Mrs. William E. Kotman, who
ditional plans formulated and committees
have been in Bangor the past winter, left
for the fair, sale and public
recently for New York. They plan to appointed
to be held on Thursday afternoon
go to Texas for a few weeks, where they supper,
and evening, April 17th. The following
have property interests. They will spend
were the committees appointed: Mrs. C.
a short time in Belfast before opening
C.
Moody, Mrs. E. S. Young, Mrs. W. R.
their summer home at North Shore,
Fernald on aprons and fancy articles;
North port.
Mrs. C. R. Hill, Miss Juanita Hill, candy
table; Mrs. J. A. Carleton, Mrs. C. L.
Barrows, Mrs. C. A. Campbell, supper;
Mrs. R. L. Clements, parcels post. Those
who reside out of town, who are members
of Cushing Chapter, and wish to contribute articles for the sale may send them to
Mrs. Mabelle C. Morgan, the Worthy
The housewife of Holland would alMatron, or to the committees designated.
most as soon be without food as withThe next meeting on March 26 will be an
out her “Real Dutch Drops,” as sh©
experience meeting at which time those
quaintly calls GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
who have earned a dollar by unique
Oil Capsules.
They restore strength
methods to present the chapter will tell
and are responsible in a great measure
of their varied and remarkable experifor the sturdy, robust health of the
Hollanders.
ences.
A variety supper, “Hit or Miss,”
will be served after the close of the meetDo not delay. Go to your druggist and
ing by the following committee: Mrs.
insist on his supplying you with GOLD
Take
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
George Grant, Mrs. E. M. Arey and Mrs.
Mabelle C. Morgan.
| them as directed, and if you are not
I satisfied with results your druggist will
gladly refund your money. Look for

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

FARMERS ATTENTION

We have sold this grade of oats for seven
years ■<
results.
They are NOT clipped or sulphured (clipping am:
strovs the germinating quality) and are grown in n |
adapts them to this locality.
These oats are recleam
ceive them. Then we run them over a screen 2 feet .■
long, which further increases their PURITY. It cos:
prepare the ground for reliable seed than for seed

Mrs. T. D. Nickerson is in Boston visiting with her daughter, Mrs. Albert Porter,
and her son Stanly
Cunningham, who is
attending school in Boston.

germinate.

Miss Ada Weston is spending her vacation with her parents in Levant. She Ij
has the affection of her pupils and they !
are looking eagerly forward to her return,
j
The N. E. M

!

We offer 6,000 Bushels of the Ce;
S. W. Co. Brand.

Miss Sadie Mae Nickerson, a trained
nurse, is spending a well earned vacation
with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
F. M. Stevens.

FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER

SWAN-WHITTEN CO
WHOLESALE

P. A. will meet at Comet

DISTRIBUTORS,

8ELFAS

*

Grange Hall next Saturday afternoon, i

Every farmer who wants to get the most
out of his cows should not fail to attend
this meeting.

I
i
1

|
I

N,,

7,s,!

Mrs. Jack Bridge who has been with
her mother, Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips,during
her recent illness left for Montreal Tuesday, March 11th. She was met in Portland by her husband who accompanied
her back.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Tiie City National Bank,
in the State of

Maine,

at t

at the close of

bu

March
1919
Miss Gertrude, the little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Nickerson celebrated
;
her 8th birthday the evening of the
RESOURCES
launching of the Jennie Flood Kreger. Loans and discounts, including rediscounts.
She was the recipient of many gifts and
Total loans.
entertained her guests with music and
Ice cream and cake were served. Notes and bills rediscounted (other than bank acceptances
games.

4,

returned tc her

Saturday from a stay with her daughter,
Mrs. Addie Mansur, in Epping, N. H.

SEED OATS!

Small’s, Belfast,

Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson who had apparently recovered from the influenza
had a relapse and is still confined to the
house.

8°ld). .$151,835

Foreign Bills of Exchange

or

Drafts

sold with

IE

indorsement of this

bank....
Overdrafts, secured, none; unsecured, $972 99..
U. 6, bonds deposited to secure circulation,
(par value)_
U. S. Bonds and certificates ot indebtedness pledged as collateral f.
State or other deposits or bills payable.
U. S. bonds and certificates of indebtedness owned and
unnpledged
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
August.
Liberty Loan Bonds:
Loan Bonds, 3 1-2. 4 and 4 1-4
per cent, unpledged.
Last Saturday Comet Grange was able Liberty
Liberty Loan Bonds, 3, 1-2 4, and 4 1-4 per cent, pledged to securto hold its first meeting since December,
S. deposits..
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson installed Liberty Loan Bonds
3^, 4 and 4 1-4 per cent, pledged to secure State
the following officers in their own inimitor other deposits or bills
payable.
able manner: M., Porter Webb; O., A. D.
etc.
Bonds, securities,
(other than U. b )
and
as
Bonds
securities
collateral for State,or other deposits
Miss
Louise
pledged
Moody; Treas.,
Cunningham;
(postal excluded) or bills payable.
Sec’y, Mr. A. 1'. Nickerson; Chap., Mrs.
S.
bonds
Securities
other
than
U.
(not including stocks} owned un
Isaac McKeen; Lecturer, Mrs. A. T. Nickpledged.
erson; Steward, Mr. James Brown; A. S., Collateral Trust and other no'es of
corporations issued for not les.Mr. Ralph Brown; L. A. S., Miss Fannie
than ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time..
Brown; G K., Mr. Isaac McKeen; C.,
Total bonds, securities, etc.
Mrs. Porter Webb; P., Mrs. A. I). Moody; Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.
Flora, Mrs. James Webster. The follow- Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (GO per cent of subscription)
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered.
ing names were proposed for membership.
Mr. and Mrs. Farnham, Oscar Webster, Equity in banking house.
Real estate owned other than banking house..
Russell
Mr. and Mrs.
Mca

Mrs. Bishop of Presque Isle is tne guest i
of her son, B. R. Chandler, at his home on
Commercial street for a few weeks.

i

one

heating pad.

Messrs. McKinley and Lawrence Damm

was

Clara Kimball

the name GOLD MEDAL on the box
In sealed boxes,
and accept no other.
three sizes.

the

were

Mrs. F. T. Bussey of West Wiriterport
the guest of her friend, Mrs. Sadie
Wells, in Lynn, Mass.

A Pathe News and a Harold Lloyd
comedy will complete Saturday’s bill.

.,

SWANVILLE.

CLARINDA B. SMALLEY

is

Dorothy Dalton, Saturday.

Ask any user, what is the
cold feet.

dress

Mr. J. W. Nickerson recently received
very nice Victrola cabinet as a birthday
Mrs. Wilbur Crockett is convalescing. present from his youngest
daughter, Miss
Mrs. Geo. Nelson is caring for her.
Augusta Nickerson. His elder son, Ross,
sent him a pair of comfy slippers on that
Mrs. E. H. Clements returned Thursday
occasion and a pair for mother to get
from a fortnight’s visit with her sister in j
used to by the time her birthday came in
Mattapan, Mass.

The public always loves to see the bitter bit and in Dorothy Dalton’s new
picture, “Hard Boiled,’’ which is on view
Saturday, the manner in which a rascally old deacon is beaten at his nefarious
games by a charming prima donna pleases
everybody who cares for a wholesome
story of life in a small town. There is

y

j

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wilson have moved
into the Cushing house.

Friday.

to use an

MRS. A. B. WYLLIE

Mrs. F. G. Spinney

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
LOOK OUT!
tim to

SECRET SOCIETIES.

I

AND

Mrs. Lotta Eagleston
home here Thursday

only.

in

think,

we

guarding against

and Pearl Streets,

WINIERRORT

comedy galcre.

a

*

VI

MILL ENDS—BEST GRADE DRESS
Ginghams in 10 yard bundles, 1 yard to 6
yards lengths. Bundles each, ^t 98. Delivered free. Order, inquire prices of
other remnants. Bank connections. Iona
Mill Ends

It

will be the fastest game ever bowled in
Belfast.

WANTED

Mitchell Lcwih rises to the splendid
heights of powerful emotional acting for
which he is justly famous, in the sixpart special play, “Nine Tenths of the
Law*,” which is olfered Friday, one day

He will tell you,

ljr

March 29

C. W. Martin of the Belfast Methodist
Church officiating.
The bearers were
Messrs. John U. Walker, Edward H.
Knowlton of Belfast, Isaac S. and Henry
G. Hills of East Northport. The interment was in the East Northport cemetery.

“Nine Tenths of the Law” was written
by Reaves Eason, a thrilling drama of
the North woods, in which the possession
of an eighteen months’ old baby forms
the basis of the powerful plot. The
i most remarkable baby actor of the screen
! plays the part of “'Little Roughneck,”
At Ward’s alley last Friday evening who wanders into the
camp from “noPiuette and Phillips defeated French, and where.”
“Nine Tenths of the Law” is a
to
be
enjoyed by young and old,
Rondeau by 39 pins, in totals of 1898 to picture

SUE M. PARTRIDGE

We wish to thank our friends, neighbors and the Masons for the many kindnesses extended us in our late bereavement and a so for the flowers sent to the
funeral.
Mrs. A. A. DRURY

At the next Mon-

brick, Brown, Bradford, Horne, Robert
Clements, Paul Davis, Boardmau. The
) Rav,en Patrol had the highest in point
of attendance,
A series of questions on
Scout work is being taken up each nigiit
by the Scoutmaster which is very interesting. The demerit system has been
adopted and interest 'S evidenced by tile
large numbers in attendance at each
meeting.

DAINTY CHINESE FANS,
JASMINE TEA.
see

of

Canning, Rogers, Arnold, Mendall, Snow, Pendergast, Pliil-

SCARES,

Call and

one

stories by Scouts

from Peking, China.
We also have on hand.

SILK and LINEN

in-

day evening meeting there will be an exhibition in bandaging by Paul Graisbury;

'vith the new round necks, especially adapted for children, lust arrived

EMBROIDERED

an

the New Hampshire churches and plans
in order to use the same here as soon
the class are ready.

cordially invited

always devoted to her
family. She is survived by
one daughter and one son, Mrs. Sarah S.
j Elwell of Northport, who cared for her
mother in her declining years, and William H. Smalley of Boston, by one grandson, Karl R. Smalley of Boston, and one
great grandson, Warren Arthur Hamilton
of Northport. The funeral took place at
j her late home Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev.

are
as

our

j

The Boy Scouts have received
itiation service from the pastor of

models

of applying a
pain-relieving

one sure way

heating pad.

Saturday,

Mrs. B. F. Wells

acter and

What is the

DOCTOR

constant, soothing, healing,

styles, also tailor-made
and ready-to-wear sport
hats a specialty,

home and

the muster Held in August.

Lace Collars

|

j
j

band will be heard in Augusta this,
season during the annual encampment on
new

NARROW

y

Stars in

ASK YOUR

and hand-

imported

made

Pauline Frederick, Thursday
Mrs. Clarinda B. Smalley died at her
A photoplay with a distinct heart ap- home at Little River, Northport, Saturpeal and tense dramatic action is “Out of
March 15th, aged 81 years. She was
the Shadow,” Pauline Frederick’s latest day,
Paramount starring vehicle which will be born in Northport, in the house occupying
shown Thursday. The story is a pictur- ; the same site as that in which she died,
ization of E. W. Hornung’s celebrated the
daughter of the late Ebenezer and
novel, “The Shadow of the Rope” which
Sarah tBurd) Burkmar, and is the last of
was one of the best sellers of England
their 11 children. All her life was spent
and this country several years ago.
A riotous two-reel Mack Sennett com- in Northport with the exception of a few
edy “Friend Husband” will put the finyears, when she lived on Cedar street,
ishing touches to Thursday’s bill.
Belfast. In early life she married Thomas
H. Smalley, who died in April, 1916.
“Nine Tenths of the Law,” Friday
Mrs. Smalley possessed a beautiful char-

Portland for the Third Infantry of Maine,
of which Co. F. of Belfast is a part, is to

SATURDAY,

and

of

at

Next Few Days.

Belfast people will be interested to learn
new band which is forming in

SILK

All

cordially

the

and Summer

to call and see our stock.

I

Galaxy of Famous

29, 1919.

one.

Colonial Theatre

will average weli with the other Companies in the State.
that the

Louise H.

;

Mrs. Carl H. Stevens gave a tea Monday in honor of her sister, Miss Alice M.
Wescott, R. N., of Boston, who has recently returned from France, where she
had served nearly two years with the
Army Nurses Corps. Miss Wescott wore
her blue serge uniform with three service
gold stripes on her left sleeve. She
brought home many souvenirs and related to the guests items of interest in
regard to them. Tea was served from
the dining table decorated with jonquils
and English violets.
Misses Wescott,
Katherine C. Quimby, E. Frances Abbott
and Margaret L. Keene assisted Mrs.
Stevens in serving.

is

Millinery
Opening

We shall upon this date
exhibit a beautiful line of
Millinery and continue
through the season to have
constantly on hand styles
and prices to suit every-

duty.

whole State and goes to Dexter from here

Early Spring Hats

A cordial invitation is extended to all.

March

to

Spring

SATURDAY,

of the best souvenirs of the world war
and at the same time perform a patriotic

in this

Brown will

over

MILLINERY
OPENING

requested to send to the county chairman
a list of workers that all may receive a
medal for work in the Fifth Liberty Loan.
This will be an opportunity to earn one

Brown of the Third

public

invited

The Treasury War Loan Organization
has had two million medals made out of
captured German cannon for victory
loan workers.
Each town chairman is

the janitor

as

Service Club in

to 10 p. m.

Major Frank Z.

The

succeeded

the Odd Fellows building. The Club is
open every day in the week from 12

Millinery

custom made and
for inspection.

ot Belfast.

j
!

|
j
j

Littlefield,

Lee

■

Lawful

reserve

with Federal Reserve Bank

...

Keen, Everett Brown, Hazel Nickerson, Cash in vaults and net amounts due from national banks.
Kermit Nickerson, David Moody, Gladys Checks on other banks in the same City or town of reporting bank
Total of items..
Trundy, Margaret Trundy, Marion Rose,
Edith Howe and Linwood Thayer. Voted Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and
other cash items
to hold the next meeting Saturday', March
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U S. Treasurer
29th, and confer the first two degrees on Interest
earned but not collected—approximate—on Notes and Bills
...

the candidates.

Receivable not past dne.
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps actually owned.
Other assets, if any, offset to item 27, liabilities.

TROY.

Total.
Sanford Foster and family have moved
from Pittslield to Roger’s Corner in Troy.
Calvin Wyman and family have moved
from Detroit to the place they formerly
occupied in Troy.
Bert Penny has moved to the Hopkins
place, owned by L. L. Rogers, who has
employed him on the farm for the summer.
Mrs. M. J. Bickmore has gone to Albion where she has employment and has
let her place to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Folsom, who are to move there soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wright and child of
and Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Wright. His mother is in very poor
health.

Pittslield, spent Saturday

Mr. Ephraim Knight went to Benton
last week to se!l the place which belonged
to his sister, Mrs. Jane Hathaway, deceased.
He was accompanied by James

Libby, Esq.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.....
Surplus fund...'
Undivided profits.
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Interest or discount collected or credited, in advance of maturity and
not earned (approximate)..
Amount reserved for all interest accrued.
Circulating notes outstanding.
Net amounts due to National Banks..
Net amount due to banks, bankers and trust companies......
Certified checks outstanding...
Cashier's checks on ownjbank outstanding,.
Total of items.
Demand deposits, (other than bank deposits) subject to reserve (deposits payable within 30 days):
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days pother than for
...

...

..

money

borrowed).

Dividends unpaid..
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to

re-

serve.

Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or
to 30 days or more notice and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed).
Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits subject t<> Reserve

subject

J

United States Deposits, (other than postal savings)
War loan

deposit

account..

Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sanderson, his Other United States deposits, including deposits of U. S, disbursing
mother and brother Linwood, spent Satofficers.
urday night, March 8th, with Mr. and U, S. bonds borrowed, including Liberty loan and certificates of indebtedness. without furnishing collateral security for same.
Mrs. J. L. Bagley, returning Sunday by
U. S bonds borrowed, including Liberty Loan and certificates of inauto to their home in Belfast.
The roads I
debtedness, for which collateral security was furnished.
in this section were not in proper condiBills payable, with Federal Reserve Bank.
tion for autos, some snow banks.
All
will remember the fearful storm Sunday,
Total.....
line galewecalled it,and can imagine what Liabilities for rediscounts,including those with F ederal Reserve Bank
a pleasant ride they must have had from
Total contingent liabilities..
Troy to Belfast.
..

Town' meeting was held March 10th:
Moderator, L. L. Rogers; town clerk, J
L. Bagley; selectmen, W. L. Gray, H. B.
Gowen, L. C. Stone; treasurer and tax
collector, G. A. Woods; school committee,
A. D. Cunningham, O. G. Cuddy, E. B.
Carleton; money appropriated: schools,
$2000; highways, $3633; support of poor,
etc., $1800; school books, $200; repair of
school buildings, $360; superintendent’s
salary, $1143; tuition, $250; town debt,
$1000; road grades, $250.

MONKOt.
Fred Billings has returned from overseas.

Miss Alberta Ridley
A. Palmer’s recently.

was

a

guest at G.

Mrs. Lydia Woodman is gaining and is
able to walk around the house.

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, C. W. Wescott, President of the above-named bank, do
statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and

Mrs. N. J. Curtis attended the lecturers
conference in Auburn and visited relatives in Lewiston.

C,

sworn

to before

me

W

l

Wl

this 17th day of March. 1919.
RALPH I

WORM

or rect—Attest:

V. A. SIM
CHAS. P.

MOMS,
HAZELT1N
T. W. PITCHER.

Incubators
Expecting to install a Mammouth Hot
Water Hatching Machine, we otter for
sale our regular equipment, consisting of
12 Cyphers 390 Egg Incubators.
Also
240
1
2 Automatic Brooder stoves—each 500
chick capacity.
Phone 243-4, or write
6

PINELAND POULTRY FARM,
Belfast, Maine

Miss Nellie Bradford of Knox spent a
few days last week at Herbert Little-

field’s.

solemnly

SALESMAN WANTED
Lubricating Oil, Grease, Specialties,
Part
with

Paint.

whole time. Commiision basis. Man
car or rig preferred,
RIVERSIDE REFINING COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio,

or

As

capable housekeep>

home.

Address.
THOKNKIh
R. F. 0

lwl2*

CARD OF

V

THANKS

We wish to thank all h
thy to us in our late I11'

especially are we gratef'
beautiful flowers sent to !
Elijah c. Howakp
Sanford

Howakl'“u

i

William A. Clark of this city is among
the recent contributors to the Boy Scout
fund.

Spring Merchandise

to send a nurse here.

I^e

Millinery

Merritt,

and flower trimfeather trimming. It will be easy to find a
..it you. Our assortment is large and varied
are always right.
Our regular opening will
n 1WAY. MARCH 29th.

The box factory branch of the Leonard
& Barrows shoe factory has been moved
to the annex across Pleasant street and
will occupy one floor including the machinery for cutting the pasteboard, etc.

eived a case of C-B Corsets and among them
A CORSET for young ladies and school girls,
eight, low bust corset with rubber gores in
corset at a

All the wooden

boxes will be made at
Mathews mill and nailed up as needed at

Wash Goods
Some

Saturday, March 22nd

Mr. Ritchie will make

a
business trip to
returning home and
Mrs. Ritchie will visit relatives in Ply-

were

Mrs. Mary C.

CASH

j

{'■pic,

Harvey

j

the Knit-tex
'his store and you
.;:t comfort is.
;<es

!

for

cs

a

woman

j'

that she
of spring
opening of spring
March 29 th.
.^ounces

j

meeting tomorrow, Friday, afternoon with
Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Cedar street.
A
1large attendance is requested.

j

A special communication of Timothy
Lodge, F. <Sr A. M., will be held at

Chase

Masonic Hail

W. Allen L. Curtis, Dis. Dep Grand
Master, will be present in his official
capacity. Work in the Master Mason

eels.

Degree.

Amy L. Wilson
illars and other

ud

this, Thursday, evening.

R.

the corner of

at

Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark have rea cablegram from their
son, Capt.

ceived
'.s

■

ds

ertise their new
for girls, new
for next Saturhemise and cot-

Donald S. Clark, who has been overseas
for some time, saying that he sailed
the 17th from Marseilles, France, on the
Roma and expected to reach New York
about March 31st.

t ‘trie Co. adver•iimg pads, which
rs m this territory

ind family publish

There will be an extra drill of the members of Company F., Third Infantry, at
the Armory on Thursday evening, in

a

preparation for the inspection on Saturid Mrs. F. G. SpinAll members of
day night of this week
d see their stock
tfie Company are requested to be in atmillinery. Their
tendance for this instruction.
March 29th.
1 inn
wanted as house- 1
Again a girl of High school age has
x 4U, H. I). 2, Thorn- j
won in the first prize of colored war work
■

Bank publishes

a,
•

shows that children

marked “U.

sum

S.

Government W. S.

wall pa-

of money

POOR’S MILLS.
Mrs.

j

j

nineteen colors
15c. to $1.40

N

white and colors,
90c quart
APER HANGERS’ PASTE
WINDOW SHADES

and Mrs. Ernest

]

a

Brown and

Mr.

a

load of

milk,

a.

m.

Her

was

1

Friday at her late

son

spilled.

Mr. Boyington

conflagration to their escapade.

j

re(f D.
“KLFAST,

Jones
MAINE,

repeat °f Paper

mailed

on

Service has always been
the Goodrich measure of
the value of tires; that is,
what a tire proves itself
worth you in service on
your car, andon the road.

yours.

Warren

E.

Marsh has sold Jher

residence at tlie corner of
Market street-

to G.

Church’jand

Ernest

Marsh of

Mr

|

this city.

The

In the report of the

meeting

Veterans’

terport,

recently

held

in

of F. L. Burrick, Winmember of the 20th Maine,

Brooks the
1

County j

Waldo

name

a

should have been F. L. Durham, Monroe,
261 h Maine.

and Mrs. Clarence

from the Hoag

nouse

to the Pierson house

on

were

article of

;

New York, where she has been chartered
to take two loads of food materials to

Havre, France, coming

Millinery
Opening

Thursday with Mrs. Albert C. Burgess,
about fifty members and guests were
present. Tile religious intelligence, both
national and foreign, was given by Mrs.

to be able to talk to

going to buy a new
spring overcoat today, we would give
him this
advice:

“Slip

Court for the second time.

coat

The Military
sentence of one Jay in jail

Citation

for

Captain

Dudley

Fred Toothaker and Carrie Newcomb were I DAVIS. Capt. Dudley Davis, 307th Incallers at Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Went- I fantry, at Chateau Diable, near Fismes,
worth’s last Sunday.Alfred Dutch who France, on the morning of Aug. 27, 1918,
enlisted in the navy is sick in the Naval suddenly found himself in command of
Hospital at Newport, R. I. He had in- the 2nd Battalion of the 307th Infantry
His many
fluenza then rheumatic fever.
during the attack on Chateau Diable.
friends are glad to hear that he is some
better.
He is a fine young man and all Showing an utter disregard of personal
Mrs. Carrie safety he proceeded to the forward comwish him a speedy recovery
Doucette of Clinton visited Mrs. O. A. panies to get first hand information as to
will
week.There
Wade the first of the
the circumstances in order to intelligently
be an entertainment and sale of fancy
articles at the hall next Tuesday evening. handle the situalion. In order to accomplish this it was necessary for him to go
through an intense artillery and machinegun barrage. He then established for
himself a P. C. and proceeded to carry on
I wish to inform the public thaf 1
the attack with coolness and care, skillwould like all who have bills against the
fully and efficiently organizing the BatCunningham Brothers to present them talion after the attack.
Capt. Davis is a
also all who are owing the same to cal
brother of Mrs. Ralph M Johnson, a
and settle, as all bills after the first o:
resident of New York and a member of
April will be left for collection.
the Brokerage Firm of Feilowes Davis &
HARVEY S. CUNNINGHAM,

who is

man

even

friendly

Knit-tex
first.
You
needn’t buy it. But
then go home and
decide what kind of
a

on a

coat

YOU

WANT.”

j

Company.

James C. Durham.

were

Cor. Main and lli^h Sts.,

A paper of unusual

merit, The Passing of the Crown, was
given by Mrs. Giles G. Abbott. Research
of ancient history and a wide range ot
current events

E.K.Brier&Co.

blended into

an

essay

entertaining as it was instructive.
Following a short social session Mr. John
A. David, principal of the Belfast High
school, presented the matter of organiz- j
ing a county Y. M. C. A., in a most impressive manner, as only one vitally interested in young manhood and boys can. i
Mr. David has a personality that wins 1
the confidence of young people as well as
their respect. It was an afternoon very 1

Saturday,
March 29th

as

law provides a
for every dollar unpaid in the fines that I
are given the men.

|

liance of the First Parish church held last

ENOUGH

and make the arrests in cases where
the men are unwilling to attend drills.
Both Hall and Robinson were before the
pers

j

LUCKY

For the first time in
life
you’ll
your
real
know what
!

OVERCOAT
IS.
COMFORT
Knit-tex is different

!

from

every

kind of

other

overcoating.

BERT L. DAVIS
Main

Street,

Belfast

£-

Mildred E. Sanoorn,
Trimmer.
All cordially invited

well spent.

IT IS A FALSE REPORT
We are not giving goods away, but our customers
receive so much value for their money it seems that way.
After March 22nd our store will close for lunch
hour from 12.30 to l.?0 daily.
Our prices right. Satisfaction given or money back.
Our new location ideal-

THE GREAT A. & P. TEA
75 Main Street, Belfast.

CO.,

Buy Ooodri ch Tires
from

Rreger is
ready for sea and will leave today, Thursday, or soon after under her own sails for

shipped Mr. Anderson as engineer to take
the place of Roy E. Young, who decided
not to make the trips.

IF

>

ised service value in
their dependability and
durability wherever you
take them.

Coat

lirst

extra
wide
TREADS,
to fortify the sidewall
against rut grinding-

You get fulfillment of prom-

The schooner Jennie Flood

White Barker Tent, D. of V.,

Emma

!

Bayview street
Congress street.

ive home.... | held a very enjoyable whist party Wedteacher of trie Barf- i nesday evening, March 12th, at the home
Sandis
the of Mr and Mrs. Walter Juan.
attrac

see promise of service
in the burly, full rounded
bodies of Goodrich Service Value Tires; and
their thicker SAFETY

Pauljjhave moved

on

back for the second trip in ballast.
Capt. Rreger returned last Saturday from Boston, where he

an

You

Carle, «,!£*•

Knit-tex

jumped to

Administrator

Petticoats, Etc.

The

himself.

2W(2

Mrs.

were

NOTICE

’

New

j

indicate that they
yet there is no clue to

Ward,

Miss Mildred

Gowns, New Waists

Mrs. E. P.

would

rent and will make

New

j

of the reins

By telephoning ahead the
runaways were stopped by Mr. Wellman
at the Pearl Brook farm.Mr. and Mrs.

save

utmost for
dollar is one great lesson the world has learned.
Along with other days of
less, it has cancelled days
of less service.

a

lett. school in Waldo,
spending
Cleo Flagg of Brockton, Mass., came to
cake and collee were served, j
spring vacaiion at her home here....Basil wiches,
Frank A. Nye, who has been employed ;
Her other sister, i
attend the services.
first lady’s prize went to Mrs. Raiph
Newell is building some pretty martin The
at the Mathews Mill for some time in the
Mrs. Almeda Young of Boston, was unM.
to
Mrs.
Carter
and
the
consolation
In his opinion the
houses this spring.
casket department, completed his work
able to make the trip. One brother, Henry 1
arrival if a pair of bluebirds on March ; Albra J. Clarev. The gentlemen’s prize there last
Saturday and will leave soon i
C. Marden of this city, also survives. On
Frank O. Whiting.
15th signifies that warmer weather is at was won by
for Portland, where with Ray Neal of
account of her extreme deafness Mrs.
hand.
“For,” he says, “the bluebird is a i The central thought in the drive to Waldo, he has bought the Bennett Casket
W st mingled ver> little in society, but
sensitive bird and afraid of the cold, and keep boys and girls in school until 18
Mr.
Manufactory and stock in trade.
enjoyed the friendship of all who knew he also does not venture north until the
years old instead of 14 is found in the
Nye lias also maintained an undertakers
The bearers were Fred A. Seward, grass 'toppers and insects begin to thaw
her.
The robins and song sparrows take following research: “At 25 years of age parlor on Main street since coming here
Willis A. Thompson, Charles R. Coombs out:
chances and can subsist on seeds and the boy who had remained in school until from
Searsport several years ago. Mr.
and Charles E. Sherman.
other things, but the bluebird is the real 18 had received over $2,000 more salary
and Mrs. Nye and their daughter Lena
tird.”
I
“GrandRehearsals in the Senior play,
spring
than the boy who left at 14, and was then
will he missed in Belfast’s musical cirma Gibbs of ihe lied Cross,” are pro- ;
receiving aver $900 a year more. This is
where they have been prominent,, as
cles,
well.
has
not
been
The
date
gressing
equivalent to an investment of $18,000 at well in church and secret societies. John
definitely set, but it will come oil jarly
5 per cent. Can a boy increase his capiCollins has succeeded Mr. Nye at the
The play is by Walter Ben
in April.
tal as fast any other way?”
Mathews Mill. The family will leave for
author
u
the
of
the
ich
Hoodoo,
Hare,
In a note to change the address of The Portland as soon as arrangements can be i
was so successfully given by the class of
Journal Mr. Edgar F. Hanson writes of made in closing out his business interests
Grandma Gibbs of the Red C oss
1015.
an item of interest to his many
friends here, etc.
is in foul acts. Grandma Gibbs gives
at home: “We have purchased a resi- 1
herself to the Red Cross and sends ler
dence on the shore of the famous Indian
! only son to the front. He is reported ;
River, just south of Fort Pierce and will
seriously wounded and she goes in sear-.h
there from Homestead, Fla., next
move
of him and iinds him in an American
R
H. Cassens and family,
Saturday”.
save
to
his
in
time
life.
Tins
! hospital just
|
wno nave Deen ai mianta, ua., since
;
provides a picturesque background and
leaving here, are now with Mr. and Mrs.
j some striking tableaux to set off a pretty
Mrs.
Hanson in their new winter home.
and timely love story of the war. There
Hanson writes that they are enjoying
! are over thirty people in the cast. In
the delightful Southern climate, which
the play will he introduced dances, tab- |
has been very warm since their arrrival
leaux, singing and recitations.
until the date of writing, which was
1 Privates Vernard C. Hall and Francis
cooler. They are reveling in the delicious
Robinson of Co. F, Third Infantry of this
oranges and grapefruit and also have all ;
city, were lined nine dollars and costs each
tomatoes they care for as it is just their
AT THE STORE OF
in a court martial over which Lieut. Ross
time of harvesting.
I. Hammons presided on Thursday evenwe
were
At the meeting of the Woman’s Aling in the Municipal court room. Both

and

Several
broke and the horses ran away.
dozen of eggs were scattered along the
road, but fortunately none of the milk

To demand the

half the sash
matches

boys, but as
their identity.Frank H. Roberts of
North Belfast has purchased the house
formerly owned by the late Ambrose W.
Hail, and will make repairs and improveThe place will be for
ments this spring.

Union street, with Rev. Arthur ;
Wilson of the First Parish Church

and his wife, Mr.
aud Mrs. Asa A. West of Dorchester, her
sister and niece, Mrs. Rose West and Mrs.

were

one

Burned

removed.

articles taken

■

day with

A8AST,NE
j4PALAC

E.

guests of
Capt. and Mrs. O. A. Wade last Sunday.
.Mr. and Mrs. Rolerson entertained

^—--

per roll

Etta

Mrs. Horace Wentworth

■

50c.

Mr.

j

on

officiating,

window from which

were

held at 10

home

wheat*
less are days of the past;
but the thrift born of them
is with us to stay.

Meatless, heatless,

VOILES, CREPES, ORGANDIES, SILK POPLINS, SERGES, MESSALINES, TAFFETAS. ETC.,
I will select material for myself,

Very truly

aaMMai

Days Of Less

April 1st,

mattered over the Poor showing that the
aurglars did their work by the light of
matches, thus running the risk of adding

charged with breaking the sixtywar in remaining away
Robinson
from drills of the Company.
! plead not guilty to the charge and Hall
guilty. Both were convicted. Instead of
company last Saturday evening.Mr.
the arrest by men in the Comi
causing
and Mrs. Earl Cross and children of Mornow places tiie parill spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. j panv, Captain Dickey
in the hands of .Sheriff Cushman i
pers
Charles
Maurice Wood.When
Bovinghis duty to serve the paton was on his way to the city last Fri- and it becomes

Marsh,

publishes an adv. in
garments, etc., to Melefugees and of the
ids, with which she
iarket April 1st.

^all Paper

S.”

they are saying “Stamp, Stamp,
Stamp, who’ll buy a Stamp.’’ Call and
see the poster in The Journal office.

advertise their miliip
store,corner of Main
Saturday, March

s-

national needs.

and

pulae, pa.nt, etc.
with

bearing the bur-

our

Two little girls and three little hoys are
marching beneath a large strong box

V-,

<

are

den of this call for

rth Co. advertise
: lie
Chicago tailors,
ir those who want
■■u'ts
for
National
new

This time it is for W. S. S. and

posters.
a

non.

■ruses

members,

The funeral of Mrs. Emma W. West

and

1 he W. C. T. U. will hold their annual

■vas

another piano. Miss Beuiah Young and
Miss Stoddard also played a number on

a oO
miles from the

farm for sale 1 1-2

■ear

one

on

Cunningham,

1

her sprin g
opening including
n.d ready-to-wear

■':

S.

city.

nominees

f

account of the illness of

was

ssortment

|

on

and Mrs. Howes played
a sonata by Mozart, Miss Stoddard playmg an accompaniment written by Grieg
of the

1

to

dainty touch and an abandon I hat.
delight to all. The quartet was |

Elijah C. and Sanford Howard
families publish a card of thanks.
Everett L. Hamilton advertises

11. Patterson, Al*
>d Mrs. Jesse E1 of thanks.

\

a

the two pianos

acre

j

a

was

admr
gives
Jnotice in
regard to bills due the Cunningham Bros.

publishes picture

t

with

omitted

The Great A. & P. Tea Co. gives notice
of the values they are giving at their
store, 75 Main street.

!-■ tisemen rs.

i:

Maine

-ill?-rrn-

ot Belfast

[;

Belfast,

wi

When MRS. E. P. CARLE returns from market,
with all the latest fads and fashions in

a

11th from

Saturday night and postage stamps, stationery, candy, cigarettes, etc., were
taken. The break was made through a

of Mrs. Allan M. Howes, who played
Shepherds all and Maidens Fair,” Nevin,

Company,

High Street,

March

which contains the information that Pri-

ill.

ance

Coombs

Collins has received

etter under date of

vate Collins was killed in action Oct. 10,
The piano recital by the pupils of Miss
and buried the same day, Cemetery
Amy E. Stoddard was very creditably | lull!,
170 Commune Gesnes-Meuse, grave numMiss
the
even
to
child,
youngest
;
given,
’'
ber 2
Helen Payson, who played her ittle waltz j
perfectly, although she has studied only ; CITY POINT. The post office and groc- !
two months. This was the first appear- try store of R. H. Mosher was entered

making special attractions in these
goods will be higher as the outlook is

No More

mouth.

ly of Belfast, aged 31 years, also of the j Adjutant General P. C. Harris at Washdeath of the little four-year-old daughter
ngton, D. C., saying: “A reply has been
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Newcomb on De- ; received from the Commanding Officer,
cember 30th. Their deaths were the re- American Expeditionary Forces, to your
sult of influenza and pneumonia with recent inquiry concerning Private Her- I
which other members of the Newcomb nert li. Collins, Company H, 127 Infantry,
family

No. 21 Main St.

What Then?

New York before

Belfast woman, writes of the
death, Jan. 1st, of Earlbert Newcomb, son
of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Newcomb, former-

we are

TERMS

Albert C. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L>.
Soutliworth, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.

former

a

of good quality cotton hose in black for
few dozen of good hose for children at
rices. You cannot afford to miss these op-

|

Norton, Charles B. Norton, Mrs. Charles
E. Owen, Mr, and Mrs. William H. Hall,

a

Akrcn, Ohio

This I surely will do,
Search my attic through and through,
And from the nails take down
Every skirt, waist and part worn gown.
Then straight to Memorial Hall
I will take them, one and all.
Hats, caps, rubbers, boots and shoes,
Everything I think the Refugees can use.

Among

City of

GDQDR5CH

'S-19

YES!1

Belfast people at the Boston auto
show this week are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
A. Sherm in, Mr. and Mrs Bernes O.

aCcj«mj«w»i.sr

The

develop naturally.

Tel. 359

the

recent personal letter to a Belfast
friend Relia Harkness of Berkley, Calif.,
In

a backward child
Scott & Bownc. Bloomfield. H. J.

and Miss Clara Steward will be

At the Boston Auto Show.

ji

the weak places.

over

Scott’s helps

assistant hostesses.

the services.

a

ane

Jennys

the teachers and his classmates to attend

and Children’s Cotton Hose

n

Alien

placed in the receiving tomb at
Grove Cemetery and will he interred in
Grade I of
the spring in the family lot
the Peirce school was dismissed to allow

irebase vve were able to buy some extra
De Chene Envelope Chemise in flesh and
at would be a good value for $2.25, but for
will offer them at ONLY $1.J9.

■

rsorman

were

es-

Crepe De Chene
Envelope Chemise

1

nine

E. and Norman A. Read, Allan M. Howes
and Dr. Ernest S. Webber. The remains

veral pieces of NEW VOILES.
in white for graduation wear.

for

oi

Patterson took place last Thursday at
10 a. m. with Rev. William Vaughan
officiating. The bearers were Clarence

.dies who have ever worn a C-B Corset find
merits year in and year out.

New

runerai

me

child

The Guild will meet next Monday evening with Mrs. W. L. West. Mrs. C. W.

the Shoe Factory.

popular price. We

growth and strength, is invaluable in its
help to a growing child. Scott's helps a

The North Church Guild will have an
Easter bazaar at the church parlors on
Thursday, March 27th. In the afternoon
there will be a sale of food, fancy articles,
candy and a grab bag. This will be followed in the evening by1 a vaudeville show
consisting of unique musical numbers, a
farce and a moving picture show.
Admission for the entertainment, 25 cents.

lowed by games.

Voung Girls1 Corsets

popular

abundant in nourishing substances that promote

N. J.

A buffet lunch will be served fol-

man.

I

very

MS MHSHM 11

comfortable nights for the winter. FriThe regular meeting of the Eastern day, Saturday and Sunday were cold
Star will be held on Friday evening, be- spring days, when the thermometers avginning at 7.30 sharp. There will be work eraged from 15 to 20 degrees above zero.
and the program will consist of just a Monday and Tuesday were warmer, but
good time, with Marion E. Brown, chair- with rain and fog practically all the time.

trimming,

ornament

A cold wave and high wind arrived last
Thursday bringing one of the most un-

who has arrived in

SPRINu HATS have never started off with
this spring. The styles are becoming and
hlor is quite a bit in evidence again. There

iiing,

Karl F. Darby and Henry B. Cunningham
at Hohoken, N. J., and are now at Camp

per, Thibet,

ar-

rived in the States from over seas are
Richard E. Noyes, son of James F. Noyes,

uindise

■

Livingston, Mont.,

The program will be as follows: paMiss Margaret Dunton; reading, In the Wild West of China, Mrs. C.
S. Bickford;
reading, Mt. Omi, Miss C.
M. Cutter.

A child cannot choose its period of growth. Nature
attends to this with laws well-nigh inalterable. A
child of retarded growth or feeble vitality needs
and should have help to promote healthful growth.

er.

Among the Belfast boys who have

showing many NEW things in spring goods,
t few days we have received seveial cases

New

A CHILD MUST CROW

^°-’s line will begin service from Boston
Miss Mary Van Zile, Field Supervisor to Bangor as soon as the latter port is
from the bureau of nursing of the N. E. open to navigation.
Both steamers are
Division of the Red Cross, will be in Bel- now undergoing general repairs in Boston.
fast Friday and Saturday to look over the
The Travelers Club will meet next
situation before arrangements are made
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. S. Pitch-

Progressive Store

ir«

Reports are current that the steamers
Belfast and Camden of the Eastern S. S.

i

a

Dealer

j

|

Don’t wait until your

cold

develops Spanish

Influenza
Kill jit

or

pneumoYiia.

quick.

CASCARAK QUININE
Standard cold remedy for 20

years—in tablet
form—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
in 24 hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back i f it fails. The genuine box has a Red top
with Mr. Hill’s picture. A'. Ail Drug Stores.

Do We Want
By

Prosperity

H. H. Windsor, in the April
Mechanics Magazire.

Do

?

Popular

prosperity? The reply
seems to be unanimous.
Here is one
subject on winch we are all agreed; employer, employe; man, woman, and child.
World conditions are, to all appearances,
more favorable to a most wonderful period
of prosperity for the United States, for
several years to come, Ilian ever confronted any nation in the history of the
world.
But, we mustn’t spill the beans!
we

want

Bankers, alone; manufacturers, alone;
labor, alone; nor farmers, nor miners, nor
lumbermen, and so on, alone, not even
the Government alone, can make prosperity. To insure prosperity, there must
be harmonius team work; everyone concerned must do his part.
The world never needed and wanted so
many things which are produced by the
brainvvork and handwork of man, as today. For four years, the former sources
of supply have either been dred up, or
commodities

shelves in

could not be moved.
the stores of the world

1 he
were

nearly empty. Farm machinery
in other lands has been wearing out w ith
little opportunity of replacement.
New
fields are required which also must have
new' machiney. So also have the railroads
of the world been wearing out, and thousands of other necessities and comforts of
life have been used up or exhausted.
What about the
So much for export.
w'ork to be done here at home? Millions
upon millions’ worth of industrial buildings, and houses, and depots, and street
improvements, and good roads are needed.
Then, why doesn’t it start?
In the first place, there must be a reorganization and readjustment to get a
plant which lias been running on war
w’ork back to its former line of production.
Not only in many instances an
actual change in machinery, but in hundreds of cases a final settlement with the
involves a
Government. This
vast
amount of work by experienced men,
who must count and weigh thousands of
items, check bills for cost, inspect, adjust, make allowances, decide disputes,
interpret contracts; all this before final
settlement and payment can be reached.
Under the most favorable conditions, this
takes time, for these questions must he
settled with justice to both manufacturer
and the Government.
Another cause is the unsettled condition of the labor market.
Labor has
benefitted in many ways under war conditions and naturally is reluctant to recede from its high-warer mark; nor is it
desirable that it should in all respects.
But does labor realize that the permanent
conditions of peace cannot maintain all
the emergencies of wrar? Some men can
run very fast for a
hundred yards, or
even a mile; but the best cannot maintain the pace for long, or even do it every
day. The horse which wins the race
could not do as well on ordinary roads,
nor maintain his greatest effort for an
hour, much less a day or a month.
In
order to stop a lire, the fireman smashes
costly windows and chops away doors,
and even blows up entire buildings, but
w'e don’t do
.hose things every day.
It
is only an unusual emergency which
makes such costly w'ork justifiable.
If
it were kept up long enough, we finally
wouldn’t, have any houses to live in.
We should discriminate between what is
w'arramed .o stop a w'ar and what is
reasonable day in and day out.
Just now in the elfort to make wrar
conditions cf labor and w'ages permanent, we hear of strikes here, there and
everywhere. Not only in this country,
hut abroad.
The plain truth is, no law
of any country, no refusal by large masses
of men to w'ork, nothing which man has
ever been able to do or is likely ever to
do can maintain, for any length of time,
abnormal con Jitions. The normal of today cue and ought to be, and promises to
be, an improvement over the normal of a
few years age. This is something wre all
desire, and al. benefit from, a steady improvement from year to year; but business, as it exists, is powerless to mainnever so

uin

a

suunen

and supreme

elrort.

lhe

the wrestler, the race horse, all
arrived at treir maximum through an
advancing process, and not in a moment.
Ilusi ess cannot permanently maintain
the high-water mark of war-time conditions in peace times any more than the
ace horse can deliver rural
mail at a
two-minute clip, six days a week.
It is quite certain that some employes
feel that employers could maintain war
conditions if they wanted to; but there is
an equilibrium of trade, relentless as the
law of gravitation, which cannot be disrunner,

Benjamin Franklin Welcomed Back

ashore on a storm tide, isn’t it better to
dredge a channel inshore, to reach the
same point?
The old-time employer, too many of
him, was regardless and thoughtless of
his workers.
The employer of today, as
a class, is a
very different type of man.
There is a great deal he can yet do, and—
in spite of the poison counsel of Bolsheviki—which he heartily wants to do, and
will, given time. He, too, has his troubles
and finds it impossible to make a live or
ten-year advance in a day, but he is
speeding up all the time. He is in the
midst of a reorganization brought about
by the war, and the most of him is conscientiously doing the best he can, or
knows how; probably few of all his several thousand employes, if given bis job,

Soil in 1785 After

Nearly

Mr. Henry Conant of this place is in

health.
I very poor
Mrs. Alfred Stinson, who has been very
ill this winter, is very much improved.

Arthur Boyd.

Packing ice, cutting wood and fishing
on

Mr.

$60

Granite Grange, after having a long
recess, seems to have taken a new lease
of life and is having very interesting
meetings. At a recent session eight can-

Bonus For Men in Service.

Every person in the military or naval
who has resigned or has been dis- j
charged or released from active duly un- !
1
der honorable conditions after April 6,
or
is
dis1917, or who hereafter resigns,
!
charged from active duty is entitled to
exof
with
a
certain
few
$60
gratuity
ceptions.
Briefly the persons entitled to this
gratuity are:
Officers and enlisted men of the Army,
;
including field clerks and nurses, Navy
Marine Corps, Naval Reservists,
and
male and female persons in the service j
of the Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic !
Survey and Lighthouse Service who performed active duty with the Navy during the present war.
The exceptions are:
Any person who did not report for active duty until after November 11, 1918;
any person wbo has already received one
month’s pay on discharge from the Army
under the act of May 18, 1917; any person who is entitled to retired pay.
The heirs or legal representatives of a
person who is entitled to this gratuity do
It is provided
not become entitled to it.
as an aid to discharged men until they
can
obtain employment, and bears no
relation to pensions, insurance or com-

in

loan

Don't quit saving and helping the
government. You still have a personal
obligation to assist in clearing the way.
2.

3.

Do buy wisely, save sanely, insecurely, and insist upon rei eiving
full value for every dollar expended.
4. Don’t forget that you are your
own biggest asset, and that you can
capitalize yourself by saving.
5. Do have a personal share in your
country’s victory finances. You will

vest

per-

entitled

have more interest and be
izen.

a

better cit-

6. Don’t sell your government
curities.
They will mean more

se-

to

you by-and-by.
7. Do have sufficient sand to hold
the slippery dollar.
8.

Don’t forget that, although the
is over, you owe everlasting gratitude to those who have fought and bled
for liberty.
war

fl
Do join the "get-ahead” moveStart even with the new issue
ment
of War Saving Stamps.

Don’t allow your thrift to become irksome.
Regard it as a business. which brings legitimate returns
through wise expenditure.
10.

Do increase your savings—not
or next day, but NOW.

11.

tomorrow

12.
Don't fail to realize that thrift
is one of the great lessons taught by
the war. and that it must not he

neglected

or

forgotten.

Do resolve to stand back of the
13.
American end of the peace table, with
heart, brains, encouragement, labor
and money.

be considered in order of

receipt, and every effort will be made to
The large number
pay them promptly.
which is expected at once may cause
some delay ill tlicir settlement, but they
|
will be paid as rapidly as possible.

14.
Don't set aside your newly acquired habit of thrift, hut “carry on”
with even more zeal and enthusiasm
than before.
15.
Do employ all practical means of
stopping the useless small leaks from

ANOTHER NEWSPAPER CONSOLIDATION.

purse, which undermine the foundations of success.
your

Courier-Gazette says
editorially of Henry P. White, a former
Belfast boy, and well remembered here:
Rockland

HOW MOVITZ HELPED WIN
THE WAR.

“Another newspaper consolidation—
this time the 79-year-old Farmington
Chronicle is absorbed by the Franklin
Journal, which was founded by our old
friend Henry P. White half a dozen years
ago, and has been made-under bis intellectual management one of tile successful I
home-newspapers of the State. These
recent times make for fewer newspapers
in
large and small communities alike.
Many city dailies are merging and in the :
smaller fields there are also many consolinations noted. The Franklin Journal will 1
appear as an eight-page paper twice a
Mr.
week, like the Courier-Gazette.
White was a reporter on this paper in ;
1882, what is known as a callow youth ]
bur with the makings of the able newsj!
paper man that he has since become.”

Movitz is a name which indicates
that thp diminutive individual who
bears it first saw the light in a land
which was ruled by an autocratic
czar, hut Movitz is a loyal American
now and eagerly doing his part to hold
He goes to
aloft the torch of liberty.
school in a big New England city, and
one day lie handed in the following
composition to his teacher:
“One day in August .my eldest
brother came in the house with a book

HILL,

Bilious
relief

j

EXCESSIVE ACIDITY
digestive

KmioidS
indigestion

pleas*

ing

—

cine Co,(

Portland,

Me,

freedom of the world—have been able

to

1. Do eliminate (he “its” from life.
and instead build up thrift.

payments.
No particular form of claim is required.

The

a

VICTORY DO’S AND DON TS.

or

Claims will

(touting

fi- to pay back a portion of (he debt of
help
gratitude the United States has owed
nance the war for independence being
fought by the colonies, but more than France since Franklin's day.
On Franklins 213th anniversary,
that, by his tact, kindness of manner
Jan. 17. was launched the big 1111!)
and ability as a statesman succeeded
drive for the sale of War Savings and
in securing moral support for the col
Thrift Stamps. Because he was the
ouists’ struggle which was manifested
pioneer of thrift and a man of great
by France in ill ny ways. The Ameri ability as well as a true patriot, the
can
people through a war for free- Oovernment lias paid him high tribdom greater than that being fought ute by placing his likeness on (he 1319
while Franklin was in France—the issue ot War S'avings Stamps.

to receive it on
release from acresignation, discharge
tive duty by the supply officer who makes
the final settlement of their account.
If already separated irom the service
members of the Army will make application to the Zone Finance Officer, Lemon
Building. Washington, D. C.; and mem- ;
bers of the Navy or Nival Reserve Force
will make claim to the Disbursing Division, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Navy Department, Washington, I). C.;
Members of the Marine Corps will make
claim on the officer who settled their accounts; or, if this ollicers whereabouts is
unknown or if paid o(T by a Navy supply
officer, claim will be forwarded to the
Paymaster, Marine Corps Headquarters,
Washington, D. C.; Coast Guard niemI rs will forward their claims tu Coast
Guard Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
All claims will be accompanied by a
statement of service and the original
certificate of discharge or orders to inactive duty.
If the original discharge or
orders are lost, it will be necessary to obtain not only a duplicate but a statement
from the officer by whom final settlement
of account was made that no gratuity
was paid
at discharge.
This will take
time, of course, but is reasonable and
necessary in order to avoid duplication of
are

A NERVOUS
BREAKDOWN

t

While in France. Franklin succeeded

j

who

The Children’s I’auaeea—The Mother’s I

ra

\

Bears the

Signature

of

didates took the 3rd and 4th degrees.
The grange is in a very prosperous condition
The new members are all young
people and a great help in making up the
program.

suggest, don’t spill the beans.

pensation
This gratuity will be paid to the

a harmless substitute for Castor tvgorie, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It c-y
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic salts!:,
more than thirty years it has been in con: tan
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Vi:ul <
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising t;H
and l>y regulating the Stomach and Dowels,
siniilation of Food; giving healthy and miti

Cast oria is

returned to their home here.

service

sons

and Mrs. G. H. Stevens returned

Boston, where they have been
spending the winter. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
T, Jarrett, who have been keeping house
for Mr. Stevens during his absence, have
from

again?
we

Swan Lake seems to be the order of

the day at present.

could do any better.
Would it not, then, seem the fair, the
loyal, the sensible thing to co operate
with him to the fullest extent instead of
demanding war-time conditions or better,
just at this critical moment; or even going on strike in the effort, to secure that
which, how ver desirable, may be most
difficult or even impossible to grant while
the country is trying to get, under way

Again

BLACK’S CORNER, Searsport

Mrs. D. A. Lowe returned from Frankwhere she has been visiting Mrs.

|

Instead of trying to sail the ship

Nine Years in France

|

fort,

in his hand. He had signed my name
and had given me a Thrift Stamp to
start with for helping him sell papers
I read in the papers of the
Sunday.
[ German mustard gas and how many
OAK
Swanville.
American soldiers had been gassed
i then made up my mind to try to run
; errands and buy Thrift Stamps with
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey were recent
I what I earned. The Germans launchguests of Mr. and Mrs. John Inuis in
regarded.
ed their last great drive when I had
At certain points on ourseacoast, under Searsport.
five Thrift Stamps.
stress of storm, the tides rise to unusual
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Webb were guests
"One day after we had sold papers
heights for a few hours or days, but even
1
for two hours I fell down and hurt my
Old Ocean himself cannot keep up the of Mrs. S. J. Flye in Freedom March 2nd.
ankle and I thought 1 would not be
the high-water mark for 365 days in the Mrs. Flye is in poor health.
able to sell papers the next week. But
The ship which tried to anchor too
year.
Miss Ames closed a successful term of
near shore on these high tides would soon
[ was very glad when I could run
be left a wreck high and dry on the school in district No. 9 March 7th and the
once
again and did not miss my
rocks. The captain who thus lost his pupils and many of the parents enjoyed
weekly stamp. It was but two more
ship would be blamed even by the crew a treat of candy, peanuts and popcorn. : weeks when I had fourteen stamps,
and passengers who urged him do do so.
and two more were needed to make
Miss Ames returned to her home in Exter 1
Even were the vessel put afloat later,
Here is how
a War Savings Stamp.
there would still be the needless lo3s of March 8th.
I earned them in one week. Monday
its service, and all to no good or lasting
1 had earned ten cents, and it took till
purpose.
Thursday until I earned five more
Improvements which can be accomcents.
plished gradually often become destructive when demanded in a moment. If
"Sunday we had ten papers we
every man on every farm in the country
i could not sell. My brother had gone
struck on July first, they couldn’t make
I
into a house to soil a paper when a
the growing corn ripen in a month from
i
man came up to
me
and asked me
If all the doctors, lawyers,
planting.
what I had. 1 told him and he handed
workmen, farmers, manufacturers, bankme
the price and took the papers.
ers, business men, teamsters, railroad
Just as soon as my brother came up
and
all
the
even
the editors,
men,
rest,
he was so glad that he said he would
should quit all efforts for a month, they
could create a condition of awful chaos,
put up my pay and give me what I
If you are really bilious you may feel
needed to buy the Thrift Stamps.
but they could not change natural laws.*
It
and have a bad
cold,
languid,
depressed
was
Every boy would like to be a man tojust one month before the end
be
tasting mouth,—or you may
feverish,
morrow, but it can’t be done; it takes
of the war!"
have a headaehe, and feel ACTUALLY
time to make a man out of a boy; always
has, always will. We can all remember SICK. In either case, you’ll have no dewhen the hours and conditions and pay,
sire to eat. The one remedy that has
for everybody, were very arduous. I
thousands of bilious people out
helped
haven’t forgotten the time when, as a
boy, I worked 16 hours a day for $4 a of this unhealthy condition is the true
week, and it was the going rate of wages, “L.F,” Atwood Medicine. If you are havtoo. Nobody has to do that now, thank
ing bilious symptoms you
goodness. Normal conditions, as comis at the bottom of most
should begin to use it at
pared with 40, 30, 20, 10 years ago, are
ills.
immeasurably improved, but it has taken once, a teaspoonful as ditime. The jump from 40 years ago to the
rected. You'll improve from
present couldn’t have been made in a day, the fust dose and in a short
or month, or year, no matter how many
time this stomach and liver
of us struck. There has been a grand imfor
afford
provement, however, don’t let us forget tonic will restore your apand prompt relief from
that, and there are due to be more im- petite, strength, and regular
provements in the years immediately to daily bowel action.
the distress of
Buy
come; but while waiting for t e better
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
only the genuine “L.F.” Atand still better things, is it really wise to
MAKERS OP SCOTTS EMULSION
be too impatient in our haste to reach the wood’s, made by L. F. Medi-

<oal?

to American

acid-dyspepsia.

j

CHILDREN.

|

THRIFT AND

~~

N. J.—“For ahout three
1 suffered from nervous breakdown and got so
weak I could hardly
stand, and hadhead-

Newark,
years

PATRIOTISM.

!

Miss Kelly Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Restored
Her Health.

aches every day. I
tried everything I
could think of and

I

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
March, A. L). 1919.
I UCY

W.

At a Probate Court m
for the County of W
March, A. D. 1919.

Belfast, within and
on the 11th day of

a

j

In the matter of the
late of Belfast, in said
ceased, a petition having
Robert C. Ward of Be t

NELSON,

Marshall J.
Nelson, late
County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that an allowance may be made to her
out ot the personal estate of said dt ceased.
Ordered, That the said pe titioner give not ice
all persons interesud by causing a
copy of
t .8 order to he published three weeks t-ucc. sively in The
Republican Journal, a newspa er published at Belfast, in said County,
th
they may appear at a Probate Court. to
be eld at Belfast, within and for said
County,
on
the 8 h day of
April, A. L). 1919, at
ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge,
widow of
of Palermo, in said

j

may he appointed as trust-*said deceased to fill the v.,
resignation of Horace
O'Connell as trustees,

Ordered,

That

persons interested I
order to le published
sively in The Repun
per j ublished at Belfast,
at a Probate Court, to h*
in and for said Cour
April, A D. 1919, at
fore noon, and show ea
A true copy.
why th. prayer of san
Attest:
be
LI LI 1
granted.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
A t ue copy
Attest
( HAS l
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and I
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
At a Probate Court held
March, A. D 1919.
for the County of W;<
JOEL J. WALKER, administrator of the esMarch, A, I) 1919
tate of Annie C. Walker, late of Liberty, in
HORACE CHENELY.
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre
under the will of Jut.
sented a petition praying that the actual mar
in said County of Y\
ket value of the
of said

In summing up the total of War Savwas under a phyin 1918, some
sician's care for two
remarkable records made by children
years. A girl friend
in the schools are shown. This means
had used Lydia E.
not only a vast amount of present
Pinkham’s Vegehelp to the Government, but snug sums
table Compound and
of money for the children themselves
she told me about
when the stamps reach maturity.
it. From the first
But
the prospect of financial gain, excellent
day I took it I began
to feel better and
as it may he. is but a small asset when
property
deceased,
now I am well and
presented a petition pr
now in his hands subject to the payment of
compared with the practical training
tion as trustee under sa
able to do most any
the collateral inheritance tax. the persons inin thrift and Ihe lessons in genuine pakind cf work. I terested in the succession thereto, and the
Ordered, that the sain |
triotism which t lie young folks have
amount of the t. x thereon, may b* determined
to all ersone inte st*
have been recomreceived.
of
the
this
Crobate.
oroer to he \ ub'isl
Judge
by
mending the Comhe Republicar
Parents have been accused, often
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice siv )y in
pound ever since and give you my perpublished at Reliant. 11
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
mission to publish this letter.”—Miss
justly, of over-indulging the children,
a
Court to be i
Probate
order
to
be
this
published rhr«-»- weeks succes- and for
Flo Kelly, 476 So. 14th St., Newark.
and it is true that many children grow
said County,
sively in The Republican J> urn I. a newspaper
N. J.
to maturity with no conception of the
D
A,
1919, at ten of if.
published at Belfast, in raid e uunty, that they
The reason this famous root and herb
and show cause, if any w
value of money until forced to earn it
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
remedy, Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Belfast, within and for said County, on the 8th prayer of said petn
for themselves. Even then they are
Compound, was so successful in Miss day of April, A. D. 1919, at. ten of the clock granted.
ignorant as to how to apportion their
FEEERY «
Kelly’s case was because it went to the before noon, ami show cause, if any they have
A true copy.
Attest:
income, because untaught, and the
root of her troubk
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
restored her to a
(
has F J
thought of contributing 10 the general normal heaitay con 'ii s e and as aresult be granted,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
welfare does not. enter into such planher nervousness disappeared.
A true copyAt a Pr bate e>ourt n* id
Attest:
ning as they are able to do.
( has E. Johnson, Register.
for the County of W'ul■
That “there is no loss without some,
March, A. D. 1919
a
At
Probate
held
at
u
Court
within
a
Kelfast,
is
as
true now as ever, and out
gain"
HA HOED E M IEEE
for the County •>( Waldo, on the lltn day of
law of Emily F. Mi,
of recent conditions have come invalMarch, A. D 19 9
said
County of YV
uable
lessons
in
thrift.
Patriotic
Should be treated
JOHN R. DUN ION, trustee under the will sented a petition pr»\
teaching too has been accelerated by
of William S
late
ot
in
Miller, or s< me oth«
Brannagan,
Belfast,
“For ^our protection use
the War Savings Stamps.
said County of Waldo, deceased, having preThoughtpointed administrator
sented a petition for authority to invest the deceased without bond
fulness for the general welfare and
MINTOL in this connection”
funds of said estate.
Ordered, That the sam f
willingness to practice the utmost selfOrdered, that the said petit oner give notice to all persons interested
denial in order to help and uplift, repto ail persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be publishresent. the loftiest type of patriotism,
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republic;.- J
and these the children are acquiring
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, n
b;>'t >
at
in
said
that
published
Belfast,
may appear at a 1
they
County,
through Ihe medium of the tiny bits of
Belfast, within and lor
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held ut
Government
assurance
which,
purA.
I'
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 8in 8th day of April,
At a Probate Court hell at Belfast, within and
chased methodically, quickly grew into
clock before noon, and sI
for the County ot Waldo, on the second day of April, A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Ihe
have, why the prayer c.d
more
valuable.
War
Savings
Tuesday of March, A, D. 1919.
why the prajerof said petitioner should not not be granted.
Stamps.
A certain instrument,
purporting to be be granted.
ELI.ERY
The little Thrift Stamps are laying the last will and
testament of
Willium
Attest
A true copy.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
West, late of Searsport, in said County f
(has
a broad foundation for American charE
A tiue copy.
Attest:
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for j
E.
r.
Chas.
Johnson, Registt
acter upon which the years may build.
( our'
In
WALDO
with
that
the
said
wi
1
probate
petition praying
It is cause for congratulation that they be allowed and that letters testamentary issue At a Probate Court held at
on the 11th day
Belfast, within and Belfast,
!
M Ames, administrator
are to remain with us.
The children to Roscoe N. Porter, he being the executor
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day oi
named therein.
Erskine, Inte
E,
phosa
March, A. D 1919.
we always have, and the needs of the
in
said (. ounty, deceasOrdered, That notice be given to all persons
JAMES C. PIL SBURY, on heir of Sus n his lirst ami final aceoU'
Government are still g:eater
There
interested by causing a copy of this order, j E. Hunt, late of
Unity, in said County of said estate for allowam
is no excuse for ns if we neglect the to be
published three weeks successively in
Waldo, deceastd, having presented a petition
Ordered, that notice
opportunity to drive the lessons The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish- praying that he, Janos C. Pillsbury, or some
weeks successively, in
ed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate other suitable
home.
person, be appointed adminisual, a newspaper public
Court, to tie held at Belfast, within and for trator of the estate of said deceased
said County, on the second Tuesday of April
County, that ail perse:
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tend at a Probate Court,
at ten of the o’clock before noon, and
next,
A REAL PATRIOT
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
on
the 8th day of Ap
show cause, if any they have, why the same
ihis order to be published three Weeks successhould not be proved, approved and allowed
cause, if any they hav<
sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper should not be allowed.
“Uncle
Sam's
War
Saving and ai d petition granted.
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
ELLERY
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Thrift Stamps are better than any
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
A true opy.
Attest.
A true copy. Attest:
stock in the world. wrote a boy in the
anti for said County, on the 8th day of April,
C HAb E
C has E. Johnson, Register.
A.
D.
at
ten
of
the
clock
before
noon,
1919,
eighth grade of a certain school in a
nd show cause, if ary they have, why the
big New England city. “W'hiie the stock At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
EXECUTRICES’ NOTH
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
is likely to drop and ruin the man who
for the Ccunty of Waldo, on the 11th day of
hereby give notice that it
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
appointed executrices of
March, A, D. 1919.
owns that stock. Uncle Sam’s stamps
A true copy.
Attest:
tament of
Chas. E Johnson. Register.
LIZZIE HIGGINS, an heir at law of William
never fall hut gain steadily.
They
ELLEN POWER, lat,
Eldndge, late of Wmterport, in said County
are bettor than any bank, for the hanks
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at in the County of Waldo.
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petiare
liable to fail while the stamps tion prayit-g that Walter F. Curtis of Bucks- Belfast, on the 11th day of March, 1919. G.
Bom* having demands aga
never fail.
port, in the County of Hancock, or some other Loring Carver, administrator of the estate of
deceased are desired to pi*
Charles E. Pendleton, late of Lincolnviile, in
be appointed administrator of the esperson
settlement and all indel u
“Here are some ways for people to
said County, deceased, having presented his
tate of said deceased.
to make payment
quested
save.
For adults: stop buying trash
Ordered, That toe satu petitioner give notice first and final account of administration of
ELLEN Mb!
that is no good for any one; stop going to all persons interested by causing a copy of said estate for allowance.
ELLEN MOL..
SARAH Mb*.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
to foolish places as moving pictures this older to he published thiee weeks sucin The Republican Journal, a newsweeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Bangor, Me., March II,
and theatres unless some historic play cessively
paper published at Belfast, that they may apa newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counis at that theatre or picture house. Eat pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
ADMINISTRATOR’S M
ty, that all persons interested n ay attend at a
within and for said County, on the 8th day of
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the
scriber hereby gives not
only nutritious food.
A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock be- 8*h day of
April,
and
show cause
April next,
duly appointed administrai'
“For children: girls can earn money
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
if
they have, w hy the said account should
NELLIE M, BAILEY.
by doing sewing, washing dishes, and why the prayer of said petitioner should not notany
be allowed,
in the County of Waldo, «s
be granted.
doing other domestic works.
ELLERY BOW'DEN, Judge,
bonds as the law directs,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
"For boys: boys can earn money in
demands against the estate
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
a dozen
different ways. Here are a
desired to present the bui
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
few.
auo
all indebted thereto ar
Shoveling snow, sifting ashes,
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
In
Court
of
at
held
immediately
WALDO
SS.
payment
Probate,
doing domestic work, doing odd jobs,
Horon the 11th day of March, 1919.
Belfast,
JOHN
of March, 1919
Asa
on the 11th
ace Chenery and Charles O’Connell, trustees
running errands, and putting ashes on Belfast, executor ofday
the will of Adelaide E.
Monroe, Me., March 11
Turner,
under the last will and testament of John
slippery sidewalks.
of
in
said
late
deBelfast,
Turner,
County,
late of Belfast, in said County, deceasADMINISTRATRIX
“Now here are a dozen different ceased, having presented his first and final Ward,
their second and final
scriber hereby gives notio
of said estate for ed, having presented
ways to make money for adults and account of administration
account of trusteeship of said estate for al- duly
appointed administra
children. Being thrifty is one of the allowance.
lowance
FRED H HASTY, lat*
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
three
thereof
be
best habits that any man, woman or
that
notice
given,
Ordered,
weeks successively, in The Republican Jourin the County of Waldo
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
child can learn. A boy or girl learn
bonds as the law directs,
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
nal,
the estab
demands
i%; to save by buying War Savings and County, that all ptrsons interested may attend
County, that all persons interested may attend are desiredagainst
be
to
held
at
on
at
a
Probate
Court,
to present the
Belfast,
Thrift Stamps will later on in life keep
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the
m
the 8th day of April next, and show cause, 8th
indebted
thereto
and
all
up the habit and not spend money if
day of April next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
payment immediately.
any they have, why the said account should
V bS !
foolishly. If the American people not be allowed.
not he allowed
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
could be thrifty while the war lasted,
Thorndike, Me., March 1 I
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
they can keep it up for a few years
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S M
< has E. Johnson, Register.
more. There are a few people who go
scriber hereby gives notu.
around talking about what they would
duly appointed administiatr x
In Court of Probate, held at
In Court of Probate, held at
WALDO
W'ALLO SS.
do if they were a soldier. You can put
NELSON GORDON, la
Beltast, on the 11th day of March, 1919 Joel Belfast, on the 11th day of March, 1919. Eva
a spoke in their wheels if you ask them
J, Walker, administrator of the estate of J. Dean, Myra Bell Rust and Effie N. Rankin, in the County of Waldo, tin’
if they were thrifty and saved food. Annie C. Walker, late of Liberty, in said executrices of the will of Israel V. Miller, late bonds as the law directs
his third
of Belfast, in BHid County, deceased, having
demands against the esla
The answer ninety nine cases out of a County, deceased, having presented
and final account of administration of said espresented their first and tinal account of ad- are desired to present the sa
hundred will be ‘No.’ Then they will tate for allowance.
ministration of said estate for allowance.
and alt indebted thereto an
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three payment immediately.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given three
| slouch away grumbling something
EM V
i about ‘can’t afford to buy stamps.’ weeks successively in The Republican Journal, weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Thorndike, Me., March II
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
Most of these boasters are good-for- a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun
ty, that all persons interested may attend eta County, that all persons interested may attend
ADMINISTRATOR’S Ni
nothings. So—Buy, Buy, Buy until Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
scriber hereby gives notice
I your pocket is empty.’’
day of April next, and show cause, if any the 8th day of April next, and show cause
administrate'
they have, why the said account Bhould not if any they have, why the said account should duly appointed
RACHEL BARNES, late
not be allowed.
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
in the County of W aldo, d< >.
Attest:
A true copy.
Attest:
A true copy.
A'
bonds as the law directs
( has. E. Johnson. Register.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
demands against the estate
tl
are desired to present
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at ment, and all indebted there
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate. hei1 at
Belfast, on the 11th day of March, 1919. Gay Belfast, on the 11th day of March, 1919 Lewis to make payment immediate >
ALBERT I
E. Holmes, administrator of the estate of Flor- F. Marden, administrator of the estate of
once M. Kimball, late of Belfast, in said CounSusan R Marden, late of Swanville, in said
Liberty, Me., March 11,
his
first
ty, deceased, having presented his first and County, deceased, having presented
final account of administration of said estate and final account of administration of said esGUARDIAN’S NOTH T
for allowance.
tate for allowance.
ha.*hereby gives notice that he
,
three
thereof
be
three
notice
be
that
that
thereof
given,
notice
given,
Ordered,
Ordered,
pointed guardian of the estat*
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
MINNIE E. RICHARDS of I
a
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounAt first signs of a cold or grip take
newEpsper published in Bellast, in said
attend
at
a
attend
interested
the County of Waldo, an*:
interested
all
in
may
that
all
that
may
persons
persons
County,
ty,
<
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the the law directs. All persons "
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
>
show
and
cause,
the 8tb day of April next, and show tause, 8th day of April next,
against the estate of said Mu
if any they have, why the said account should if any they have, why the said account should are desired to present the sam*
leads
to
often
Don't wait.
Delay
and all indebted thereto are
not be allowed.
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
pneumonia. Results are §uaranteed.
payment
s MlD
Attest*
At your druggists.
A true copy. Atteat:
A true copy.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
Lincolnville, Me., March 11,
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PIUS
CAN’T DO THE WORK

arement of the Liblln hands of these
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Nothing

on

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. Id boxes, 10c., 25c.

cancelled,
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signs—a
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sting, if possible,
rative statements
now
■ik accounts
and the 1st of
if
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heavy head, sick stomach,
bad taste in the mouth,
latent dyspepsia.
Pay strict
attention to these symptoms
and get prompt relief by
using Beecham’s Pills. A
few doses will stimulate the
liver, help the stomach, regulate the bowels and make
a great
difference in your

before the Amerim-elf in the poslprosperity which
i .in years are for

■st

Know

It’s too much to try to work
every day
against a constant, dull backache, or sudden darting pain in the small of the back.
Be rid of it. Try Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Your neighbors recommend them.
Mrs. Thos S. Connell, 34 Spring
street,
Belfast, says: “I was laid up all winter
with a complication of diseases.
Along
in the spring I recovered, hut was left
with a serious case of kidney trouble.
I
doctored and got around in pretty good
shape for awhile. Later on, I was again
taken with kidney trouble and for over a
year I couldn’t do any work
I suffered
terribly from my bacs and kidneys. My
caused
me
a
kidneys
great deal of annoyance, especially at night. Dorn’s Kidney
Pills brought me relief and I am now
able to be up and around attending to
my
housework.” (Statement given February
4, 1905.)
On November 1, 1910, Mrs. Connell
said: “The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills made
for me in 1095 has been a lasting one.
j
publicly recommended this medicine at'
the time and nothing has occurred to
alter my good opinion of it.”
Price (jOc. at aii dealers.
Don’t simply \
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s i
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Con- J
nell had. Foster-Milburn Co, Mfgrs. Buffalo, N. Y.

People Constipated and Don’t

The Milliken

Know It.
It

History Being Compiled by Col. Balentine.
Soldiers are S r ill in Coblenz, Germany.

odd,

but it is true, that you
may ba constipated and not know it.
You can see why it is. Take a glass
and pour in water until full. If you
keep
on pouring in water after the glass is
full,
it will run over, but the glass stays full]
Just so with your bowels; they get full
of waste matter, and then they pass off
or expel
from the body only about the
same amount that goes into it in the form
of food.
So you may have a movement of the
bowels every day and yet there will remain waste matter that ought to be removed.
Give your bowels a gentle but thorough
cleaning out and you’ll feel great.
A fine prescription for this is put up
and sold under the name of Dr. True’s
Elixir. Doctors and druggists use it in
their own families. Costs but little and
brings health to men, women and children. Sweet and pleasant tasting. Works
gently. Children like it. Remember the
name, Dr. True’s Elixir.
seems

;

There is more Catarrh in this section of
the country than all other diseases put
together, and for years it was supposed to
be incurable.
Doctors prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it
incurable.
Catarrh is a local disease,
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
remedy, is taken internally and acts thru
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. One Hundred Dollars reward is
ollered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine fails to cure. Send for circulars
and testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Needed—A Nurse

in

Every

Home.
One hopeless optimist has pointed out
that the Minnesota fire, in a few days,
cleared hundreds of acres for agricultural
that man would not have made productive for many a year, if ever. The influenza, gathering its toll of over six
million lives and creating a pitiful company, in this country alone, of thousands
af orphans, must be made to yield us
some blessing.
And costly as the lesson
is, it may mean the saving and the enriching of life in the end, if we act to
correct those conditions disclosed by the
use

epidemic.
In many localities there was found to
be no nursing resources whatsoever.
In
isolated communities, families were allowed to die almost unattended because
the fear of the disease ran so high that
neighbors refused to go near I he patients.
At a tremendous sacrifice, one fact has
been established conclusively: The women of the country are not adequately prepared, in the absence of professional care,
Id safeguard their homes from contagion
and to nurse their families in minor illnesses.

Waldo

Regiment.

Col. Arthur T. Balentine, commanding
the 56th Pioneer Infantry now in the
army of occupation is compiling a history of the Milliken regiment. Chaplain James A. Carey, formerly pastor of
the church of the Sacred Heart in Hallo-

well,

has written

_

the foreword for the

publication.
The 56th Pioneer Infantry was originally organized by Col. Balentine as a regiment of heavy field artillery in the National Guard of the State of Maine, under the name of the Milliken Regiment.
The regiment, which was strictly a volunteer organization, was organized in 19
days being completed July 16, 1917.
It was mobilized at Brunswick July
25,
1917, under the title of the 1st Maine
Heavy Artillery. Immediately after its
organization on Aug. 20, 1917, by order
of the War Department, Col. Balentine
formed from the personnel of the regiment the

101st French Mortar

t

Battery.

DAISY BAKER

This was the first trench mortar battery
organized in the United States. It comprised 181 men and two lieutenants under
the command of Capt. Roger A. Greene
of Lewiston. They were assigned to the
26th Division and shortly afterward sailed
for France.
At

tne

same

time

1UU

men

were

trans-

ferred to the 101st Regiment of Engi-

of the same division.
After these
transfers were made and the physically
unfit eliminated there remained 800 men
of the original roster, and of these 200
were later commissioned as officers.
The regiment was transferred Aug. 24,
1917, to Camp Bartlett, Mass., and thence
on Nov.
17, 1917, to Camp Green, N. C.
By a subsequent order, the regiment was
changed to infantry, Feb. 13, 1918, under
the name of the 56th Pioneer Infantry,
and on Feb. 18, 1918, was sent to Camp
Wadsworth, S. C.
In August, 1918, the regiment was
raise I to a strength of 3450 men and 101
officers and received orders for duty overseas, going to Camp Merritt, N. J., Aug.
On
30, 1918, for overseas equipment.
Sept. 4, 1918, the regiment sailed from
Hoboken and arrived at St. Nazaire,
France, Sept. 13, 1918.
They were attached to the 1st army
and ordered to (he area of active operations, leaving St. Nazaire Sept. 19, 1918,
going by way of Latrecey and Fleury to
Dombasle-er Argonne, arriving there Oct.
2, 1918. The different companies of the
regiment were scattered all along the Argoime sector during the last big drive of
the war and were under constant shellfire. They worked in conjunction with
the 21st and 23d Engineers.
After the armistice was signed the
regiment was again mobilized at Dombasle was transferred to the 3d army and
ordered to Germany as part or the Army
of Occupation. It left Dombasle Nov. 17,
1918, marching by way of Luxemburg,
crossed the Saar river into German territory near Treves Dec 4, 7918. and reported to army headquarters Dec. 15,
1918, at Coblenz on the Rhine, being one
of the first regiments to enter Coblenz.
neers

SWAN, WHITTEN CO.
mmkal kailkuau
AND

BELFAST

BURNBAvI

American

BtA'JCS

^On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:
a.m.

Belfast, depart,
City point,
Waldo,

6.45
+6.50

Brooks,

7.11
+7.29
7.36
7.45

Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,

Fairfield,
Waterville,

Portland,
Boston,

Bills receivable

FROM BELFAST

*

p.

rn.,

+7.01

+7.57

p.m.

1.10

Gross

+1.15
+1.26
1.42

They

+1.57
2 10
2.20

7,779

+2.32

8.05
2.40
12.40
5.40
8.29c8.39
8.45
3.20
11.45
5.55
3.30
9.25

asn

capital.1,000^

Surplus

over

all

liabilities.

00

00

90U.572

17

Meat

a

Portland Eor.e Meal
Portland Bone and K
red 'em
“

10

2.45

Boston,

a. in.

SECOND

Hester

Brown,

OSTEOPATH,

Block, Belfast,Me.

of

■Drmana Portland Brawl
of > our Dealer

00
00
00
20
73
68 126 47
73 999 10

Interest and rents
All other assets

..

Portland Rendering Cc., Portland. Maine
AI iance Insurance

Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Assets December 31, 1918.
Stocks and Bonds.$3,434.988 59
C*sh in office and banks
248,368 66
Agents' bal trices.
294.615 59

Gross assets.$10,068 520 50
Deduct items not admitted.
63,853 00
Admitted assets.

$10,004,667 50

Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities...
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

All other assets.
Gross assets
Deduct items not

637.551 85
4.941,587 30
635,088 96
1,000.000 00
^.790,439 39

3wl0

admitted.

190.053 23

Admitted assets.

$3,831,045 75

December 31, 1918,

1 labilities

Net unpaid losses. $ 451,861 56
Unearned premiums. 1,216,702 77
All other ii abilities..
96 447 54
Gash Capital.
760.000 00
over
all
liabilities. 1,316.943 88
Surplus

j

Hampshire Fire Insurance Company,
Manchester, N. H.

44.026 14

$4 021.998 98

..

Total liabilities and surplus.... $10,004 667 50
DICKEY-K NOWLTON, Real Estate Co,
Agents, Belfast, Maine,

New

'-'.ail

your f.hare of profits. for ft;••-!»
r^-a
woil!, KLAL money tl.ese days.

aro

America
York.

December 31, 1918
Real estate...$
663.500
Mortgage loans..
766,100
Stocks and bonds. 6,861.000
Cash in office and bank
475.603
Agents’ balances. 1,158,191

liabilities and surplus...

Total

I

$3,831,945

75

JAS f’ATTEE & SON. Agents, Belfast.
BION B SANBORN. Agent, Stockton Springs

Assets December 31, 1918.
299.500 00
estate...$
Mortgage loans.
6.307 50
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds
6,7.*i.714 00
(.'ash in offi e and hank.
284,688 04
Agents' balances..
562,510 61
Bills receivable.
37.631 04
Interest and rents.
64.831 06

3wl0

Real

Removal
THE 01D

The

Admitted assets.$ 8,011,409 82
Liabilities December 31, 1918,
Net unpaid losses. $
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Main

(Street,

GEO^GE F. KSNT, D«UGG!ST.

W. S. SAWIN & 03..

Stocks and bonds.$2,919,881 68
Cash in office and bank. 1,129,319 42
Agents'balances.
773,257 65
Bills receivable.
168 50
Interest and rents.
39,620 16
All other assets.
682 79
Gross

assets.$4,862,930
Deduct items not admitted.
169,349

DEALERS IN

Hay and Straw,
MASS.
R0XBUHY,

Write us whit you have, and we will
send you shipping directions irn u .'Lately
Gw9*

20
67

Admitted assets.$4,693,580 53
Liabilities December 31. 1918.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Net unpaid losses.$1,050,670 48
Unearned premiums,. 1 785,366 21
All other liabilities.
123.927 51
400 000 00
Cash capital..
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,333,616 33

Attorney

liabilities and surplus,_ $4,693,581 53

Lay

ai

BELFAST. MAINE.

3wll

Co.

Store

)‘AI1

Company,

London & Lancashire Lire ins.

Drug

next Webber Slice Store
the former firm’s prescriptions
carefully filed by the new proprietor and
can be refilled at any time.
Everything
in drui/ supplies on hand at all times.

260 009 00
1,500 000 00
2,137,302 08

Toronto, Canada.
Assets December 31, 1918.

Total

Belfast

WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop..

467.052 75
3,647.045 99

3wll

Assurance

DRUG STORE

WITH

Total liabilities and surplus... .$ 8 011,409 82

Western

CORNER
IS NOW

Gross assets.
$ 8,037,182 28
Deduct items not admitted.
25,772 46

I'ract-cem ah Courts.

probate pracL.e a

Ltd., specialty.

Liverpool, England.
December 3i, 1918.
estate.$ 300,000 00
0 00
Mortgage loa ■
Collateral loans.
,0 00
Stocks and bonds
4,073,989 88
Cash in office and bank.
624,231 07
Agents’ balances.
9b8,924 75
Hills receivable.
7.145 :t3
Funds in hands of U. S Trustees,
716,465 00
Interest and rents
61,649 55
All other assets.
11,394 76
Assets

TRUCKING

Real

Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

PSIMPLE HOME REMEDY

WANTED

Co.

Assets

Germany

Kewick,

Ins.

New York city, New

9.00

A

Dr.

Liberty

National
a.m.

at

libwd%

The Eggs Pay For It”

ncreaae

TO BELFAST

Scrap

Portland Cracked Bone

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,134.802 36
JA.'. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
3

cm

Portland

unpaid losses. $ 2 4.471 38
Unearned premiums
969,765 73
All other liabilities
49.993 08
<

‘AX/

J

98
62

Net

£

PROSPECT

seed

0 00

assets.$3,142,581

, F YO U

__

Admitted assets.$3,134,802 36
Liabilities December 31. 1918.

Children Cry
S

k iM*: j

7,523 00

D-ducl items not admitted

T|

a Com-

00

Interest and rents
All other assets.

The shortage of graduate nurses, due
Pomona.
7.15
12.40
Portland,
to their necessary release for military
a. m.
to
he
a
is
not
temporary tiling,
FOR FLETCHFR’S
Waldo County Pomona Grange held its service,
6.50
10.40
3.40
Waterville,
the signing
6.40
2.24
March meeting with Union Harvest remedied immediately upon
Bangor,
T O R l
A
] of the treaty of peace. It is hoped that
6.57
10.48
Fairfield,
+3.47
Grange, Center Montville, Tuesday, many of these nurses will he essential
7.09
10.58
3.58
Clinton,
March 4th.
How
Vote in
It was a beautiful day and for rebuilding the health of war-devas8.35
4.15
11.15
Burnham, leave,
Those who
all roads seemed to lead to Center Mont- tated European countries.
+8.45
+11.25
Winnecook,
+4.25
do return in the near future will be need8.55
12.00
4.37
We are permuted to use the following Unity,
ville and I am sure all would agree that
ed far more for community and public
9.05
12.30
4.45
the day proved that the roads led in the health service than for the care of in- letter from a bright young American who Thorndike,
+4.52
Knox,
+9.14
+12.45
saw how the Germans conduct their elecright direction. The grange opened in dividual cases. Hospitals are tending to tion, and gives his opinion to his
9.34
1.42
5.10
Brooks,
a
aunt,
cases
serito
almost
minister
entirely
+9.46
+1.56
Waldo,
+5.12
form, W. M. B. L. Aborn in the chair.
Belfast woman now in New York:
ill
and
to
or
surgical
chronically
ously
+9.58
Citypoint.
+2.15
+5.25
Muring the “waiting time” pleasing re- needs. Since the prevention of conMayschaws, Germany, Belfast, ariive,
10.05
2.25
5.35
January 21, 1919
marks were made by brothers L. C. Morse tagious diseases, and those minor ill+Flag station.
Dear Aunt,—
which
leave
the
nesses
greatly
patient
and C. M. Howes.
to
leave
Brother Morse was
cStops
passengers.
Have you wondered what has become
reduced in vitality and resistance, is alFare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
very ill last winter for a ong time, very
most entirely a matter of home hygiene of me? I know I have not written for
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
near the border. ,This was his tirst meetand nursing, the challenge comes to some time, but you see, there is nothing L). C. Douglass,
The same old
ing with Pomona since his recovery and every woman in the country to join a much to write about.
General Manager, Portland, Maine.
schedule every day.
the patrons were very glad to welcome great crusade against the negligence and
the
Last
on a show,
night
Company
put
conditions
such
which permit
him.
The fifth degree was conferred up- ignorance
a Jaz7 Show, for the regiment, and it was
1 he Central Manufacturers Mutual insurto continue unchecked.
on a
class of 19. At the noon recess
In order that they may for this new a "knock-out..” Had everything from a
ance Co., Van Wert, < ihio.
Hula Hula dance to a boxing contest, and
over 200 were most pleasantly cared for
warfare be better equipped with a knowlAssets December 31 1918.
a
included
"Wop” impersonation, a string
in the dining hall. The grange was called edge of personal and household hygiene,
Came out fine all Real estate.$
40.000 00
and of elementary nursing procedures, instrument quartette.
to order by the master and opened with
165.350 00
Mortgage loans.
the Red Cross hopes to place before the way through.
Stocks and bonds
760.836 00
musi
Sunday was election day, and it was a ('ash
by the choir. A line address of every woman in the country, during the
in office and bank.
78,884 31
farce in every phase in this town and in
welcome was given by Mrs.
178.81136
Agents'balances
Voluey next few years, an opportunity for in- all others of the district. The
Church
and care of
Interest and rents.
10,047 08
Thompson. Mrs. Mae Hall of Mirigo I struction in home hygiene
told them who they should vote for, and
the sick and ir. home dietetics.
Gross assets,. $ 1,233,928 75
Grange, Freedom, gave an equally fine
Itinerant nurses, capable of instruction after leaving Church for the polls they
Deduct items not admitted.
a slip of paper on which the
9.557 00
response, followed by an instrumental in rural problems and in helping establish were handed
names of the Centrum Party,
the old
duet by sisters Hazel Arno and Clara high standards of community health,
Admitted
75
assets.$
1,224,371
with Ford cars and portable equipment, regime and church party, was printed,
As
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Bean, who were given an encore
will be sent into the rural and isolated "This to be dropped in the ballot box
Net unpaid losses.$
three of the officers were unable to be communities where it is almost
45.680 25
impossible No other lists were shown them, and in Unearned
premiums.
547.556 C9
present at the installation, Worthy Lec- to secure skilled professional nursing ser- this district the majority was 15,000 out All other liabilities.
48,974 16
In many such localities, the wom- of 17,500 votes. Of course the church is Snrplus over all liabilities.
turer Annie Aborn very gracefully in- vice.
582,160 65
not in favor of the new government and
en are very often, as was the case in the
stalled Leroy Morse as Steward, Annie
Total liabilities and surplus. ,...$ 1,224,371 75
early pioneer days, the sole guardians of is for the old regime only. I do not know
Clements as Ceres and Hattie Morse as the lives of their families in time of sick- anything about the districts in which
3*10
ness.
If to their native self-reliance and there are larger towns and cities, but I
Pomona.
sincerely hope it was a square deal. This The Masonic Protective Association, 18
Then came the topic, “Resolved, that initiative might be added the pro'essional for the
branklin St., Worcester, Mass.
big reason that the more procrasknowledge of home hygiene and care of
the Government should guarantee the the
Assets December 31, 1918.
sick, a great advancement in commun- tination, the longer we stay here.
As
to
to
when
I
in
am going
on
drop
farmers a reasonable profit on their ity health might be accomplished.
Stocks and bonds. $ 529,117 50
it
is
certainly problematical. Eng- Cash in office and bank. 220.223 13
To every woman in the country, be she you,
crops,” opened by J. V. Jackson and
9,892 40
ric h or poor, city or country bred, this land, of course, has been prepared for Interest and rents
further discussed by brothers Howes,
1.0*6 62
some
time for just this emergency, All other assets.
quite
training will bring tangible results in
Morse, Woods, Ripley, Paul, Bellows, terms of human happiness. Emergencies and had their plans well formulated. They
Gross assets.$ 760,309 55
Hurd, Hay, Clements, Worthy Lecturer, cannot always be met by money and are discharging 20,000 each day and soon Deduct items not admitted.
31,894 51
will be discharging 40,000
The big thing
and Worthy Master. The discussion was while the city woman may not so greatly
about it is that they are first discharging
Admitted assets.$ 728,415 04
need
to be self-reliant, a lapse of time in
about equal pro and con, with some quite
giving first aid is often fatal. rihe sani- the first service men, and the last to enter
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
telling arguments and stories on both tation of the home needs constant and the service to be the Army of Occupation. Net
unpaid losses..$ 214,964 44
in
It
every respect,
certainly is fair play
sides.
Brother Morse in his remarks intelligent supervision to provide the
Unearned premiums.
270,5<s0 65
don’t you think? Of course, “ship” men, All other liabilities.
39.515 32
touched upon the late war and gave some ounce of prevention, worth so many
as they call them, are those who have deCash capital.
lOO.OOO 00
pounds of cure; and women with their
interesting comparisons in regard to the increasing interest and power in State pendents or are wounded in hospitals, and Surplus over all liabilities. 103,354 63
Lib- and city
Civil War and the European War.
affairs, need above everything have preference over all.
Total liabilities and surplus. $728,415 04
About all the news for weeks and weeks
erty furnished 69 men in '65 and 16 in the training that will enable them to
3wl0
Please remember me to all the
take an aggressively intelligent stand in back.
**cic
mat jh
wai.
liic
late
o-ju.uuu men
well.
folks.
finds
this
you
Hope
to
work
and
constructive
regard
legislajust the northern States in ’65 and con- j
P. S.
No furlough yet, but have our National Union Fire Insurance Company,
tion for the public health.—From the Red
siderably less than 100,000 men were lost
names in as a matter of form.
Cross
Magazine.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
all over the union in the late war. Broth
|
er Morse was one of four brothers in the
Assets December 31, 1918.
Civil War and all safely returned.
Real estate.. $
2,172 14
taken
then
was
The host program
up:
279.500 00
Mortgage loans.
Recitation by sister Wentworth; song,
None
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,766,290 69
sister Edwina Berry, who received an
in office and bank
525 538 99
Cash
found
“I
among
you
encore; tableaux,
734.135 73
Agents’ balances.
Waldo
the roses,” a beautiful tableaux.
Rills receivable.
41,267 20
Pomona Grange is to be congratulated
50 291 79
Interest and rents.
member, I. P. Griflies,
upon having a
106
All other assets
439 56
decorator, who gets up very fine tableaux for nearly every meeting; reading
Gross assets.
$5,50 ',636 10
Deduct items not admitted.
289,962 25
by sister Hazel Arno, “The flag is full of
stars,” on motion three cheers were given
Admitted assets. $5 215,673 85
‘Old Glory;” song, Mrs. Chester CushReared her ramity
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
man; song, I. P. Griflies, who respond-WITHNet unpaid losses.$ 318.931 92
ed to an encore; comic dialogue, “Hiring
Unearned premiums. 2,930.654 54
Help.” At the census 12 granges reAll other liabilities.
200 000 00
sponded. The Worthy Lecturer read an
Cash
capital. 1,000.000 00
interesting letter from sister Lucy CochAn
them
All
American mother Beats
766 087 39
Surplus over all liabilities.
/ yOn motion it was voted
rane of Belfast.
^ There are
few families in which the
that Pomona Grange send a letter to sisTotal liabilities and surplus.$5,215,673 85
record of Mrs. Gustave Koch, Box 24,
ter Cochrane.
A rising vote of thanks
3wll
was given Union Harvest for courtesies.
Keokuk County, Iowa, has been
another
long
and
inform
closed
Grange
surpassed.
Not in the fact that she
day, full of happy meetings, good things
raiseu a luinny or eignt is ner story
from such mothers as Mrs. Gustave
said, good things eaten and pleasant
remarkable. Thousands of families Koch. Long life to her! Peruna is
memories that will remain with us, was
The history of the Koch indicated for
are larger.
coughs, colds, catarrh
a matter of historv.—G. E. B.
family Is unique In that the mother, of the head, nose and throat, or diswith all her loving care, pinned her order of the stomach, bowels or
HAND GOODS of every descrip
tion.
faith to a simple home remedy and other organs due to catarrhal inFurniture, bedding, carpets, stoves
|
IERRY.
etc.
never had a doctor for her children. flammation of the mucous linings.
Antique furniture a specialty. If yoc
have anything to sell drop me a postcard ant
Here is what she says: “Peruna has
If you
sick and suffering,
are
will
receive a prompt call.
a
for
you
is
stopping
Miss Lucy Grindle
done my children good.
I have a
write the Peruna Company, Dept.
WALTER H. COOMBS
while with her sister, Mrs. Percy Hardfamily of eight and never had a
for
Dr.
Corner
HartS-SO, Columbus, Ohio,
Washington and Bridge Streets,
doctor, only your medicine. We all 1
ing, who is quite ill in Sandypoint.
Tel. 253 5
It is free and
Belfast, Maine.
man’s Health Book.
think Peruna a splendid tonic.”
The four children of Lucy Leach are
you may find that Peruna is what
far
as
we
So
have
learned, PeI hey are atsick with the influenza.
you need. Dr. Hartman’s World Faruna is the only known remedy for
tended by Dr. Snow of Bucksport.
which such a wonderful claim can mous Peruna Tonic comes in either
Ask your
Like Mrs. Koch, there liquid or tablet form.
be made
Town meeting was held at Prospect
If you are seeking health,
thousands upon thousands of dealer.
The selectmen are Charles
are
March 10th
treasmothers who place their entire de- do not accept “something just as
Gray, Fred Lane, Norris Wescott;
of
Insist upon Peruna.
Your
urer and clerk, Lester Dow; collector
good.”
pendence upon Peruna.
Mrs.
board,
school
That Peruna
has
merited this dealer will give you a Peruna AlOdd Fellows
taxes, W. H Rillman;
Fred
Mrs.
is
Lu
attested
Ward,
confidence
Rufus Harriman,
by the words manac.
Tel. 247-3.
Res. 5-1126
Lane.

O

Fagle Fire insurance Company,
80 Maiden Lane, N. V.

Assets December 31. 1918.
Rea! estate, .$
0(0
Mortgage loans
o (.0
Collateral loans
q qq
StocKS and bonds (actual market
value Dec, 31. 1918)
*,223.062 50
Cash in office and bank.
2>"6;64' 71
Agents’ balances
625.353 77

p.m.

County

‘Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR never misses.
I guess
that’s why they named it WILLIAM TELL. Things always
come out right, there isn’t any
waste, and it goes further.
Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR just saves itself.”

I

prepared t.) do all kinds ot tricking,
Eurniture and piano moving a
am

spicialty.

Lsave

orders

stable, corner of
Alain aud Cross streets, aad they wiil re.
Ceive prompt atteuuuu.

Telepnoue

British

assets..$ 6,445,711 35
December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.
$
227,289 56
Unearned premiums. 3,274,218 26
All other liabilities.
120.800 00
Deposit capital...,
200,000 (JO
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,623,403 53

Ma

in

o

wenu3, Belfast.

America Assurance

Company,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Assets December

31, 1918

Stock? and bonds.$ 1 849.730 85
Cash in ollice and bank,.
370 857 72
Agents’ balances.
287.775 58
Interest and rents.
27.435 76
All other assets.
326 24

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 6,445.711 35
3wll

?y
.Oil

connection.
120

Liabilities

CHICHESTER

tic

V7. VV. BLAZU,

6,733.800 34
288,088 99

Admitted

j

at

Gross assets..$ 2.536.126 15
Deduct items not admitted
73.943 91

S

FILLS

TI!K !>I\MONI> K11AMI.
Gaelics! Ahk your
l»ruic^!.Ht for

Admitted assets.$ 2.462,182 24
Liabilities December 31. 1918.

a

A\

('lil-ehm.ler’ji Diamond Ttrun<l/#<.\
SEv Him in Red an.l Hold metaIlic\V\/
m>xes. scaled aitn Pine R:M>on. V/
Take no other. Huy of your ^
nr Hregc’.Ht- a.kfr.rC’IU.<'f!!:K.TrffS
Jr UiAMONii i;kan»
Vr
W
years knownas Best,Safest, Al ways Relia! '«

j

j Surplus

over

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

!

liabilities and surplus....$ 2,462,18224

43

Net unpaid losses..$
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities

Total

all

i_

I)R. W. 0. LIBBY, |
DENTIST,
Masonic Temple,

Belfast

Me

liabilities

27L717 41

1.300 830 60

73,186

40

616.497 83

3wii
~

WANTED

A MAN TO DO CHORES and to mak.
! himself useful about the place.
A. B. STANTIAL,

Belfast, Maine.

BROOKS.
A. B.

Payson

was

|

business caller in

a

To Economize

I

Belfast Saturday.

Bake More
Save More

The town grade schools closed last Friday for several weeks’ vacation.

HV
A T
\J X nh

Mrs. G. C. Goddard and children and
L. H. Bowen and little daughter
Gertrude have gone to Boston for a few

|

Leon Lovett of Bangor was

in town

All schools will open on Monday for the
beginning of the spring term.
Miss Flora Johnson is spending the ten
recess at her home in Waldo.

days’ school

The guild of the First Cong’l church
Tuesda’- at the home of Mrs. Flora
Roulstone.

met

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gilkey spent
Tuesday in Bangor, making the trip by
automobile.
The members of the Wednesday Bridge
Club were entertained by Mrs. Lilia Blee
at her home on Park street.
Griffin left Monday for
Canton, Mass., where she will be the
guest of her brother, Edward Gri ffin.
Miss Mabel

The Utu Camp Jire Girls conducted a
successful sale of candy and food on Saturday, netting a proilt of fourteen dollars.
John J Moore and Frank P. Cole were
in town the greater part of the past week
in the interest of the Searsport Water

Company.
Mrs. Abbie Ordway, teacher of the Intermediate Dept., and Miss Maude Bryant
are spending the short vacation at their
home m Searsrr ont.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and children of Bangor spent the week-end in
town, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
Wilson of Reservoir street.
Lb. S. 1,. Fairchild lias purchased the
house on Main street formerly occupied
by Dr. Sumner C. Pattee and after repairing will move into it.
Mrs. A. T. Whittier and Miss Orilla
Whitcomb retimed
from
Skowhegan
Tuesday after a short visit with Rev.
and Mrs. Charles McElhiney.
Mrs. Donald W. Vaughn received a
message Monday stating that, her husband is at Camp Deveiis for discharge
and will be 3t home later in the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Blodgett were
called to Belfast Saturday by the death
of their nephew, the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allan Patterson of that city.
Friends of Mrs. Alphonso Wagner ‘Marion Hamilton) will regret to learn that she
is suffering from tonsilitis. Mrs. Wagner
has recently recovered from a serious attack of pneumonia.
The fish market on the corner of Main
and Mt. Ephraim streets has been opened
by Murch Clark, who recently moved to
tnis town from Prospect.
Mr. Clark is
planning to run an up-to-date market
with vegetables in season.
His cart is
calling for orders on Tuesdays and Fri-

days.
Miss Georgis Ford writes from Manwhere she was called last
fall by the illness of her sister, that she
and her niece Katherine are recovering
from scarlet fever.
Miss Palmer was
critically ill with pneumonia after her
mother’s death and had scarcely recovered from this illness when stricken with
the fever.

chester, Conn.,

On Thursday evening the steamer Goldenrod made a special trip to Castine,
chartered by the Epworth League of the
M. E. Church.
About thirty members
of the league made the trip, attending the
service of the evening, conducted by Rev.
Felix Powell. A quick run was made
across the bay and though the night was
the roughest of the month an enjoyable
sail is reported.
Warren Gray received painful injuries
while engaged in his work at the Mack’s
Point coal pocket last Saturday.
He
to Belfast, where after Xwas carried
Ray photographs, fractures in his right
ankle were reduced.
The left ankle was
sprained and both W'rists injured and his
back badly wrenched.
After treatment
he was brought back to his home on
View
street.
Bay
The O. E. S. benefit 500 party given
Monday evening, March 17th, in the
Service Rooms was a happy event.
Mrs.
S. L. Fairchild and Mrs. Edward Gilkey,
the hostesses, has made special preparation in keeping with St. Patrick’s Day
and many clever ideas in decoration were
carried out. For several days artistic
posters in green and white announced the
party. Score cards were in form of huge
shamrocks and the tables were marked
with smaller ones. Ten tab es were filled
and the game was unusually merry.
At
11 Mrs. Edson Fletcher and Miss Florence
Colcord assisted in servi ng generous plates
of delicately tinted sherbet. A variety of
cakes with green icing, shamrocks and
tiny pigs in festive array further carried
out the color scheme.
Music followed
the dainty luncheon and it was well past
when
the
fun
was over.
midnight
on

In order to relieve the crowded condition in the Union school building children from the lower grades will be removed to the engine house on Reservoir
street for the spring term. The firemens’ hall on the second floor will be

STOCKTON
The Ladies’ Aid Society meets this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Elmer E.

Thompson.
Mrs. Elizabeth Foss of Bangor returned
home Monday after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Emery.
The Current Events Club held an interesting meeting last week at the residence of Mrs. Caroline A. Gardner.
In Trundy’s window are exhibited a gas
mask and heavy hob-nailed shoe.-, fresh
from use overseas, which are attracting
much attention.
Mrs. William J. Donoghue returned to
town Thursday from Atkinson, the home
of her parents, and is packing her household goods for removal.
Mrs. John H. Gcrrish was in town last
Saturday and made plans wit h her husband to move their household goods the
last of the present week.
The Gladys M. Taylor, Capt. McAloney,
arrived on her maiden trip to Marseilles
some time ago after a passage of 31 days,
thus fulfilling expectations of her being a
good sailer.
A

large circle of friends and relatives

shocked to hear of a second death
in the family of the late George W. Harriman at Derby, a married daughter, and
the widow reported in a critical condition.
were

Mrs. E. T. Wiley of Milford, Mass., who
has been visiting her brother, Frank Alien and family, returned home Monday
morning accompanied by her niece, Miss
Helen Allen, who will pass some weeks
in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nickerson will
have for their new home, to replace the
one recently destroyed by lire, the Champlain Lanpher farm purchased from Fred
Ireland. They will take possession immeciately and will board Mr. Ireland.
Fred Billings, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Billings of Monroe, but at present
living at The Stockton while Mr. Billings
has employment in the Stockton Yard,
arrived last week, discharged from the
army after service overseas. After a few
days with his parents he went to Belfast
to see his sister, and following a brief
visit in Monroe will return to this village.
'1 he schooner A. Ernest Mills, nearing
ctmpletion at the plant of the Stockton
Yard, Inc., a replica of the Gladys M.
Taylor built under the direction of E. R.
Richards, will go overboard on April 2nd,
as
was
planned and provisionally announced some time ago.
Capt. Kendall
Nash of Harrington, who is to have command, arrived Saturday and is at The
Stockton.
Mr. A. E. Mills, a prominent
business man of Boston, has made known
his intention of bringing a large party to
be present at the launch of his namesake.
The two Ferris steamships building at
the Sandypoint yard have emerged from
the obscurity of being known by simple
numerals, as the announcement is made
that they will bear the names of Waukomis and Allbrook. There is a probability of the Waukomis dividing attention on April 2nd with the A. Ernest
Mills, but a launching at the shore has
ceased to be a novelty, although always
interesting. For the holiday crowd a
dance has been arranged to take place in
Denslow hall in the evening, with music
by Clark’s orchestra.
Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis and Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Barton arrived Thursday and are
occupying the Ellis cottage on Church
street. The Bartons left the first of the
week for Dark Harbor to visit his parents, and upon their return will establish
themselves on the top of the big hill.
Mr. Barton returns from a year’s service
overseas in the pink of condition, barring a slight gas burn on the scalp which
he attributes to an unconscious touch of
a
smeared glove. He was attached to
the 42nd Artillery, handling 24 c. m.
(9 3-4 inches) guns on railroad tracks,
operating exclusively in the valleys of
the mountains near the Swiss border.
The monotony of service on a quiet sector
was always relieved by the menace of
sudden death dropping out of the sky in
the form of Hun shells.

The Oniversalist Ladies’ Aid Society
entertainment and dancing party Friday
evening turned out a gratifying success,

FRIDAY

desire at least 12 cents per person
spent on important public health work as
outlined in House Document No. 192.

March

entertainment as has ever been
staged here. Ice cream, cake and home
made candy were on sale.
A dance followed, with music by Bowen’s orchestra.
About $20 was cleared, which will be
used to purchase books for the school li-

j

in

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets..

Private, Corporal, Sergeant, OrFirst. Sergeant, Lieutenant, Cartain.
In all these positions lie was loyal i
and true, and everything a soldier should
be, brave, loyal and efficient.
The 8th was one of the 300 fighting
regiments of the armies in the War of ,
the Rebellion.
Capt. Wiley bore an honorable par: in
all the events of more than four years i
service.
He was a man of unusual nobility of character, an honor to Belfast!
and the estate.
E. A. True
,

Mrs. Thompson served ice cream until
after midnight. The ladies of the society
are under obligations to John H. Wardwell for rendering assistance and in closing his ice cream parlor.

Spring Medicine

Hood’s
BELFAST

PRODUCE

Apples,

Burgess

is

PRICE

per

MARKET

bbl.,

S3 00a4 00
9
Beans, pea,
9
Beans, y. e.,
50a,55
Butter,
14a 10
Beef, sides,
13al4
Beef, f. q.,
30
Cheese,
35
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
37
35
Duck,
42
Eggs,
33
Fowl,
32
Geese,

!

pa rill a

CURRENT.

PAID

spending the

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,
Corn,

PRODUCER

$18 00
14
28
OOal 50
10
I 00
Pound Hog.
20
10 00
Straw,
2ba32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20a22
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 50
9 50
Wood, hard,
0 50
Wood, soft,

I

Savery, Miss Brown and
of Castine spent Saturday
with Mrs. Etta P. Savery.

Lime,
Oats,

1 90

S3!

Meal,

8
7
17
15
Pollock,
30
Pork,
8
Rye meal,
2 80
Shorts,
10 1-2
Sugar,
1 35
Salt, T. 1.,
Sweet potatoes, 00
Oat

Onions,
Oil, kerosene,

Ei.lis.
In Belfast, March 13, to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald E. Ellis, a son, Herman
Austin.
In East Belfast, March 17,
PEARSON.
to Mr. and Mrs. Francis G. Pearson, a

In Belfast,
Cunningham-Mahlen.
March 15, by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson,
James Alden Cunningham and Miss Edith
Louise Marden. both of Belfast.
In Thorndike,
REYNOLDS-Hogan.
Marcli 13, by Rev. Ashley A. Smith of!
Bangor, Don C. Reynolds and Miss Gertrude M. Hogan.

j

Pri vate Guy
Pattershall, U. S. Army,
is still in 1 oilland Hospital
suffering
from an abscess formed in the wound
caused by shrapnel.

HOWARD.
In Milo Junction, March
11, Chester Lee Howard, formerly of Belfast, aged 12 years, 5 months and 22 days.
SMALLEY. In Northport, March 15,
Mrs. Clarinda B. Smalley, aged 81 years.

avenue.

Peter Olson entertained the
Ladies’ Aid of Trinity church last week.
Lunch was served consisting of coffee,

Eggs

sandwiches and cake.
It will meet next
week with Mrs. Byron Rogers.

First Class Gunners Mate Willis Pattershall will receive his discharge from

lor Hatching

FROM A GOOD STRAIN OF
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

the service on his 21st birthday, the 25th
of March. His enlisted time would have
been out in July, but owing to promptness and ahility he was granted an early

13 FOR 75 CENTS.
J. A. CHADWICK,
40 Northport Avenue, Belfast,

discharge.

C ASTORIA

1

MUTT AND JEFF

PATHF

WEDNESDAY

AT LAST

March

Douglas Fairbanks

j

in

26th

“ARIZONA

Houdini in “Master (V

“Latest
Castle

Clip

Coiffure

Cut Is Made of Finest

Hair, $2.00

per

pair.

After the influenza your hair should hav<
attention. My scientific treatments
give

are

n
n

satisfactory.

EVA L. HOLMES
Phone 14-4 for

156.’566 83

appointments.

500,(00 00
409.133 68

Total liabilities and surplus. $2,362,605 00
WILLIAM A. MASON, Agent, Belfast,
3wl2

Notice of foreclosure

Wishes to announce to her customers that sli-

displaying the following

spring goads:
B C Paul of Searsmont, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine
by his mortgagt deed dated the fourteenth
day of May, A. D 1917, and recorded in the i
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 326,
Page 290, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
N?XT D30R TO
CHURCH STREt
certain lot or parcel of land, together with tne
buildings thereon, situated in Searsmont, in
the County of VValdo and State if Maine, l
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—
At a I'n bat»• C<>u?
Beginning at a stake and stones at the corfor the County of \\
ner of land owned by Mrs Wood’s heirs; thence
the 15th day of Mar*
the road leading from
on the south side of
A certain instiiimSearsmont Village to South Montville and land
last will ana testan,.
of Charles Farrar or to a ntmluck stump markAl a Probate Ct uri M m hi Belfast, within and
late of W aldo, ii Si
ed for a corner; thence southwesterly on said
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
ceased, having hen
Farrar’s land to a stake and stone.-; thence
w it h
March, A, 1). 1919.
petition pr:« •.
westerly thirty live degrees according to a j
and
Brown's
of
AIdeo
RALPH
I.
administration
land; thence south- j
plan
M0R8E, administrator of the eseasterly on land of said Brown about one hun- tate of Horace Maddi-cks, late of ISearsport, wili annexed, he grai
dred rods to a corner of Mrs. Whitney’s land; I in said County .f Waldo, deceased, ha ing
Belfaet, in said Cour.i
in said w ill being dead.
thence easterly on land of Charles Farrar to a j presented a pet.Lion praying tfat he rnay be
siake and stones marked for a c rner thirty I licensed to sell arid convey at public or private,
Ordered, that noli
four degrees aec *rding to a plan; thence north- sale certain real estate of said deceased situinterested by causing
westerly about sixty-six degrees according to ated in Searspcrt, in said County, described in he published three w
a plan to a stake and stones marked for a c<*rsaid petition.
Republican Journal.
ner; thence northeasterly by land owned by
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice Belfast that they i;
the Town of Searsmont; thence northeasterly
Court, to he held at
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
to place of beginning, containing about sixty
said County, on the
this order to he published Inree weeks sucacres.
For other description see deed from
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- next, at ten of the
Sarah O. Farwell to Albert F, Collins, recorded
show cause, if
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
any the\
in Waido Registry, Book 272, Page 148.
should not be prov«..
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he
Conveying by this deed the same real estate held at Belfast, within and for said County, on and petition granted
conveyed to me, B C, Paul, by Albert F. Col- the 8th day of April, A. D. 1919, at ten of
ECU i.
lins by deed dated June 11th, A, D. 1914, and re- the clock before noon, and show cause, if
A true copy.
Attest
any
corded in the Waldo County Registry oi Deeds,
(
the
of
said petitioner
has. !
they have, why
prayer
in Book 313, Page 414, to which deed and the
should not be granted.
record thereof reference may be had for a
EXECUTOR'S .V II
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
more particular description; and whereas the
hereby gives notice t
A true copy.
Attest:
condition of said mortgage has been broken:
Ch as. E. Johnson, Register.
appointed executor <■!
nient of
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of
At a Probate Court held ai Belfast, within and
ELIZABETH MILLIE!
said mortgage.
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
in the County of Waldo
17th day of March, / L) 1919.
Belfast, Vie., March 15, 1919,
having demands against
S. W. PAUL.
MARIA J PRESCOTT of Liberty aid Ever- ceased are desired (■ p;
H c. B
3wl2
ett. N, Prescott of Union, executors of the will
tlement, and all indebte
of John W. Prescott, late of Liberty, in said ed to make payment
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented thorized agent, Robert
a petition praying that they may be licensed to
Me,
SE1
sell and convey at public or private sale cerNew York, March 11,
Willis E. Lovejoy of Belfast, in
tain real estate of said deceased situated in
the County of W aldo and State of Maine, Liberty, in said County of Waldo, and AppleADMINISTRATORby his mortgage deed, dated the fifth day ot ton, in the County of Knox, described in said scriber hereby gives
June, A. D. 1918, recorded in Waldo Registry petition.
duly appointed admit si
of Deeds, Book 332, Page 36, conveyed to The
Ordered, that tie said petitioner give notice
JENNIE E. NESS, 'kBelfast Loan and Building Association, a cor- to all
persons interested by causing a copy of
poration established by law and having its of- this order to be published three weeks succes- in the County of Wald*
bonds
as the law directs
fice and principal place of business at Belfast,
sively in 'I he Republican Journal, a newspaper demands
against the o.
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, a
published at Belfast, that they n.ay appear at are desired
to present
certain parcel of real estate, with the build- a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and
all indebted
ings thereon, situated in said Belfast, on the and for said county, on the 3th day of merit,
to make payment immed
baca
side
of
the
road
from
Belfast
northerly
April, A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock before
to Searsport, bounded and described as folA i
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Belfast, Maine, Marc
lows, to wit: Bounded northerly by land of the prayer of said petitioner should not be
land
of
Jennie E. Leavitt; easterly by
Nahum
granted.
Nickerson; south-rly by said roed; and westerMassachusetts Bonding
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
by land occupied by Porter Cottrell; being the
Attest:
A true copy.
Boston, M.
same real estate conveyed in two parcels to
( has. E. Johnson, Register.
Assets Decern I
Eslie Bowen, the first by George W oods by
deed of warranty dated February 25, 1882, reAt a ProDate Court, field ac Belfast, within and
Real estate.
corded in Waldo Registrv ot Deeds, Book 200,
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on Stocks and bonds.
Page 247, and the second by deed ot Jennie E.
the 17th dav of March, A. I). 1919.
Cash in office ami bank
Leavitt, dated October 25, 1895, recorded in
A certain instrument, purporting to he the Agents' balances..
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 246, Page 161,
Bills receivable.
last will and testament of Andrew A. Drury,
and by said Eslie Bowen, conveyed to the said
Interest and rents.
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deWillis E Lovej iy by his deed of warranty
All
other assets.
been
for
with
ceased, having
presented
probate
dated June 5, 1918. recorded in Waldo Regispetition praying that said will be allowed and !
try of Deeds; and whereas the condition of that letters testamentary issue to her, Edith 1
Gross assets.
said mortgage has been broken, now thereDeduct items not admit;L. Drury, she being the executrix named
fore, by reason ot the breach of the condition therein, without surety or isureties on her
thtreof the said The Belfast Loan and BuildAdmitted assets.
bond, it beir.g so provided in said will.
ing Association, by C. W. Wescott, its TreasLiabilities December
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
urer duly authorized, claims a foreclosure of
i iterested by causing a copy of this order to Net unpaid losses.
said mortgage.
three
weeks
The
in
be
Unearned
successively
published
premiums...
Dated the thirteenth day of March,A I) 1919.
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at All other liabilities.
BELFAST LOAN & BUILDING ASSO.,
Belfast, in Baid County, that they may appear at Cash capita)....
By C. W. WESCOTT, Treasurer.
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
Surplus over all liahilith
D. & M.
3wl2
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
Total liabilities and suri
April next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, it any they have, why the
M A COMBER, FARR &
not he proved, approved and
same should
General Agents, Am
allowed and petition granted.
B. F. COLCORD, Aget
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
3w
A true copy.
Attest:

WHEREAS,

j
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A

splendid line of Straw Hats, Rompers, Slipover
Also Gingham Dresses, ages l to I t

i

NATIONAL BANK,

Probate

|

Notices.
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j
l:
,
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Mrs.

FOR FLETCHER’S

Plat

an,-

...

DIED.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Orchard and
family
have moved from the Cross house on
Bridge stree’, where they have been living this winter, to their home on Sears-

Children Cry

of Romance

<

MARRIED.

service overseas.

port

j

son.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert limes arrived Saturday night ftom Camp Devens. Mr.
limes has just arrived f.om a
year’s

Play

WHEREAS,

REYNOLDS. In Troy, March 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Del Reynolds, a daughter.

A small fire started in the house of Joe
Ross Sunday noon.
The building was
partly burned, but all the furniture was
saved.

“Unexpected
A Metro

25th

LYTeTT^

Notice of foreclosure

BORN

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Roberts have moved from Swan Lake avenue to Main
street and have gone to housekeeping.

in

by him

■

RETAIL MARKET

35a38
18a24
1 74
Cracked corn, 1 59
Corn meal,
1 50
42
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
3 50
00
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 37a42
12 50a 14 00
Flour,
H. G. seed,
0 00
I. ard,
34

Coady

Congratulations are extended Mr. and
Mrs. Francis G. Pearson on the arrival
Monday night of a ten-pound boy.

the Novel

BERT

March

746,384 64
111,775 75
163,120 90 j
8,589 50 j
1.082 29

rom

Why>i

Feature in

1

Miss Ethel

Miss

A Select

24th

j

Hay,
Hides,
Lamb,
Lambskins, 1
Mutton,
Potatoes,

RETAIL'PRICE

week with relatives in Thorndike.

\-

■

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

:

DAlToN"

“Hard Boiled

Ycn^T

TUESDAY

|

Purifies the Blood

:

Ail other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

j

or

_

tAST HELFAST.
Miss Mona

as a

derly

Gerrish, Batchelder, Merrithew, Trundy,
with Miss Batchelder at the piano, provided music for the dance, which brought
a belated
crowd, and Mrs. Mudgett and

'I lie active assistance of Rev. Ashley
A Smith of Bangor in revitalizing his
former parish in Belfast is reflected in a
movement here to reopen the Universalist
meeting house. Regardless of personal
belief or lack of belief, there is no question of a closed church speaking ill of a
community. From every point of view
it is most desirable that the old church
be again opened for regular services. For
a great many
years the parish has been
without a resident minister, save for the
period when Rev. Harry Enos Rouillard
held the pastorate.
For the most part
the pulpit has been tilled by the incumbent of the Universalist church in Belfast,
who also gave more or less time to the
church in Swanville.
Such an arrangement is
by far better than a closed
but
what this parish stands in
church;
absolute need of is a resident minister.
I he good which a clergyman accomplishes
in a community results more from daily
contact than an hour’s occupation of the
pulpit on Sunday. The most zealous of
the several ministers who have worked
on this time-honored plan have failed to
arrive at that general intimacy with the
people which makes his influence elective, and some have absolutely failed to
get yeally in touch with more than a few
families, remaining an utter stranger to
the average resident. The present material prosperity of this village should
warrant an attempt to reach some basis
upon which a resident minister can be
secured and receive wide support.
But
if this proves
impracticable, then by all
means let the parish continue to
co-operate with Belfast parish as of old.

comrade of his and knew liiir

V

A,.

—PATHE
PAm,,,,,...
Clara Kimball
in “The Reason

March

December 31, 1918.

office and bank.

P.nurl

North

MISS DALTON SCORLS

MONDAY

j

well
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Gross assets.SI.030,889 08
9, 98 15
There were some over 200 people who Deduct items not admitted..
j attended the pictures at Crockett’s TheaAdmitted assets. $1,021,590 93 j
| tre Saturday night, and the pictures were
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
| a success in every way. The 5-reel picNet unpaid losses. $ 79.032 60
“Theresa’s
ture,
featuring
Harry
Gold,”
|
Unearned premiums..
452.263 97
j Carey, also a reel of Hearst-Pathe News,
70,031 96
| both as a social afTair and receipts, al- and Fnisode 5 of “The Lion’s Claws,” All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 420,262 40
though the attendance suffered by a which
is proving to be a better picture
counter attraction at Sandypoint.
The
Next w'eek, Saturday, will j
Total liabilities and surplus..$1,021,590 93
chairman of the committee was forced to ! every night
| he shown the famous pictures “Half a j
WILLIAM A. MASON, Agent, Belfast.
her
duties
sudden
bereaverelinquish
by
with King Baggot, whose play- j
3 w 12
ment, the work falling upon Mrs. Isaac Hogue,”
has
ing
and
never been seen here before,
Littlefield. The program arranged by Mrs. 1|
another
of
“The
Lion’s
Claws.”
Rhode Island insurance Company.
episode
j
Earle R Richards was open to but one
A free dance followed the pictures. Music
j
criticism, it was much too good for the j by Bowen’s
Assets December 31. 1918.
orchestra.
admission charged. The children and the |
StocKs and bonds.$1,980,030 34 1
Camp Fire Girls appeared in features most
Cash in office arid bank.
114.015 25 |
pleasing. The other denominations in the A TRIBUTE TO CAPT. E. A WILEY Agents’ balances
353 202 52 j
All
other assets.
32 507 23 j
village contributed materially to the program through the courteous participation
Hope, Maine, Mar. 12,
Gross assets
$2,479,755 34 ;
of Mrs. Huiley and Mrs. Farris, both To the Editor:
Deduct items not admitted..
117,150 34
ladies being favorites with local audi1 here has lately passed in Waldo county
ences.
Something agreeably fresh was
Admitted assets.$2 362,605 00
the singing of Miss Jennie Batchelder, a man of rare character. I refer to Capt. I
Liabilities Dtcercber 31, 1918.
whose voice shows more than ordinary Ephraim W. Wiley who entered the serNet unpaid losses. $ 147,846 30
promise for a young woman of unusual vice of his
Unearned premiums
country from Belfast in 1861
1,149 068 19
a
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Admitted assets. ...$ 1,127,033 04
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses. $
79,032 60
Unearned premiums.
452,263 97
All other liabilities..
70.03196
Surplus over all liabilities.
525,704 51

present.
Be sure to come and hear how
j the
Farmers’ Unions of Maine are pros;
Dinner will be served by mem! pering.
bers of the Ladies’ Aid. Speakers will be
F S. Adams, Department of Agriculture,
i
A. B. Clement: nd A. W. Stetson of the
| Farmers’ Union of Maine. F. S. Adams,
| President, Farmers’ Union.

musical talent.
Albert Batchelder gave
violin solos in exceptionally good form,
complet ng a program that was worth
double the price of admission and which
merited a much larger attendance. Messrs.

MITCHELL

21st

Gr< ss assets.
$ 1,139,94251
Deduct items not admitted.
12,909 47

Brooks Farmers’ Union will hold a
I public meeting in Union Hall at Brooks,
March 25th, at. 10 a. m. An elTort is
j
being made to try to get all the members

recipes

converted into a convenient school room
with but few necessary changes.
The
present engine hall was built by Daniel
Simpson shortly after the reorganization
of the company in 1874.
During its construction the original building was removed to the top of the town house hill
and opened upon Church street,
limit
to accommodate the hand tub Penobscot
purchased for the town in 1854, the old
building served the community in various
ways, the upper room serving not only
as a hall for the activities of the firemen,
but also as a Police Court room, an Advent chapel and a private schoolroom.
It was finally purchased by P. J. Heals
and hauled to the northern part of his
land on Pike street, where it is still in
use for storage purposes.
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Nationale Fire Insurance Company
of Paris, France.

The students of the grammar and lower
grade schools presented a cantata at
Union Hall last Friday night, which was
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Do you think it is wise

o’clock.

as
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March
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!
846,117 97
1 was a success in every way.
Fine music Stocks and bonds. $
Cash in ffioe and bank
96,?26 89
j was furnished by Tozier’s Orchestra, Agents’ balances.
181,576 83
j There were over a hundred tickets sold. Interest and rents.
10,117 17
A baked bean supper was served at 12 All other assets.
15

Powder

THEATRE

THURSDAY

MAlNt ANTI-TUBERCULOSiS
ASSOCIATION.

The Pythian Sisters’ ball held at Union
j Hall
I
Wednesday evening, March 12th,

Bakin«

COLONIAI^

you

Monday She had been sick for several
| days with measles, followed by a shock
j from which she did not recover.

Royal Contains No Alum-

SEARSPORT.

easy.

Write, telephone,

The community regret to learn of the
death of Mrs. Hattie Robinson of this
I village which occurred at her home last

egg omitted.

your favorite

always

2.30

and 6c.

economy?

The B. H. S. Dramatic Club played
“The Iron Hand” at Knox Station last
Friday night to a large audience. A
dance followed, with music by Tozier’s
orchestra. About $25 was cleared.

recipes, only half as many eggs are required, in
some none at all, if an additional quantity of Royal Baking
Powder is used, about a tea spoonful in place of each

with

is

weeks’ visit.

In many

it

11 c.

Expense of
Public Health

Mrs

Absolutely Pure

Fry

at

Prices

AT THE

Miss Ethel Cochrane has been confined
to the house several days with an abcess
in her throat.

More and more, thoughtful women are decreasing the cost of living by increasing the
variety of their home baking. They have
learned to bake the Royal way with fewer
eggs.
They have found that more baked
foods mean less meat. They have further
discovered that their baking keeps fresh
longer when made with

Daily Matinee

LOST
I

Somewhere between High and lower
Main streets Saturday, a small purse containing a sum of money. Finder please
Iwl2*
leave at Journal office.

60

ACRE

FARM FOR SALE

On the Poor’s Mills road, 1 1-2 miles
Its nearness to the city,
from the city.
high elevation, beautiful scenery, good
substantial buildings, and the best of soil,
are some of the things that makes this
place a most desirable country home. It
■s especially adapted to poultry business
and has houses for one thousand hens. As
a truck farm it can’t be beat, being very
early land and free from late and early
frosts. It has an orchard of 300 young
apple trees, besides pears, cherries and
plums and berries. Wood enough for
home use. Artesian well at the door.
House contains six rooms and is lighted
by acetylene gas. If interested inquire of
EVERETT L. HAMILTON,
At the Greenhouse, Belfast, Me.

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 11th day of March, 1919. Clifford J. Pattee, public administrator, as administrator of the estate of James Lewis Duncan, late of searsmont, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 8th day of April, next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
—

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register,

WANTED
A woman to do housew
of three, consisting of «'
boys, aged 8 and 4 ycartor good help.
Would err;
A
his wife.
2wl2*
Lined

CARD OF

v

THANHS

We wish to thank all
sympathy to us in our late
also for tiie many beautd
to the funeral.
MR. and MRS. ALLEN H .!
Mr. alvin Blodgett,
Mr. and MRS. JESSE t.

■
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